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ABSTRACT 

The iconography of over five hundred Classic Maya artifacts of the 

seventh to tenth centuries A. D. is examined and explained on the basis of 

the garments worn and activities performed. The general role of special -

purpose attire and accoutrements are examined in Mesoamerica from the 

archaeological , ethnohistorical , and ethnographic records dating from about 

3500 B. C. to the present . Special attention is focused upon the association 

of certain fabrics and garments with particular status, r oles, and function . 

These criteria are applied to Classic Maya depictions on ceramics, 

stone , wood , bone , and shell. 

The Classic Maya artifacts utilized here are also analyzed i .depen-

dently of other sources . The analyses of the f orm , context , and function 

of the personages depicted are based upon the costume and associated 

paraphernalia portrayed . Seven different themes are discussed : human 

sacrifice, purification , accession, the ball game , deer hunting, warfare , 

and confrontat ion . 
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Chapter 1: I TR0DUCTI0N 

This study is an outgrowth of extensive research that I did on 

Classic Maya art from the southern Maya lowlands (Guatemala, eastern 

Chiapas, western El Salvador, and western Honduras), dating from appr ox-

imately 600 to 900 AD . It became clear to me after seeing nundreds of 

pieces that there were several common themes which transcended traditional 

regional and tempor al di visions of Maya art . Until r ecently , Maya ar, 

had long been regarded as · an 'art for art's sake' ; no attempt had been 

made to view the corpus of Maya art as expressions of Maya cult re ( . 

Coe 1973, 1975 , 1978 ; Hellmuth 1975a ; Clarkson 1977a , 1977b) . 

Specific occasions called for specific costumes and associated 

paraphernalia : the garments people wore indicate the activity (theme) 

in which they were participants . The attire , accoutrements, and relative 

position of each person in Classic Maya art may indicate his individual 

role in the scene . Accoutrements can also identify an individual . The 

name of a person my be contained in the headdress (Kelley 1973) ; a 

specific headdress may be ass ociated with an individual . Costume and 

associated paraphernalia f r equently indicate the activity that is taking 

place . 

Each aspect of a scene - the costume, paraphernalia, activities, 

and arrangement - perceived on a Classic Maya piece couveys a speci ic 

and delibe r ate meaning . The iconography can f unction on four indistinct 

levels : l )historical (narrative , factual) ; 2)mythological ; 3)supernatural 

and cosmological; and 4) religious or ceremonial . The presence o~ certa · _ 

1 
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personages can elicit certain _evels of distinction : deities , ·de tified 

by a Roman nos e , cartouche eye , filed upper incisors, and/or god spots , 

signal an Underwor ld or mythological theme and/or location . A human 

pictured with other humans making pr esentations , and a hieroglyphic 

inscription which gives the name of the lor d , pl ace , date , and action 

( accession, for example) suggest an actual h istori cal event (Clarkson 

1977b) . Adams (1971 : 76- 77) chose to identify the figures on a polychrome 

vas e f r om Altar de Sacrifici os with people buried in the same tomb and 

structure with the vessel, and with the people who attended the funeral 

f r om other settlements outside of Altar de Sacrificios . M. Coe (1973 , 

1975) believes that all fine Maya ceramics were made f or funerary pur poses , 

and depict scenes from the Underworld . Originally , I had disagreed with 

these beliefs (1978b) , but my own r esear.ch of the ceramics and t e Popol 

Vuh, the creation story of the Quiche Maya , has convinced me that the story 

told in the Popol Vuh is recorded on some of the ceramics . However, I 

still maintain that some, pe r haps many , real life scenes are depicted on 

Classic Maya vases. Scuffed bases and mend hole s indicate that some fine 

ceramics were use over and over again (Clarkson 1978b). Others seemingly 

b rand new were thrown into dumps (S . Ekholm 1976). 

As an alternative to Coe ' s belief that the humans depi cted on 

ceramics are the supernatural Hero Twins of the Popol Vuh, deities and 

s upernatur als may be humans dressed up i n those guises for a s pecif .:_c 

ceremony, perhaps a re- enactment of ' mythology '. Maya art does occas i onally 

show the human behind the mask . _n the act of wearing a guise of a deit 

the impersonator is ~hat deity . Thus , a clear cut distinct i on between 

deities , anthr opomorphic animals , the r opomorphi c humans , and humans who 
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are obviously i n di sguise cannot be made . 

The corpus of Classic Maya representational a r t is large; sufficient_y 

large, I beli eve , to formulate hypotheses and test for the consistency 

of context and foI'!Tl within that sphere alone . Each scene of interaction 

can often be considered as one frame of a movie , with the action frozen 

at one point in time . By adding other pert inent scenes and or deri ng 

them in a l ogical sequence whereve r possible , activities can be r econ-

structed . The function can be surmised , but I have f ound that ethnohis -

torical data (such as from the Popol Vuh) can realistically elucidate 

similar or identical forms and contexts . The "di r ect histor ical method" 

(Ni cholson 1957; Steward 1942 ) which combines archaeological with 

do cwnentary i nformation , has been applied t o the Quiche an area (Br own 

1978 ; Carmack 1973 : 242- 44 ; Wauchope 1948, 1975) and the Mixt ec area 

(Byland 1978) . Classic Maya cerami cs containing historical i nformation 

can be ut ilized as ethnohistoric documents (Clarkson 1977b) , and poss i bly 

correlated with archaeologica evi dence . 

Demonstration of cu_tural continuity is of some consider at i on when 

applying ethnohistorical data to ancient cultures . The Maya -.·.of the 

Classic period and those encount ered by the Colonial Spanish are linked 

by a number of traits : language , calendar, temple and pyramid structures, 

subsistence , and k inship structure . Contacts with other cultures of~en 

leave their mark on a system (the Maya ) ; these contacts can be s t died 

through linguistics (loan words) , archaeology (mat erial cultur e) , and 

hi story ( oral or written ) . 

The Colonial period ethnohistorical data presented here on gar ments 

from Mexico and Guatemala , and their associat i ons , is i ntended toe_ cidate 



the costume repertory of the Maya and Mexican cultures at the time of 

Spanish contact. Anawalt (1975) has demonstrated the existence of a 

pan- _e soan1erican costume repertory at the time of Spanish contact. She 

concentrated upon the Mexican sources to elucidate the less well- known 

highland Guatemalan costumes at Spanish contact . Essentially, I have 

elaborated further upon the Guatemalan Colonial period sources and used 

this as a springboard to illuminate t h e Classic Maya costume repertory . 

I have gone on to attempt to define the function and role of speci ~ic 

garments and paraphernalia. 

4 

This thesis is comprised of thr ee parts : archaeological (chapter 2) , 

ethnohistorical (chapters 3 to 7) , and thematic analytical (chapters 

to 13) . Ea.eh part isolates the mediwn , :orm, function, and contexts of 

cloth and costume wherever the data are available . To identify the 

medium , remains and evidence of specific materials , fabrics (woven ) , the 

tools used in preparing and making them , and the materials used to 

decorate them found i n archaeological excavations and reported in early 

documents , will be described . With few exceptions, the form and context 

are derived from representations on both Classic and Colonial period 

depictions , and from descriptions in the Colonial period literature. To 

some extent artifacts (i . e ., material culture ) can de scribe the non-

material aspects of a society . Ethnohistory can fill in the gaps, i . e, ~ 

function, in the cultural, social , ideological , economic , and religious 

spheres of paraphernalia and costumes depicted in art during the Class ·c 

period . 

Because of tne complexity involved in the interpretation of Classic 

Maya scenes, I have offered explanations on two basic levels : h istorical 
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and mythological . Mythological interpretations draw upon the PopoZ Vuh 

and beliefs recorded among other Maya Indians from the sixteenth century 

to the present. The historical aspect draws predominantly upon ethno-

historical and archaeological information: artifacts used , rituals prac -

ticed, subsistence base, social status , etc . 

MethodoZcgy . Each artifact utilized in this thesis has been given 

a letter and nu..~ber designation . The capital letter(s) identifies the 

theme : 1) !::._ - accession, 2) BG - ballgame , 3) DH - deer hunting , 4) -

purification , 5) !:_ - presentation, 6) SS - sacrificial, and 7) W - war -

fare. A small letter prefixed indicates the medium or form : b - bone, 

c - ceramic , !. - figurine, fl - grafitto, m - mural,~ - stone, st - stucco , 

and sh - shell. The number following the s~all and capital letter is an 

arbitrary , sequential designation . Wherever possible , I have used 

originals or photographs of pieces in the research; drawings were used 

where they could be checked for accuracy against the original or a 

photograph . A list of all the artifacts used has not been included here; 

readers wishing to see this list may request this information from me . 

The seven themes of part III chosen for discussion were derived 

from attribute lists of all the artifacts . Each item of attire and 

paraphernalia on and associated with each figure was noted singly and in 

the context of the entire scene . Repeated contextual attribut es of 

pieces were grouped together, and single repeated elements within 

these contextual attributes were noted . Some attributes, such as feather 

headdresses , appeared in the majority of a_~ scenes , and were not con-

sidered relevant to the identification of the theme of the scene, al-



though probably a necessary constituent . Other attributes appeared only 

in very specific contexts, and were thus considered primary markers or 

identifiers of that theme . These primary identifiers have been marked 

with an asterisk on the attribute tables included in each of the seven 

chapters deal i ng with specific themes . Secondary identifiers include 

those attributes that appeared frequently in one themat ic group , but 

6 

were not limited to that group . These were considered significant to the 

iconography of the theme, but of themselves could not identi~y that 

theme . Tertiary elements are those items which can appear under any 

theme; these are the garments which comprise the basic costume repertory 

of the Classic Maya . 

Terminology and notations common in the literature on the Maya may 

not be familiar to the general reader. These conventions are us ed in 

discussions of linguistic terminology , hieroglyphic writing , and deities . 

In the linguistic charts and tables , I have not regularized the 

phonological notations, which differ from dict i onar y to dictionary, except 

for proto- language terms . Equivalent notations and pronounciations are: 

V eh = c 

eh ' = X1 

tz = i 
tz' = i' 

sh = x = X 

The notations and values of voiceless velar stops have varied tremendous_y 

between sources through time. 

PHONEMIC k k ' q q ' 
ALPHABET C c' k k' 
COLONIAL (16th c.) C k 
BRft_SSEUR (19th c . ) C g k k ' 
PRINTED COLONIAL C q k k ' 

(Campbell 1977, personal communication) 

Readers should check Campbell (1977 : 74- 101) and the phonological notation 
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from each source. Proto- language terms are preceded by an asterisk (* ) . 

Several catalogueE have been compiled in which each Mayan hieroglyph 

was assigned a number (Gates 1931; Zimmerman 1953, 1965; Thompson 1962 ; 

Knorosov 1966; Rendon and Spescha 1965) . I have used Thompson ' s notation 

here because of its general availability and widespread use . The capital 

letter "T" precedes each glyger, or glyph group (Kelley 1976); a period 

between numbers indicates the glyphs are arranged side by side , and a 

colon indicates that the first glyph is on top of the other . Bar and 

dot numerical coefficients are a-ways written as Roman numerals in the 

notation . Thus : VI . 501 :125 is writt en ~It! 
Deities appear as glyphs , headdresses , attributes, and full figures 

in all forms and periods of Maya depictions : on shell, bone, wood , stone , 

clay , and bark paper . Although there are many disagreements and problems 

in the identification and names of these deities, the letter notation 

developped by Schellhas (1897 , 1904) is generally used by scholars when 

referring to specific deities . Nevertheless , there i s some disagreement 

with Schellhas ' groupings (Kelley 1976 :61) . Like native mythology or 

the iconography of ceramics, interpretations of the manifestations of 

deities are ext r emel y complex and varied . The names of some of the 

deities have been recognized, based on the hieroglyphic texts on Classic 

and Post Classic inscriptions and codices, and on recorded post - Conquest 

Maya texts such as the Chila~ BalaJTl (Roys 1949 , 1954) and the Ritual of 

the Bacabs (Roys 1965) (see Kelley 1976 :61- 105) . 



Par t I : ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES 

Chapter 2 : ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF CLOTH 

Evidence for indigenous weaving in pre - Columbian Mesoameric a can 

be demonst rated through the pr esence of plant remains , ac~ual woven 

materials , impressi ons of woven materials , and tools specific to a 

weaving complex , a s well as through reconstruction of linguis t ic termin-

ology and depictions in art . In this chapter I present archaeolgi cal 

indications for the pre - Columbian manufacture and use of cloth and fibers . 

Because these fabrics are delicate, and are seldom preserved , actual 

samples are rarely encountered . Evidence must depend upon more perman-

ent remains in stone , ceramic s , or s eeds which can be demonstrated to 

have had some associati on with a woven or twilled fiber . 

Plant remains . Cotton grew wild i n tropical America unt il about 

3500 B.C. The pr esence of a number of fiber remains suitable f or weaving 

or twilling at Tehuacan Mexico , s ugges ts a development of a weaving 

technology during the Abejas phase , i . e . , dating well into the period of 

settled cultivation in Mexico . Al hough two cotton bolls were located 

in San Marcos cave at the El Riego phase level , about 5500 B. C. , their 

presence in a disturbed area of the cave, and an absence of other 

Gossypi wn spp . remains until the Abejas phase cast s ome doubts upon their 

cultivation in the El Riego phas e (MacNei sh 1958; C. E . Smith 1967 :244 ; 

Stevens 1967:259- 260). 

Cotton cannot tolerate heavy rainfall or shade , nor will it survive 

at high altitudes. 0 0 It grows b est at temper atur es b etween 75 and 94 F . 

8 
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TABLE 1 

FIBER Phi\NT REM...A.INS FROM TEHUACAN, T.Al~A LIP.AS , AND SIERRA RE* 
TEHUACAN 

Venta Salada 

Palo Blanco 

Santa Maria 

Ajalpan 

Purron 

Abejas 

Coxcatlan 

El Riego 

Ajuereado 

TAlV.cAULIP AS 

Los Angeles 

La Salta 

Eslabones 

Laguna 

Almagre 

La Perra 

SIERRA MADRE 

San Antonio 

San Lorenzo 

Palrnillas 

esa de Guaje 

Guerra 

PLANT FIBER REMJtINS 

cotton., cissus., sotolin., tillandsia spikes and leave s ., 
hechtia., palm 
cotton., cissus ., agave stems ., sotolin., tillandsia spikes 
and leaves ., hechtia., palm 
cotton., cissus., hechtia., grasses ., sotolin., tillandsia 
cotton 

hechtia., tillandsia., cotton., c~ssus ., grasses 
agave ·quids and leaves ., yucca leaves and s seds ., c~s sus ., 
sotolin., tillandsia., grasses 
palm., cotton., grasses., agave leaves ., quids., yucca seeds 
palm., grasse s 

bromelia leaves ., caesalpinia pods ., hechtia leaves ., 
yucca pods and seeds ., spindle whorl 

bromelia leaves ., caesalpinia pods., hechtia leaves., 
yucca pods and seeds 

bromelia leaves ., caesalpinia pods ., hechtia leaves 

cotton., Z- t7.Jist cotton yarn., maguey S- twist., one over 
one twilled cotton cloth., nets ., mats ., double woven 
cotton cloth 
lace netting., closely woven twilled cloth 
some cotton 
cotton 
cotton., Z- twist cotton yarn., one- and- one twilled cotton 
cloth 

* After C. E . Smith 1967; Manglesdorf, MacNe ish, and Willey 1964 ; and 
MacNeish 1958. 



Wild species are known to withstand drought successfully (Purseglove 

1968: 347- 348) . Thus , the semi-arid condi t i ons of the Tehuacan Valley 

were suitable for the raising of cotton . 

Although no actual examples of woven fabric were discovered at 

Tehuacan , the increased presence of the plant remains discussed above 

implies an early development of a weaving technology utilizing various 

.American plants . 

Woven samples. Archaeologists wor king in the Maya area have l ong 

10 

been aware of the use and presence of textiles in burials and tombs , but 

due to the lack of preservation, rare ly come across actual sa..~ples of 

fabric. 

Although it was obvious, from the great amounts of 
soft black rot upon the floors of the tombs, part icularly 
in the neighborhood of skeletons, that many textiles 
and other objects of organic material had formed part 
of the mortuary offerings, almost no evidence as to 
their nature could be recovered (Kidder, Jennings , and 
Shook 1959:98). 

Knowledge of the ancient spinning and weaving techniques must rest 

upon the few preserved samples of woven cloth (M.E. King 1978) . A few 

cloth fragments have been recovered from caves, where conditions are 

favorable to preservation, and from mortuary offerings in Chiapas. The 

Chiptic Cave (Blom 1954 ; Johnson 195 4; Wauchope 1954) and Cieneguilla 

Cave (O'Neale 1942) textile fragments probably date to just pri or to the 

Spanish Conquest. The fragments from Chiptic Cave were of plain weave 

with resist dye decoration and mono- and polychrome painting . Blom (1930) 

located some cotton cloth fragments in a cave i n the Chiapas l owlands 

dating t o t he pre-Conquest period . In Chilapa, Guerrero, a huipil was 
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1. Actun Balam 
2. Altar de Sacrificios 
3 . Altun Ha 
4. Baking Pot 
5. Barton Ramie 
6. Becan 
7. Bonampak 
8 . Calcehtok 
9 . Cerro de las Me sas 
10 . Chiapa de Corzo 
11 . Chichen Itza 
12 . Chilapa 
13 . Chinku1tic 
14 . Chipti c Cave 
15 . Cieneguilla 
16. Cintalapa 
17 . Coba 
18 . Cob an 
19 . Capan 
20 . El Palmar 
21 . El Peru 
22 . Holmul 
23 . Huehuetenango 
24 . Kaminaljuyu 
25 . Lagartero 
26 . Los Naranjos 
27 . Lubaantun 
28 . Machaquila 
29 . Mayapan 
30 . Naranjo 

Key to Map 1 . 

31. Monte Alban 
32 . Naco 
33 . Nebaj 
34 . Nobmul 
35 . 0xtotitlan 
36 . Palenque 
37. Piedras Negr as 
38 . Quelepa 
39 . Quirigua 
40 . Salinas La Blanca 
41. San Jos e 
42 . Santa Lucla Cotzumalguapa 
43 . Seibal 
44 . Suchitepequez 
45 . Tajumulco 
46 . Tamin Kax 
47 . Tehuacan 
48 . Teotihuacan 
49 . Tikal 
50 . Tula 
51. Uaxactun 
52 . Yagul 
53 . Yaxch ilan 
54 . Zacatenco 
55- Zacualpa 
56. Zaculeu 

12 
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was l ocated and r eported by Franco (1967) and Johnson (1967). 

Three cotton fragments dyed light greenish blue were recovered 

from a pit at Yagul, Oaxaca (Johnson 1957a ) . A.n entire miniature hui pil 

(woman's shirt ; see chapte r 3) with painted designs in red and black was 

found in the Cueva del Buen Abrigo in Coahuila . The garment, measuring 

only 17 . 8 cm. wide and 16.5 cm. long , is thought by Johnson to have been 

brough to Coahuila through trade (Johns on 1957a; 1958 :59 :121) . Pina 

Chan thinks it was made in the Huastec region during the period of 

Mexica influence there (in Johnson 1958/59 :122) . Johnson (1957b) has 

also reported on several huipils wi th deccrated pechos (a rectangle of 

cloth sewed in a shirt to the base of the neck slit in front) and 

feathers knotted into the weave f r om Chiapas , and cotton cloth from 

Zacatenco (Johnson 1959 : 451 ) . Grove (1970) recovered three post-Class ic 

fragments from Oxtotitlan Cave, Guerre r o . Two of these were estimated 

to be ixtli or maguey fiber; the third, woven in diamond patterns , may be 

of cotton ahd rabbit fur. Since the re was no indication of any micro-

scopic or other scientific analysis of t he materials, t he ident i fications 

should be considered tentative . 

The earliest cotton textiles so far recovered in Mesoamerica have 

been found in Chiapas. Cotton textile s from Cintalapa were fund in di rect 

association with Formative date ceramic remains (A.R. King 1955 ) . A very 

fine piece of woven cloth, dat ing to approximately 1 A. D., was found at 

Chiapa de Corzo (Morris , personal communication) . Other fragments came 

from Mayapan (Mahler 1962 : 403 , 404) of cotton and agave fabrics , and 

from a Classic period tomb at Altun Ha , Belize (Pender gas t 1969 : 22- 23) . 

While most examples of cloth come f r om caves and other pr otected 
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situations dating j ust prior to t he Conquest , over six hundred fragrr:e nt s 

were recovered from the Sacred We l l at Chichen It za during the course of 

excavati ons there (Pi na Chan 1970: 38 ; Tozzer 1957 :198) . Mahler was ab l e 

to i dentify a number of weaving t echniques and materials, even though t he 

majority of these samples wer e less than one inch square . A_l the 

fragments are of cotton yarns, Z- s pun or 2- ply Z- spun S- doubled yarns, 

save fo r one of agave , and other "unident ifiable bast fibers" . Included 

with the single warps with single wefts and single war ps with paire d 

wefts are brocades or embroideries, pile cloth , gauze , war p- float patterns , 

kelim tapestry, openwor k , and twills . ahler feels this br oad variety 

of techniques " suggests an approximation to the complex weaving of Peru" 

(Tozzer 1957:198) . Scholes and Roys (1968 :39 ) postulated that fine 

fabri cs may have been imported t o Chi chen Itza from the Zoque are of 

Chiapas . The fine quality of fabrics from the Zoque area is known fr om 

Colonial period accounts (Gage 1958 :149; Sahagun 1938(2) :356) . Tschopik 

(1937) compared f i ve categories and twelve types of weave s and weavi g 

techniques depicted on Ulua polychrome ceramics with Haur y 's ( n . - . ) ·nds 

f rom the cenote at Chichen Itza . Ts chopi k concluded that "the drawi ngs 

indicate quite clearly the great range of variations poss ible when a 

techniq1..esuch as weaving is used, freed from its technical restrict i on~ , 

on so plastic a medium as pottery" (Tschopik 1937:10) . 

Failing in the recovery of woven goods , the impressions left by 

fabrics on ceramics, mud , clay, and lime plas ter f orm the largest cor us 

of data on we aving and fabri cs after t he Sacred Well fragme nts . Sue 

imprints are reported on sherds and vessels dating from t he Early Clas s ·c 

thr ough the Post Class i c at Karninaljuyu (Kidder , Jennings and Shook 1946 ; 
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Woodbury 1965 :177 ) , Pacific coastal Guatemala (Shook 1965 : 188- 189) , 

Orange 2 cache vessels from Piedras Negras (W . Coe 1959 : 74) , Uaxac tun 

(R . E . Smith 1955(1):47), Classic period pottery from Baja Verapaz (Del-

gado 1963 :93) , Classic period pottery from Suchitepequez (Kidder 1949 : 

9- 27) , Mayapan (Mahler 1962:4oh) , Altun Ha (Pendergast 1969 : 22- 23) , and 

pottery of the Atzan , Chinaq, Xinaba , and Qaukyak phases at Zaculeu 

(Woodbury and Trik 1953 : 274) . 

Impr essions of peri shable items such as cloth and mats are fairly 

common in the plaster in Classic Maya tombs , and have been particularly 

noted at sites in the southern lowlands . At Uaxactun, as s ociated rope 

and textiles fragments suggested ' bundle bur i als ' of a type illustrated 

in native pictor ials of the Conquest period (figure 1) . Furthermore , 

Fi gure 1 . Bundle Burial from Codice Xolotl 

the pr esence of exotic items included with these buri als , such as cacao 

beans , s ting ray spi nes , and mother of pearl (A . L. Smith 1950 : table 6 ) , 

none of which wer e available at or near Uaxactun , impl y h i gh status 

burials . The bench upon which a male body was laid out in Burial 116 at 

Tikal , which y i elded some of the riche st mortuary offer ings yet f ound in 

Mesoamerica, was covered in a woven palm leaf mat . Mats of this type 

were report ed by M. Coe and Flannery (1967 : 64) at Salinas La Blanca -at i ng 

to approximately 1000 B. C. In addi t ion t o woven mats, the impressions 
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of text iles, animal hides, and feathers around the male of Burial 196 at 

Tikal were noted by the excavator (Hellmuth , personal communication) . 

Impressions of (cotton?) cloth completely encircled the upper r eaches of 

this tomb , and Hellmuth (1967) surmised that a large piece of cloth had 

been draped across the open tomb to pr event plaster and rubble from 

falli ng on the body and funerary furni ture while work continued on the 

tomb structur e . Pendergast (1969 : 23) also found impressions of cloth in 

t he wall in Tomb B- 4/7 , as well as evidence of a bolt or stack of cloth 

on the wooden platform within this tomb . O' Neale (in Kidder, Jenni ngs , 

and Shook 1959 :98- 99) identified impressions of woven cotton cloth and 

palm frond mats on the floor s and walls of tombs at K8Jil.inaljuyu, and 

(t entatively) sheets of bark cloth with green and yellow pa i nt on 

stucco . This was probably a codex , a book made of pounded bark pages 

which were f olded accordion style. 

In spite of an awareness by archaeologi sts of a pre- Columbian know-

ledge of weaving techniques with several kinds of materials, lack of 

preservation of actual samples prevents a t otal knowledge of the 

Classic Maya weaving technology . Knowing some of the techniques and 

materials used can help to identify cloth s8lil.ples in the field , as 

Reyman (1978) was able to do in his identification of pochteca burials 

in the Southwes t U. S . 

Spindle whor l s . The spindle whorl was , and is an essential compon-

ent of the weaving technology . Considering that cloth and spun f i ber s 

were an integral part of everyday life , whether made of cotton or 

coarser fibers , the spindle whorl is sur prisingly r are at most sites in 



Mesoamerica . This may b e due to the bias and nature of excavations in 

this area . Until the 1960 1 s, mos t excavations at Maya sites focused 
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upon ceremonial centers, areas a ssumed to be the fo cus of political, 

administrat i ve , r eligious , and elite activities, and hence, the important 

part of Maya civilization . Craft a r eas have been recognized, and are 

most often spatially distinct from other pur pose areas . Recognized craft 

areas, though, are usually limit ed to l ithic and ceramic vessel tech-

nologies . Investigators have now turned their attention to balancing 

out the picture of pre- Columbian esoamerican s ociety by inves tigation 

of the residential areas which border on t he ceremonial centers, and 

extend outward sometimes for severa~ ki l omet ers . These surveys have 

focused upon spatial and locational analy ses, agricultural potential 

and subsistence , etc . , and c r aft areas whe ~e weaving may have been done 

have not been revealed . Furthermore , if weaving was more of a househo d 

industry among the southern lowland Maya, with any surplus goods marketed 

l ocally on an individual basis from the home , there would be no areas 

of artifacts ass ociated with the weaving technology to be located o tside 

the residences . 

Another explanation fo r the paucity of spindle whorls may lie in the 

practice of import ing textiles . Of course the f~nished product must 

have come from somewhere , but if imported from outside the Maya area i n 

question, few or no spind~e whor ls wuuld be present in Maya sit es . Or, 

spindle whorls made of perishable material, such as wood or bone , may 

have entirely disappeared from t he record at s pecific areas . F~nal y , 

given the simple fo r m of the s pindle whorl - a circular object wit a 

hole through the center - other obj ects of similar form but gene ally 
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ascribed to a diffe rent function may obscur e the artifactual evidence 

fo r the presence of a weaving i ndust r y at a parti cul a r site . Both 

0 ' Neale (1945) and Kent (1957 ) state that bead whorls are used in mode r n-

day Guatemala for spinning cotton . 

There are two major categories of sp indle whorls that have been 

recognized from Mesoamerican col_ections : those f ormed of bone , stone , 

shell, or clay specifically for that pur pose ; and those made from ce r -

amic sherds (perfor ated disks) . The distinct chr onological distribution 

of these two categories has been affirmed by a number of archaeologists . 

Spindle whorls have been r eported f r om all excavated levels at 

Uaxactun (Ri cket son and Ricketson 1937 : 219) and Copan (Longyear 1952 : 

103- 104) , but s pec i ally fo r med spindle whorls appear to be a late man-

ifes t ation (Late Classic) at Uaxactun (Kidder _947 : 39 ; Ricket son and 

Ri cketson 1937 : 219) , Copan (Longyear 195 2) , Tajumulco (Dutton and Hobbs 

1943 : 62) , Kaminaljuyu (Kidder, Jennings , and Shook 1946 : 216) , Cerro de 

las Mesas (Dr ucker 1943a : 39), Zacualpa (Wauchope 1948:153- 154 ) , Zaculeu 

(Woodbury and Trik 1953 (1) : 169- 171), Piedras Negras (W . Coe 1959 : 69) , 

and Tula (Matos M. 1974 : 44 ) . Many spindle whor ls are found on the sur-

face , such a s at Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962 : 400 , 423) and Quelepa 

(Longyear 1942) , in addition to those sites mentioned above . The ear l iest 

known formed spindle whorls in Mesoamerican come from the Teotihuacan 

II or III phases at Xolalpan and Tlamimilolpa and the lower II hori zon at 

Cerro de las Mesas (Drucker 1943b : 66) . 

Specially formed spindle whorls are often associated wi th mor tuary 

offerings of the Classic period . Late Classic specimens are known f r om 

a Holmul V deposit at Holmul (Merwin and Vaillant 1932 : 85) and at 
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T81Ilin Kax (Thomp son 1931 : 317 , plate XLIX- 8) , Baking Pot (Ricketson 1920 : 

14) , San Jose (Thomps on 1939 : figure 9lp) , Naco (Strong , Kidder and Paul 

1938 : plate 4i,j) , Seibal (Wil_ey 1978 : 46- 47 , 90) , Barton Ramie (Willey, 

Bullard, Glass , and Gifford 1965 : 402) , and Nohmul (Gann and Gann 1939 : 

plate 36) . A.L . Smith (1950 : t able 6 , figure 126) reported a potter y 

spindle whor l found in burial A30 at Uaxactun; inconclusive evidence 

suggested the skeleton was of a female . Nine de corated s pindle whorls 

were r e covered from a tomb in Mound 20 , tomb III , Structures 24 and 25 

by Smith and Kidder (1943 : 162 ) . Finally , Linne (1942 :166) report ed a 

spindle whor l at Teotihuacan with fragments of pottery from the Maya 

region (see also Rattray 1977) . It is possible that Linne's spindle 

whorl was also an import to Teotihuacan . 

The perforated disk type of spindle whorl has been identified at 

most of the sites na~e d above . These are fashioned from pottery sherds , 

bone , shell , and stone. 

A recent study by Parsons (1972) of Aztec per iod spindle whorls 

suggests that a differentiation should be made between the size oft e 

spindle whorl and the hole through the center (M .H. Parsons 1972 : 66) . 

She found a clear bimodal distribution between the larger Types I (35 -

61 mm . diameter) and II (45 - 73 mm . diameter) and the smaller Type III 

spi ndle whorls (15 - 31 mm . diameter ) . Because Types I and II are absent 

in lowland cotton producing reg i ons , she hypothesizes that t he smaller 

spindle whorls were for spinning finer thread, such as cotton , and the 

larger ones for maguey (M.H . Parsons 1972 : 57,65 ; see also Parker 1952) . 



PART II : ETHNOHISTORICAL SOURCES 

Chapter 3 : CENTRAL MEXICAN COSTUTvlES 

Anawalt (1975) has recognized ten different types of costume in 

Mesoamericaat the time of the Conquest (table 2) . These a re examined f r om 

seven major sources: Aztec , Tlaxcalan , Tarascan, Mixtec, the Borgia Gr oup 

(poss ibly from the Tehuacan or Mixtec area) , Lowland Maya , and Highland 

Maya. Anawalt concludes that a pan- Mesoamerican group of costumes does 

exist . 

Since it is the nature of culture that the richest trait 
diversity exists in the most complex area, it can be an-
ticipated that a peripheral region like Highland Guatema_a 
will differ somewhat in its costume repertory from that 
of the most cosmopolitan area of Mesoamerica. Inasmuch as 
the Contact-period Aztecs represent the greatest social 
and cultural complexity in Mesoamerica their repertory can 
be used as a specific point of reference (Anawalt 1975:35 - 5) . 

Hence , a brief examination of the more fully documented cost\n:ne inventory 

from Central Mexico can elt1cidate both the universality of garments with-

in Mesoamerica through the later discussion of Classic Maya costume, ad 

amplify the more briefly mentioned attire of the Maya area . 

Males 

Loincloth . The ubiquitous nature of the loincloth is apparent in i t s 

appearance in nearly every written and painted pre- seventeenth century 

Mexican source presently known . Sahagun (Dibble and Anderson: Book 

8 :25, 56 , 88 ; Book 9 : 51, 59) said that all men of all classes wore tne 

maxt_atl, which is defined as 'breeches' by Molina (1977 : 54v) , and ' belt' , 

' loincloth, or broad strip of clothing descending almost to the thighs' 

by Simeon (1963 : 237) . A 1580 Aztec relacion geografica (RG) from 
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TABLE 2 
GLOSSARY OF MESOAMERICAN COSTUME 'I1ERMS ( after Anawalt 1975 : v) 

MALE GARMENTS 

LOINCLOTH HIP- CLOTH CAPE ROBE XICOLLI ARMOR CEREMONIAL COSTUME 
AZ'I1EC maxtlatl ? :tilmatli - xicoUi ichcaphuipiZZi tlahuiztli 
TLAXCALA 
TARASCAN 
MIX'I1EC 

THE BORGIA GROUP 
LOWLAND MAYA 
HIGHLAND 
GUATEMALA MAYA 

AZTEC 
TLA.XCALA 

maxtlatl 

satu 

? 
ex 

V ves ( PV ) 

SKIRT 
cueitl 
cueitl 

TARAS CAN sirihtaqua 
MIXTEC xiqhu (? ) 
THE BORGIA GROUP ? 
LOWLAND MAYA 
HIGHLAND 
GUATEMALA MAYA 

pie 
uk 

? 
? 
? 

? 

? 
? 

HIP-CLOTH 

? 

tilmatli - xicolli -
- - cicuilli choronguegua 

laati ? xiqhu(?) 
(Zapotec 

? ? ? 

? - ? 

? - xapo t 

FEMALE GARMENTS 
CAPE 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

. euyub 
? 

QUECHQUEMITL 
quechquemitl 
quechquemitl 

? 
? 
? 
? 

? = Garment existed in costume repertory but the term is presently unknown 
- = Garment did not exist in costume r epertory 

tlahuiztli 
ucata- tararoguegua 

? 

? 

? 

HUIPIL 
huipiUi 
huipiUi 

dzico 
? 

pot 

I\) 
I-' 



by Simeon (1963 : 237) . A 1580 Aztec reZacion geografica (RG) from 

Atlitlalaquian stated that 

... the men covered their privy parts with some woren 
bands of cotton like mufflers, which they wrapped around 
their loins a little above the h i ps and ti e at the crotch 
and thus these bands formed [ a] kind of open breeches 
or drawers with which the men cover their private parts . 
These bands they call maxtles (Pas o y Troncoso 1905- 1906 : 
206) . 

The loincloth was frequently deco rat ed with woven and feathe r 

decorations , which served as mar ks of class distinction for the Aztec 

and Tlaxcallans , and in the Borgia Group (see Tonalamatl Aubin, Lienzo 

de Tlaxcala , Codex Mendoza , Codex Teller~ano- Remensis, Codex Vaticanus 
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B, Seler 1901- 1902 , Seler 1902- 1903 , Codex Fejervary- Mayer , Codex Laud , 

and Codex Borgia ; see also Anawalt 1975 :62- 67,152-154,249- 250) . Anawalt 

(1975 :188) notes that the loincloths depicted in the Mixtec codices 

(Nuttall , Colomb ino, Vindobonensis, Bodley , and Selden) do not carry 

much decorat i on ; other costume details appear to carry more significance . 

Although s ome of the RGs report the absence of loi ncloths on Tarascan 

men , they are depicted in the Relacion de Michoacan (Craine and Reindorp 

1970 : plates 2 and 5) . These are not the only standard male attire fo r 

the Tarascans , however. 

Hipcloth. The hipcloth appears to be .another Mexican all - class 

gar ment . Anawalt (19 75 : 59) states that modern examples of the hip 

cloth are a more or less r ectangular piece of cloth folded over into a 

triangle . The Colonial and pre - Colonial pictorial examples show the 

poi nt of the t riangle falling in the rear or on the side. Drawings 

indicated that it could be worn with or witnout the loincloth , and 



could be plain or de corated . Anawalt (1975 : 190 , 252) s tates the ixtec 

and Borgia exrunples of the hip cloth fell anywhere from " just below the 

buttocks to just above the knee ". 

Cape (manta~ ayate). The quality and fibe r of a cape worn was 

based upon the status of an individual in s ociety. Cotton and feathe r 

decorated and dyed capes were acco r ded to brave warriors, and great and 
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minor lords, while the commoner was per mitted wear only maguey , yucca , or 

palm fiber cloaks by Azte c l aw. Even the length of the cape was 

specified. Severe or even terminal punishments were meted out for in-

fractions of the law. 

Some idea of the diversity of the capes of the privileged class 

can be gained from the description given by the Anonymous Conqueror , one 

of the soldiers in Cortes 1 retinue that entered t he Aztec city of 

Tenochtitlan. 

Their dress consists of cotton mantles like sheets, 
though not so large, finely worked in a variety of ways , 
and with decorated bands and borders. Each person 
has two or three, and they are knotted over the ches t . 
In winter time they cover themselves wit h cloaks woven 
of tiny [crims on] feathers . They have the appearance 
of red silk or woolen cloth, or like our fur hats . They 
have them in r ed , black, whit e , purple , and yellow 
(Anonymous 1938; Saville 1917) . 

Capes of varying lengths and decorations were mentioned for the 

Mixtec ( RG 1580) , the Tla.xcalans (Lienzo de Tla.xcala ), and in the Bor gia 

Group , and I would suspect that there were limitations on who could wear 

what kind of cape. Depictions of women wearing capes appear in the_ ixtec 

and Borgia Group codices, but otherwi se ar e limited t o males in all five 

groups. 
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Xicolli . The xicoll i is a shor t sleeveless jacket with sewn sides 

and an open ~ront . As with the cape , the xicolli was made of cotton , 

maguey , yucca , or palm fibe rs with strict r egulations i dentifying who 

could wear what kind of xicolli (Duran 1967) . The context i n which the 

xicolli was menti oned and por trayed was limi ted exclusively to pri ests 

and rulers. The Aztec s ources (see Florentine Codex) i ndicate i t was 

also worn by office holders who , as Carrasco (1971 : 354) po i nts out , 

frequently began as commoners (Anawalt 1975 :114) . Probably these admin-

ist rators were permitted to wear only the coarser fibe red xicolli . 

Men are shown wearing xicollis in several codices : Florentine , 

Mendo za , Magliabe chiano, Azcatitlan, and Xolot l . They are frequently 

shown in associationwi th a tobacco pouch, incense bag , and incense 

burner (Anawalt 1975 :116)(figure 2) . 

Tailored ga.rments . Despite the fact that t his categorization en-

compasses more than one garment , the uniqueness of these rare garments 

throughout Mesoamerica makes it desirable to class them as one . Tailor ed 

garments all appear to have been specially utilized by i ndividua so~ 

spec i f ic classes for specific uses . 

The Mexican fitted costume (tlahuitzli) was a military dr ess which 

completely encased the limbs , t r unk , and even the head of the weare r 

(Anawalt 1975 :140) . This tlahuiztli represented a variety of creatures, 

such as jaguar, coyote , and various gods . The status of the warrior 

dictated what colors , insignia, headdress, and or naments could be worn . 

The Lienzo de Tlaxcala is the only source of information on this f "tted 

warrior costume a~ong the Tlaxcalans . It is similar i n most respects to 

the Aztec version o~ the tlahuiztli , though status was indicate - largely 
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by shield emblems and b ackdresses (Anawalt 1975 :169) . 

The tailored costu.~es o f the Borgia and ixte c codice s a r e of a 

ritual, non- military natur e . They are of jaguars (Codex Laud:sheet 13D ; 

Codex Borgia :sheet 60 ; Nuttall 1975 : 32) , deer (Selden lOII; Caso 1964 : 

folio 85 ; Nuttall 1975:64) , and eagle (Selden:sheet 31 ; Codex Vindobonen-

sis : sheet 4) . 

Females 

Skirt (cueitl) . Both the RGs and codi ces mention the skirt, w ich 

was ubiquitous 81Ilong females . As a simple rectangular piece of cloth , 

wrapped and secured around the wais t , i t was often referred to as a mant a . 

The skirt appear s in varying l engths , materials, decorations, and 

contexts. In the Tarascan area the skirt was about knee- length (Sahagun) , 

while in the Mixtec area it was both knee- and ankle - leng~h (RGs ; ttall) . 

Status or achieved rank was indicated by the decoration on the skirt and 

the type of material out of which it was made . Anawalt (1975 :91- 92) 

has interpreted the depiction of a fourteen year old girl wearing a 

bordered skirt and huipil in the Matricula de Tributos as an indication 

of post-adolescent di f ferentiated attire separating he r from eleven, 

twelve , and thirteen year old girls wearing obviously less finished 

versions . A description of the skirts worn by adult noble women is 

given in the Relacion de Coatepec and Chimalhuacan (Paso y Tronc oso 

1905(6) :55- 56 ,75- 76 , #29) . 

Huipil . The huipil , with sewn sides and a hole for the head to slip 

through is worn exclusively by women . The hui pil is a sleeveless rec -

tangular garment, although the drape of this garment over the shoulders , 
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particularly when cut wide , can give the impression of sleeves . A square 

of material sewn on at t he base of the neck slit in front, called t he 

pecho, and often finely decorated, pr ooably also served as a reinforcement 

to keep the huipil from ripping down the front . Made of every degree of 

cotton , from coarse to fine and gauzy , the huipil was elaborated with 

rabbit fur (tochomitl), feathers , and colored thread to create intricate 

and elaborate designs . 

Each pueblo in modern day Indian communites in Central Ameri ca has 

a particular style of huipil particular to that town; such may have been 

the case of the Conquest and pre- Conquest period huipils of Central Aex-

ico. The hui pils of t he Lienzo de Tlaxcala are made wide so as to give 

a very full dr ape , and fall to about the shin; the skirt is visible 

underneath . Plate 9 depicts Dona Marina , the indispensible aid to Cor tes , 

wearing an orange- striped- on- white- ground huipil. The Mixtec codices 

portray a hip-length huipil , decorated on the border and neck (Nuttall , 

Vindobonensis). The Aztec huipil generally fell to the mid- thigh or to 

below the knees. 

Quechquemitl. The term quechquemitl , from Nahuatl quecht l i~ 1 neck 1 

and quemi 'to put on a manta or cape' (Anawalt 1975 :93 ; Molina 1977 : 88v) 

has been applied to at least two different kinds of costume . As depicted 

when being wor n , it appears as a slip- on cape forming a t riangle in the 

front , the apex at the botton . Its appearance in the Aztec codices_ ag-

liabechiano (1970) , Teileriano-Remensis ( Corona Nunez 1964) , and Borbon-

icus (1974) appears strictly religious (Anawalt 1975 : 98 ,101 ) . This may 

also be true among the Tlaxcalans , as it only appears in the Tonalamatl 

Aubin (Seler 1900- 1901:plate 7) (Anawalt 1975 :159) . 



In the Tarascan Chronicles of Michoacan (Craine and Reindorp 1970 : 

plates 11,36) the points of the quechquemitl drape over the shoulders . 
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Anawalt distinguishes two kinds of quechquemitls, rounded and 

triangular, based on examples from the Mixtec and Borgia codices . It was 

not mentioned in either of the Mi xtec dictionaries . Its modern diversity 

of size and construction (Cordry and Cordry 1968 : 81-99) and distribution 

(Johnson 1953) suggests that the use of the garment overlapped with that 

of others , such as the huipil . The quechquemitl is preserved in isolated 

areas of Mexico i n various f orms. 

Tribute and trade . From all parts of the Aztec empire came tributes 

to the Aztec king in Tenochtitlan: 51 , 690 mantas were received in tribute 

every eighty days (Anawalt 1975 : 80, from the Matricula de Tributos in 

Berdan 1975) . The term manta varied in intent : it could mean cape, bed 

sheet (Cor doba 1942 : 258r), wall covering , sKirt, or a bolt of cloth 

(Edmonson 1965) . Molina (1977 : 8l v) enumerated ten different kinds of 

mantas: generic ' tilmatli~ tlapatitli '; large cotton , 'quachtli'; bed , 

'cama tlapachiuhcayotl~ camaixxotl~ camaixquemitl' ; small for a bed , 

' tilmapepechtontli~ quachpepechtontli~ cochiuanito '; old , ' tatapatli~ 

tzotzomatli'; precious which nobles wear, ' amaneahapantli '; swaddling to 

putinto a cradle, ' ymanaual piltzitli '; wall , 'quachcal li '; fur, 

'ocotochtilmatli'; battle , 'ueiuapalchimalli~ ueiquauhchimalli' . 

Duran (1967 : 209) described the tribute brought to Mexico. The mantas 

ranged from two to twenty brazas long (about ten to one hundred feet), as 

each native town could afford . Cotton canes (mantas) with fringes were 

decorated with feathers or in colors painted on and woven in . The 

Chichimecs gave a great quantity of maguey mantas which were also em-



broidered and pai nted . Of the tributes of garments , Duran said : 

Others give women ' s shirts and skirts as fine and 
elegant as each could afford, the wide borders very 
f i nely embr oi dered i n many s olors and images and 
featherwork on the pechos ; the s i des were po inted with 
colored thread and on the back were embr oider ed in f l owers 
and enr iched wi th featherwor k , which were beaut iful 
to see (Duran 1967(1) : 210- 211) . 

2 

Several Mexican codices depict tributes being given . The pictograph 

for manta appear s in Codex Mendoz a in the tribute sect i on . On folio 

43(11), the knot of the lo incloth is drawn nine times , each signi fying 

four hundred loincloths . On the same f oli o appear p ictographs for ' hui -

pil ' and 'skirt' within the cart ouche of the glyph for manta . Offerings 

of xicollis are shown in the Codices Bodley (1960 : sheet 7) , Nutt all (1975 : 

81) , Vindobonensis (1974 : sheet 84) , and Selden (Anawalt 1975 : 218,223-

231 , 288- 290) . 

Figure 2 . Xicolli Offering f r om Dresden 84b 



Chapter 4: G.A__-q__ME TS -~~D FABRI CS: 
CLASSIC fAYA HIEROGLYPHS A ~D TERMI NOLOGY 

Proto- Maya is presently dated at approximately 2200 B.C. The 

eastern Mayan languages split off about 3000 years ago (glottochronological 

dating) , forming Quiche, Cakchiquel, and Pokom , among other . The Western 

Mayan languages, comprising Yucate c, Col, Tzeltal, Tzotzil , and _opan , 

to name a few, split from proto- ayan about 1500 B. C. (Campbell, personal 

communication) . It is this branch , Weste rn Mayan , and particularly 

Chalan, which most concerns students of Mayan hieroglyphic writing . 

Kelley (1976 :13) has summari zed the possibilities of the language(s) 

spoken by the Classic Maya (see ~ap 1) . 

1 . Classic Period ayan inscriptions record a single 
homogeneous language, r epres ented by modern Chol , Chantal , 
and Chorti ; 
2 . Classic per iod ayan inscript ions record a single 
homogeneous language, r epresented by modern Itzan (Yucatec , 
Lacandon, Mopan , and Itza) ; 
3 . Classic Period Mayan inscript i on record at least two 
languages , ancestral Chalan and ance s t r a l Itzan, and 
possibly divergent Chalan languages . 

Thompson (Kelley 1976 ) had s ugge s ted that Chalan and Yucatec had not 

diverged until as late as the seventh to ninth centuries A. D. Evidence 

now suggests the latest associati on between these two language groups as 

about 400 B. C. , Yucatecan having split int o a distinct group from Itzan 

about 900 A. D. and Cholan/Tzotzilan dating to about the first century A. D. 

The linguistic prehistory of par ts of the southern Maya area is 

undergoing modificat~on in the light of recently published material and 

research . The distribution of Choloid languages is usually drawn ac_oss 
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the Maya area from Palenque on the west to Copan on the east . Coloni al 

documents in the Spanish archives indicate that the Chol speakers of the 

sixteenth to seventeenth centuries, the s o- called Lacandon , inhabit ed 

the l owlands of Chiapas , and were resettled by the Spanish around Pal-

enque and Ocosingo between 1530 and 1586 . By 1712 the Spanish had almost 

completely r emoved the Chol populat i ons from the "undes i rable " l owland 

jungles to locations where they could better administer them . Yucatec 

speaking Maya then moved into the lowland area, where they are today 

known romantically as t he last of the Maya (Hellmuth 1970) . Thus , Yuca-

tecan language s in the Maya Peten are fairly recent , t oo late to _ave 

been the dominant langua ge of the Classic period . 

Loinc l oth. In the 1585 Relacion de Santiago Atitlan (Betancor and 

Arboleda 1964 :100) , cotton loincloths were called mas teles , ' loincloths ' 

or panetes , ' light cloth , shor ts '. Masteles derives from t he ahuatl 

maxtlatl~ ' rope , breeches ' , from maxac~ ' between my legs ' (Molina 1977 : 

54v) . Landa was one of the few chroniclers to make comparisons o f the 

contemporaneous Indi ans and the pr e- Conquest Indians on the basis of 

archaeological evidence . 

.. . b e cause of t he indi cations t hat exist that the buildings 
[ ch~chen Itza] were erected by a race of Indians and naked, 
as is seen , on one of the buildings , which in large numbers 
and of gr eat size are f ound there on the walls of t he bastions 
of which still remain representatiDns of nude men , having 
their loins covered with long girdles which they call in 
their language ex and with other decor at i ons which the 
Indians of these times still wear ... (Landa, in Tozzer 
1941 : 171) . 

Landa and the Diccionari o de San Franci sco (Michelon 1976) are the only 

Colonial p :~:r.··j od s ources which give the term ex for loincloth . There is 
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no native highland Mayan term listed by Anawalt (1975 : v) for the loincloth , 

although she states it was part of the costume repertory at t e time of 

the Conquest . A thorough search in several dictionaries reveals the 

following entries (abbreviations are explained in table 3) : 

source 

SF, page 118 
MB , page 353 
TC , page 49 
TK , page 121 
GT , page 368 

KE, page 49 
Q,E , page 85 

TL, page 90 

TK, page 113 

language 

Yucatec 
Mopan 
Chol 
*Tze-Tzotzil 
Tzotzil 

Kekchi 
Quiche 

Tzotzil 
(Colonial) 

*Tze-Tzotzil 

term 

ex 
wex 
wexol 
*wei- ii 

V vesal 

cuex 
pa ( from pam~ 

belly, center 
stomach , 
wound) 

pok '~ pak-al 

meaning 

zaraguelles, brazas 
pantalon 
calzones 
pantalon , calzon 
short pants worn from 
around age eight on-
wards by men and boys 

pantalon 
underclothes 

panuelo 
tela 

The highland Mayan term , *wel for loincloth is essentially the same as 

those reported from the lowlands, ex . The additional highland terms 

*Tze-Tzotzil *pak and Quiche pa indicate regional differences in termin-

ology for what may have been the same garment or served a simi_ar pur -

pose . 

Cape . The terms given f or cape by the chroniclers are mostly ayan-

ized versions of Spanish or Aztec terms . lrnawalt (1975 : 356) states that 

tilma is utilized in highland Guatemala, deriving from the Nahuatl 

tilmatli , meaning ' manta' (Molina 1977 :113) . Fuentes y Guzman (1932 - 6 : 

10- 11 ; 1933- 8 :190, from Anawalt 1975 : 356) equates tilma with ayate, ano-

ther Aztec term for a cape- -ike garment . Yet there are several hi ghland 

Guatemalan t erms f or ' cape ': rrruxan, Pokomam, meaning ' a covering of pla-

tano leaves for various objects' (Feldman 1971:134) , Cakchique_ tut 
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(Feldman 1971 : 134, from Ponce 1872 ) , Yucatec guyen (RY I : 258 ) , Quic e 
kul (Rodas et . al . 1940) , cuhil in Tzotzil (Laughlin 1975 :126 , and Tzotzil 

j - Zom and a.x-ib (seventeenth century) ( Garcia de Leon 1972 : 83) . Kaufman 

gives the proto-Tzeltal- Tzotzil term as *?as-ib'al , meaning 'rain cape ' 

(capa de agua , suyacal ) . The Quichean kapi say (capisayo ) and Tzotzil 

kapoteil (Laughlin 1975 : 126 both derive from the Spanish capa or capo-

tilla . Zuyem and guyen, Yucatec , and suyacal, used in Spanish , derive 

from Nahua zoyocal, a cape made from palm leaves . The infiltration of 

the Aztec words is most probably not a pre - Hispanic phenomenon, but 

rather the result of extensive use of ahua guides and translators 

throughout Mesoameri ca by the Spanis conquer ors and clergy . 

Xicolli. For lack of any English word whi ch duplicates the meaning 

of xicolli , the Aztec term will be used here. Simeon defined it as a 

short painted jacket ~hat certain Aztec priests wore , but Anawa_t (1974a ; 

1975:105) has found that it was also worn by high status males and as~ 

badge of office (see Anawalt 1975 :10 4- 119 ) , as illustrated by Sahag/ 

throughout the Florentine Codex ( Dibble and Anderson 1950- 1969 ) . Among 

the Maya, these xi colli were usually multi -colored , and higher status 

males had feathers woven into theirs (RY II : 46) . In hi ghland Guatemala , 

the xicolli wa s called xapot(Betancor and Ar boleda 1964 : 100) (x or xa 

is a prefix indicating owners hip , per tinence , or related to) , the present 

Maya ter m for 'shirt ' (Quiche pot (Edmonson 1965 :91) . ; Cakchi quel po 't 

(0tzoy Cutzal 1976:61) ' huipil ' ) . Rodas et . al. (1940) give a Quiche 

term kotonn, an American Spanish term for vest or blouse from ' cott on '. 

Armor . The 1585 Relacion de Santiago Atitlan (Betancor y Arbo_eda 



MAYAN 

Huastec 
Lacandon 
Yucatec 
Mopan 
Itza 
Chantal 
Chol 
Chorti 
Tzeltal 
Tzotzil 
*Tze-Tzotzil 
Chuj 
Teco 
,Jacalte c 
I xil 
Mam 
Quiche 
Cakchiquel 
Pokomchi 
Pokomam 
Kekchi 
*Maya 
*Mixe-Zoque 
Nahua 
Popoloc Mangue 
Oaxaca Huave 
Xinca 
Huav 
*Zoqu 
*Salvador Lenca 

COTTON 

cuinim 
v, .. c -in'Z-m; taman 

tomon 
almot 
tinim 
tinam 
tunim 
tuxnuk '; tunim 

chinam 
mixnok ' 

SOURCE 

CC;SM 

CS 
s 

G'r 

met; chih RQ 
b'oh; booj;ohijru;kaukoj F 

*tAnJvn; *nooq C 

ichcaxihuitl M 
·tuxil nok F 
sapu F 

V sapu~ sap F 
sap CL-C 
*ioha CK 
*d 'uwi CK 

Key t o Table 3 

ABBREVIATIONS FOR DICTIONARIES 

C Campbell 1976 
CC Collard and Collard 196s 
CE Ot zoy C. 1976 
CK Campbell and Kaufman 1976 
CL Chibchan l oan 
CS Turner and Turner 
F Fe ldman 19'71 
G Mondloch 1978 
GT Laughlin 1975 
HDB He r bruger and Di az Barri os 195 
K Kaufman 
KE Sedat S . 1955 
LFL Louanna Furbee-Losee 1976 
LQ Alvarado Lopez 
M Molina 197 -
M:B Ulrich and Ulri ch 197 
MY Mayer s 1958 
NL Nahuatl l oan 
QE Edmonson 1965 
RQ Rodas 1940 
RY Realciones de Yucatan 
S Smailus 1975 
SF Michel on 1976 
SL Spanish loan 
TC Schumann 197 
TK Kaufman 197 
TL Garcia de Leon 1971 

* pr ot o-language 
** Col onial (18 th 

rm 
. ) te rm 

w 
+ 



YlAYAN 

Huas ec 
Lacandon 
Yucatec 
Mopan 
Itza 
Chontal 
Chol 
Chort.i 
Tzel al 
Tzotzil 
*Tze- Tzotzil 
Chu.j 
·reco 
Jacaltec 
Ixil 
Mam 
Q iche 
akchi uel 

?okomchi 
?okomal!l 
Kekchi 
* aya 
*Mixe- Zoa_ue 
Nahuatl 
Xinca 

MAYAN 

H as tec 
- acandon 
Y catec 

opan 
I za 

CLOTH 

zacal 
rwc ' 

ga lte ja 
pisil 

pok ' 
*pl\ k 

pisbal 
t zot; raal 
itz ' i ~ su ' t 

x t zu lwn 
*nooq' 

pati 

SHIRT 

kub 

Chontal 
hol 

lask 'o; galjuintsolay 
p 'o 'ol 

Chor ti 
Tzeltal 
Tzotzil 
*Tze- Tzotzil 
huj 

Teco 
Jacaltec 
Ix i l 
Mam 
ui che 

Cak.chi quel 
Pokomchi 
Kekchi 
*Maya 
*Mixe- Zoque 

ahuatl 
Xinca 

pot 
pot 
po' t 

atac 

SOURCE 

SF 
MB 

S- SL 
I' 

GT 
_K 

RQ 
F 
MY 

ICE 
K 

F 

SOURCE 

G 

CS 
C 

GT 

RQ 
F ,HDB 
MY 

F 

MA..!.AN 

Huastec 
L&.cana.or. 
Yucatec 
opan 

Itza 
Chantal 
Chol 
..,horc;i 
Tzeltal 
Tzotzil 
*Tze- Tzo ·zil 
Chu j 
Te co 
Jacaltec 
I xil 
'1am 
Quiche 
Cakchiquel 
Pokomchi 
Pokomam 
Kekchi 
*Maya 
*. ixe- Zoqu-= 
Na:i.uat l 
.::, al- adc r Lenca 
Hond1.1ras Lenca 

-1AYA.1 

Huastec 
La andon 
Yucatec 
Mopan 
Itza 

ho tal 
Chol 
Chorti 
Tzelta 
'I'zotzil 
*Tze-Tzotzil 
Chuj 
Teco 
Jacaltec 
Ixi -

am 
iche 

Cak.ch i quel 
Pokomchi 
Kekchi 
*Maya 
* i xe - Zoque 
Nahuatl 

CLOTHES , CLOTHI.G SOURCE 

sanco SL- C 

liJ.aLJah; albo ts ih CS 

k 'u?il , k 'u?ul pak 'al T 
*k 'u?ul pak 'al ; ku?- p k ' K 

so ' MY 

*q 'u i( 

lam- C 
lam-

SHI RT SOURCE 

huipil , lee tan 
camisa 

?altsamalo 
buikol 

kamixa ( camisa ) 

*k 'u ' il 

SF 
SL- MB 

SL- CS 
T 

HDB- SL 

TK 
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MALcN SHIR SOURCE MAYAN JACKET SOURCE 

Huas ec H astec Xeke et (chaq eta) LFL 
Lacandoh La ·ndor 
y ea ec l ectan SF Y cat. ec **xiquel RY- L 
Mopan camisa SL .-1opan 
Itza Itza 
Chantal ?aUsama Z.O SL Chontal 
Chol bujkol TC Cho 

.orti Chorti 
Tzel al Tzel tal 
Tzotzil moketei l ..,.T zo zil 
*Tze- ~zotzil *k 'u ' il TK *Tze- Tzotzil 
Chuj Chuj 

eco Teco 
Jacaltec Jacalt ec 
Ixil I xi 
Mam Mam 
Q,uiche Quiche kotonn RQ- SL 
Ca'·chiq el akchiquel 
Pokomc i Pokomchi 
Pokomam Pokomam 
Kekchi Kekchi 
*Maya *.-1aya 
* !ixe- Zo e *~ixe- Zoque 

ahuatl aj atl xicolli 

MAYAN _ROUSERS S URCE YAN LOINCLOTH SOURCE 

Has ec H as tec 
a andon Lacancion 

Yucatec y catec **eX SF,RY 
V Mopan V MB Mopan wes MB wes 

Itza Itza 
Chantal galtscni s C ont al 

V Chol ho wes ( calzones ) TC 
Chor ti hon i 
Tzeltal Tzeltal 
Tzotzil **veX Tzotz i l V GT, L TL , GT v_es pok ' , pak' 
*Tze- Tzotzil *we; TK *Tze- mzot.zil "wes, *p k 

huj huj 
Teco Teco 
Jacaltec J altec we:fe LFL 

xi Ixil 
am Mam 

Qui che ka.rson (c alzones ) RQ uiche pa (under cl the ) Q,E 
Ca.1<chi quel karson HDB akchi quel 
Pokomchi Pokon:chi 
Pokomam Pokomam 
Kekchi V Kekchi V KE cues :CE cues 
*Maya *uJeeX K *Maya 
*Mixe- Zoque *Mixe- Zoque 
Nahuatl Nahuatl maxtlat l M 
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tvL!\.YM i3ELT SOURCE MAYAN SKIRT SOURCE 

H astec H·as tec 
Lacandon Lacandor 
Yucatec huicosan cc Yucatec p-yK; pic, pik Y·S? 
Mopan 0 - an 
It za I-cza 
Chantal Chantal Zaf ' ut ' ih CS 
Chol Chol 
Chorti Cho r ti 
Tzeltal mzeltal 
Tzotzil V cuk GT ,TL Tzotzil ieki l GT ,T 
*Tze- zotzil *Tze- _zotz i l 
Chuj Chuj 
Teco eco 

V J acaltec Jacaltec V sil ha LFL can, can 
Ixil Ixi l 
Mam Mam 

ui che wex ;pa ' s; pa.s RQ ;LQ Qui che 
Cakchi quel pas H B Cakchiquel uk CE ,HDB 
Pokomchi Pokomc hi 
Pokoma.m Pokomam vuhiz F 
Kekchi Kekchi uk KE 
*Maya * . aya * 'uhq; *chang K 
*Mi xe- Zoque *Mixe- Zoque 
ahuatl Jahuat-

MAY.AN CAPE ..,OURCE '.'1AYAN ARMOR ...,0 @CE 

Huastec H astec 
Lac anci.on ,.,acandon 
Yuca-ce c **cuyen; zuyem RY ,SF Yucatec 
Mopan Mopan 
I tza Itza 
Chant al altapalo CS Chon-cal 
Chol Chol 
Chort i Chorti 
Tzeltal Tzelta 
Tzotz i l **akiltik; j - lom TL Tzotz i 
*Tze- Tzot zil *?asib 'al TK *Tze- Tzotzil 
Chuj Chuj 
Teco Teco 
J aca.lte c Jacaltec 
Ixil Ixil 
Mam Mam 
Quiche kul; kapisay RQ Qui che 
Cakchiquel tut; qu F;HDB Ca.~chi quel 
Pokomchi Pokomchi xakpot F 
Pokomam mu.xan F Pokomam 
Kekchi Kekchi 
*Maya Hasib'al TK *Maya 
* ixe-Zoque *Mixe- Zoque 
Nahuatl tilmatli,zoyccal M Nahuat l 



1964) . called armor escahuypi le s, from the Aztec term huipi l li , 1 shirt ' . 

The armor they wore i n wars wh ich they had with otner 
rulers and provinces was a cosete [corselet] without 
sleeves which reached the waist which the call 
escahuypiles and then well- sewn to make a closely- woven, 
ribbed garment through which no arrow nor sword 
[the obsidian- bladed club] could cut; and these 
escaopiles or cosetes resisted arrows and spears 
which the enemy threw (Betancor y Arboleda 1964 :99) . 

Huipil. There are two basic terms employed in Mayan languages 

for the huipil: pot (Quiche and Cakchiquel) and k'u?ul (Cholan ) . A 

third term , /iliZ(Tzotzil), is translated as a huipil or wool worn by a 

woman on special occasions ( Laughlin 1975:454) ; this variety is per aps 

more analogous to a poncho , as the modern--day Tzotzil wear the /i li l 

over a shirt . 

Skirt . Kaufman (1964 :1_2) has reconstructed two proto- Mayan terms 
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for skirt, *uhq V and *cang. In most of the highland Guatemalan languages 

uk is the morpheme for skirt. Choloid languages use /ekil (Laughlin 

1975; Garcia de Leon 1971 : 86 ) , while piK is the term in Yucatec ( RY I : 

163; _ ichelon 1976:678). The Relacion de Santiago Atitlan (Betancor y 

Arboleda 1964) has the translation or nagu.a as uh (Anawalt 1975 :364 , 

citing this same reference accidentally records utz, which means ' good, 

a greeting') . As uh generally means 'beads, moon, or twenty ', this may 

be a scribal error, as the present Mayan term for skirt is uk . 

Cloth . There are two terms in Mayan languages associated with 

cloth, paJ and yub te ( Yucatecan) . The former word is associated s peci -

fically with tribute and inferentially with bark cloth, while t he lat ter 

is related to cloth and cotton . 
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Ah pach is a 'commoner' (Michel on 1976 ) , pach , Quiche, is 'to l cwer, 

humble , throw down, spread out ', and pachah, Yucatec, is ' to take pos -

sesion, to select , to make appropriate, to award something, to select 

appropriately , to choose, to take for oneself ' (Colonial Motul and Vienna 

dictionaries , cited by Benson 1976 :51) . In the Motul and V~enna diction-

aries , pach is ' the length of cloth or the mantle of tribute' . Pa~ 

(Michelon 1976) is a numerical classifier for cotton mantas . It was 

brought to my attention (Bricker , Hopkins, Josserand, and Schele, person-

al communication) that pa~ means 'to pound , beat ', and thus bark cloth 

may be implied. The Great TzotziZ Dictionary (Laughl i n 1975) lists 

several terms for ' pounding ': bah~ pak'~ p 'at~ t 'an~ and t 'us . V Pac 

can mean ' chomping ' (horse), and pai is ' squash , flatten' ; in Quiche 

V pac is ' mash , squeeze'. The proto- Tzeltal- Tzotzil term for cloth is 

*pf..k' (Kaufman 1972) ; in modern Tzotzil pak ' is ' pounding ' and pok ' is 

'cloth '. 

The term yub te means 'manta of tribute ' (Michelon 1975 ) . In Tzotzi_, 

yub means ' to gather in , fold ... ' , which could imply the folded mantas 

of cloth given as tribute to rulers. _he morpheme yub in Quiche means 

' to r i pen , press (cotton ) , soften '. The soaking and softening of t ree 

bark is as important to the process of making bark cloth or pape r as is 

the pounding of the bark . I have been able to locate yub , ' tribute' only 

in the Yucatecan dictionaries . 
V The congruence of the terms pac , pak ' and pok ' with 'tribute , humil-

ity , cloth, and pound ' suggests that both cotton and bark material 

functioned in very specific ways . Although bark cloth is a high- stat s 

material among the Pacific cultur es, cotton cloth was not available to 
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most of these cultures unti l the Europeans arrived on the scene . Bark 

paper was highly valued and in great demand in t he Aztec empire (Von 

Hagen 1943) , and the conspicuous presence of a god of writing on Classic 

Maya ceramics (M . Coe 1978) suggests that good quality bark paper was the 

product of a specialized craft and a desirable i tem of tribute . Cotton 

cloth was also an item of tribute, and an item reserved for upper class 

individuals to wear and utilize (Clarkson 1978a) . 

Hieroglyphs. Knowing which language was spoken would help to deter-

mine the vocabulary for Classic aya garment s and materials . However , 

hieroglyphs of garments and materials can provide some elucidation . 

Pictographs of specific gar ments indicate their presence among the Classic 

Maya . Pictographs of certain materials can be distinguished or hypoth-

esized . Finally , the hieroglyph itself, or its pos ition in a text or 

accompanyi ng a picture can give some idea as to the role and place of 

that kind of garment or material to the Maya . 

The hie r oglyphs I have singled out for examination here were chosen 

from Thompson ' s Catalog of Maya Hieroglyphs (1962) and from various 

selected works where discussion or identification of a hieroglyph 

pertaining to garments or materials was mentioned . I have tried to limit 

my primary examples to hieroglyphs dating from the Classic period, al-

though some examples come from codices. These h ieroglyphs may be divided 

into three groups : 1) materials from fabrics, 2) specific items and gar-

ments , and 3) weaving implements . There is some overlap when the material 

and item is identifiable. 

The Maya had four different materials available to them for the 
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manufacture of garments and other items : animal hides , cotton , plant 

fibers , and bark . Bark cloth has no characteristi cs that can be pictor -

ially defined, and thus has never been recognized . Cotton garments may 

be discernible where geometric (woven?) patterns exist. Hanks of thread 

may be of cotton or sturdy fibrous plants (figure 3a) , as may also be the 

knotted pieces of clotn (figure 3b) . Jaguar skin is the only animal 

hide , distinctive for its black spots, which is visibly recogni zable . 

Glyph T524, denoting the day sign Ix, ' jaguar ' depicts a triad of three 

black spots of the jaguar (figure Jc) . Barthel named T595 'cotton ' (fig-

ure 3d) , seemingly for convenience . It approximates the Nahuatl p icto-

graph for cotton, though Thompson ( 1962 : 222) stated-· there was no evidence 

for such a meaning for this glyph . 

Nett ing (figure 3e) appears in a variety of context s , from cages 

to headdresses (figure 3f) . Twilled yarns made from fibrous plants such 

as maguey or henequen are suit able for serviceable items such as bags 

and baskets . Finer examples made of (cotton) gauze are known from 

Chichen Itza, from accidental and deliberate imprints on Classic pe_iod 

ceramics from Lagartero, Chiapas, and from Colonial period docurnent s from 

the Zoque area of Chiapas . 

Palm fro nds were virtually : indispensable to the lowland Maya . They 

were used for roofs and walls in their houses (figure 3g) for mats to 

cover floors , benches or tombs , and for the thrones of lords (figure 3h , 

i) . The word for ' mat ', pop (figure 3j) is also translated as ' assembly, 

chief, authori ty , advisor' in most of the Mayan languages. Lounsbury 

(1973) has demonstrated that glyph m687a is read po(fi gure 3k ,1) . The 

T687a sign is often inscribed on the throne of personages in the ceramic ) 



monumenta_, and portable art of he Classic Maya . The glyph for the 

month Pop, T551 (figure 3m), is r epresentative of woven palm fronds, as 

is glyph T656 (figure 3n) . mhese glyphs can be compared to actual pic -

t res and archaeological impress~ons of woven mats . 
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Six objects assumed to have been made from fabric have been identified 

from the hieroglyphic inscriptions; three of them are garments , and three 

are furniture . The loincloth , ubiquitous among all pre- Columbian Meso-

americans , appears twice in post- Classic texts . In the very eroded text 

of the Codex Paris (sheet 5a), the association or ~eaning of T702 (figure 

3o) is difficult to ascertain; the glyph is preceded by a possessive , 

and accompanies a picture of the maize god . Drapery over the shoulders 

of the headless figure of T704 suggests a mantle (figur e 3p) . Thompson 

(1962 : 298) suggested that this glyph represents the maize deity . A tied 

bundle is frequently depicted in presentation and throne scenes (figure 

3q , r) . Elsewhere (Clarkson 1978a) I have suggested that these are bun-

dles of ritual cotton cl th for s peci~ic purposes and ceremonies . ~inally, 

the emblem glyph of Tikal , T569 , is usually referred to as the ' tied 

pouch 1 (figure 3s) . There is definitely a piece of fringed cloth tied 

and knotted around something, and thus it is somewhat analogous to the 

so-called 'copal ' bags depicted on the monuments . As an alternative, I 

suggest that T569 may be related to an item worn attached to the waist 

or shoulders on figures on monuments or ceramics (see Tikal Altar 5 or 

Dos Filas Stela 16) . As the topknot on Gl carried by the figure on Tikal 

Stela 31 (Kelley 1976 :plate 6), the knotted ball here maintains associa-

tions with the death- by- sacrifice , jaguars , and the number seven . _his 



item is one of the salient features of the death by decapitation icon-

ography . 

Thrones with T687a , po, inscribed i n them have already been men-

tioned . Jaguar hide used to cover thr ones or cushi ons in ceramics and 

monumental depictions is depicted in the same way in T609 (figure 3~ , u) . 

Balcon , ' jaguar' , is synonymous with priests and other officials, and 

hence , like po , signifies authority and rulership. 

In addition to having mats on the floo rs and benches , the interior 

of a Maya structure also had drapery for wall hangings or room dividers . 

This drapery is occasionally depicted on ceramics , usually in the vicin-

ity of the throne . These drapes ap ear on a glyger from the Palenque 

Ruz Tablet which includes the steps and the thatch roof of the structure . 
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Several glyphs from both the monumental and codical inscriptions 

have been identified as implements fo r weaving . Beyer (1937 : 70) had 

called T263 'spindle- shaped- objects' (figure 3v) . Barthel (1955a:16- 17J 

suggests a reading of pechech, 'tick ', for the spi ndle whorl. This 

reading has not been confirmed by any successive advances in decipherment . 

A seated woman spinning with as i ndle whorl is depicted in adrid 1 2c 

(figure 3w) . 

A passage from Madrid 102d depicts three women weaving , two of them 

at a loom with beaters in their right hands (figure 3x) . Knor os ov 

(1955a : 85 , no . 108) read the common glyger between the three of them , 

Tl46 . 542b, as pi/bil , 'to weave' (figure 3y) . Thompson (1962 :155) 

suggested that T542 stood for "spindlewhorl and loom or weaving stick" . 

Kelley (1976 : 157- 158) says there is no evidence to back up this reading, 

and instead agrees with the reading by Villacorta and Vil_acorta ( 1930) 



of T812 . 1 81 as ' to weave ' (fi gure 3z) . This glyger appears only i n the 

Madrid Codex , as does Tl46 . 542 (Tl45 is subs t ituted on Madric 2c f or 

Tl46) . 

T653 occurs only once i n the inscriptions, i dentified as a "weaving 

frame with a bone awl i nser ted in the process of weaving" (figure 3a ' ) 

(Kelley 1976 : 133) . The glyph is almost ident i~al to an obj ect he ld by 

the death god on Dresden 2b ( figure 3b ' ) complete with a threaded needle 

inserted into the center. 

While there are depicti ons of weav ing and accompanying glyphic clauses 

from the Post Classic Maya codices, no such ass ociations are known from 

any Classic per i od pieces. The only known portraits of weaving ~rom 

this period are three dimensional Jaina ceramic fi gurines . These , 

plus h ieroglyphic depictions of mat and jaguar hide covered thrones , 

gi ve some idea of the range of material used by t h e upper class Maya . 

Considering t he large nwnbers of garment s that are ident ified in this 

thesis based upon the Classic period depictions (see part III ) , ve r y few 

terms pert aining to fabrics, weaving, and garments have been a s certained . 



Chapter 5: SOCIAL STATUS AND COSTUME 

The inherited and achieved status of a native person noted at the 

time of the Conquest was obvious from the attire that the person wore. 

Whereas in Western society attire is often indicative of economic 

status and means, the vestiture of the pre-Colwnbian was dictated largely 

by laws that defined who could wear what kind of garment based on rank 

and achievements. This is most explicitly demonstrated in the early 

writing from Colonial period Mexico , where chroniclers such as Sahagun 

made extensive notation of Aztec law . According to Anawalt : 

In the sharply stratified world of the Aztec, strict 
swnptuary laws controlled not only mili t.ary_ ·ap,par.eL . 
but every aspect of dress. Social status affected what 
was worn, and only the upper classes were allowed to wear 
cotton clothing; the garments of the lower class were 
made of yucca or maguey fiber ... The material , length, 
color , elaborateness and even the manner of tieing the 
tilmatli , were carefully controlled by government edict. 
Thus, a man 's status could be ascertained at a glance, 
and the elaborateness and richness of his tilmatli were 
directly proportionate to his prowess in battle (Anawalt 
1977: 232) . 

Clavijero defined some of these specifications more precisely . 

The dress of the poor people was made of thread of the 
maguei, or mountain palm, or at best the cloth of coarse 
cotton; but those of better station wore the finest cotton, 
embellished with various colors, and figures of animals , 
or flowers, or woven with feathers , or the fine hair of 
the rabbit, and adorned with various little figures of 
gold and loose locks of cotton about the girdle or 
ma:x:tlatl (Clavijero 1817 , volwne 2(7) :258) . 

Documentation from the Maya area, though less s pecific and extensive 
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Figure . Col nial Guatemalam able , Peasant , and Barbarian tt ire . 
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than that from Central Mexico , suggests similar di cta relating to the 

expected and permitted att ire of different social classes (Calnek 1962 : 90) . 

The concentration is upon upper class garments , and cannot be taken as 

a priori statements of relative richness of upper class att ire as com-

pared with tha t of the l ower class . However , the presence o~ comparative 

statements by Colonial periodwriters of upper and lower class peoples 

of the same tribe establishes that there were def i nite differences in 

dress . As in Central Mexico , cot ton and feathe rs f igured most prominently 

in the attire of the nobles . 

Fuentes y Guzman stated the Quiche principal wor e a f i ne white cot -

ton garment embroidered with multicolored feathers in s peci fi c designs , 

over which was worn a cape . These designs were said t o be of emblems 

ac cording to rank (Castaneda . 1975:13_- 132) . The cloth ing of the 

Yucatec Mayapriestly class was elaborate, and included many decor ations 

elsewhere mentioned among the lords and caciques . 

He [ the priest] came forth clothed in a jacket of 
red feathers, embroidered w~th other colored feathers, 
and from the ends of it hung other long feathers, and 
he wore a sort of crown on his h ead of t he same 
feathe r s ; and unde r the jacket many cotton ribbons 
hangi ng down to the gr ound like tails (Landa, in 
Tozzer 1941 :105) . 

Colored and decorated xicollis were worn also by the great lords (RY 

I : 44 ; RY II : 46) and noble s ( Garcia de Palac i o 1866 : 33) . 

Oviedo y Valdes (1851- 55(4) :38) made a distinction between the 

clothing of upper and lower class Maya women in the early sixteenth 

century . Plebeian women wore skirts which fell to the knees , while the 

costume of the upper class women included a fu_l length skir and ui p "l 
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or quechquemitl made of finer woven material. iUthough the accuracy of 

the noble and peasant costUIDes as presented by Fuentes y Guzman (1933(8) : 

392) (figure 4) is doubted by Ximenez ( 1921(1 ) :103) and Anawalt (1975 : 

361) , a clear distinction in the attire of these two classes is indicated , 

as Ximenez (1929- 31 : 301 , 333) has also affirmed . 

Feathers were included along with jade , turquo i se , gold , silver , 

and cacao by Sahagun as the privi eged items of rulers (translated from 

the Nahua by Feldman 1971 : 77). Literary sources in the pre- Columbian 

tradition from Guatemala suggest that :eathers were considered a mark 

of h i gh status (see Barrera Vasquez 1939) . According to the Titulo C}oyoi~ 

the highest Quiche ruler was privileged to have four tie r s of feather 

parasols above his throne , the sec nd highest ruler three tiers, and so 

on (Carmack 1973 : 295) . Fuentes y Guzman (1967, volume 1) stated tat the 

greatest king , who was Quiche, was entitled to four parasols, the Cak-

chiquel king three , and the Tzutu jil king two, signifying their gre~ter 

or lesser sovereignty . 

Thus , attire was not the only mark of nobility . The placement and 

position of the rulers was very important , as were also the accoutrements 

on the throne . Specific behavior in the presence of superiors was als o 

dictated . 

If a great lord or prince subject came to court , before 
entering in the presence of the king he dis r obed , and 
was not permitted to _ook upon the face of the king 
unless spec-ified amd consented , incurring gr ave penalties 
if he did not obey . The king did not directly sit on 
his throne , but atop woven cotton mats of manyhues , 
and the drapery of his chambers and court were made of 
the same material (Fuentes y Guzman 1967 , volume 1:86) . 

Pedro artir (1527- 1577 , Libra II , cap . iv : 136 , in eutze de Rugg 1 7) 



25) noted t _ at the lesser peoples were not permitted to look at the ca-

cique , who wore an outfit of cotton . 

Specific materials appear to have held specific connotations con-

cerning status . Many of the Colonial period docwnents and descriptions 

of rituals and ceremonies specify the use of cotton cloth to be worn 
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by rulers (Anawalt 1977 ; Chamberlain 1966 ; Clavijero 1817 ; Fuentes y 

Guzman 1933 ; Mar t i r 1524- 77 , in eutze de Rugg 1974) . Tribute of cotton 

cloth was made to rulers and deities (known as a p~erna de manta~ pierna~ 

or manta) (AGI/Guatemala 151 and 15lbis ; Borah and Cook 195 8 : 26- 27 ; 

Feldman 1973 : 140 ; Fuentes 1963 :12; Ixtlilxochitl 1 891(1) : 392; Recinos 

and Goetz 1953 : 85 ; Relaciones de Yucatan I and II ; Scholes and Roys 1948 ; 

396 ; Zor ita 1963 :187) . The reverence for cotton cloth among the modern 

day Maya has been expr essed by bundle worship (Bricker , personal com-

munication ; Robiscek 1978 :plate 5 ) and by the curative powers of the 

water in which r i tual costumes are washed (Ordonez 1973 : 149 ) ; At the 

time of the Conquest , a f irst class cotton manta was worth almos t wice 

as much as a third class manta (Sahagun 1938, volume 9 : 48) . (Another 

source would have one first class manta equi valent to abnut ten pros -

titutes (Oviedo y Valdes 1851- 55, volume 1 : 316) (Berdan 1975 : table 1) . 

Tomb burials frequently contain indirect evidence (imprints) of 

cotton cloth hanging on the wall (Hellmuth _967), or wrapped around the 

cadaver . The inclusion of jade, shell, pearls , obsidian , jaguar teeth , 

copal , fine ceramics , sting ray spines, feathers, and cacao, all items 

considered exotic and/ or e_ite , in tombs with evidence of cotton , sug-

gests that cotton goods were also lux ry i t ems . 



C_oth may also indicate the function and role of a ceremony and the 

people who are using the cloth. Red spotted cloth is one of the pri-

mary ident ifiers of the death- by- sacrifice scenes . Cloth frequently 

adorns the handles of decapitation axes, and three rows of knotted 

cloth indicate a penis perforator, a special blade used for drawing sac -

rificial blood from the penis (Joralemon 1974) . Mirrors, headdresses, 

and other insignia of rulership , associated with accession (Carlson 1976; 

Clarkson 1977a) in Classic Maya art are held on bundles of folded cloth 

or loose cloth. A similar practice is still observed today among he 

Tzotzil (Bricker , personal communicati on) . Elsewhere I haves ggested 

that this cloth is cotton based partially upon its associations with 

elite goods (Clarkson 1978a) . 

Jaguar skin is another material with several associations with rulers 

and deities (see chapter 9) . The cushions behind a throne or upon 

which a ruler sits are often covered with jaguar skin . Balam, ' jaguar ', 

is the term applied to priests, and ~igured 81Ilong the most prominent 

Maya deities . 

The woven palm frond mat was not uncommon in Classic period komb 

burials, laid on top of the bench on which the dead ruler was laid out . 

The mat , its hieroglyphic symbol (T687a) , and the Mayan term for it , po 

or pop, are all associated with chieftanship (Lounsbury 1973 ; Robiscek 

1975 ; Roys 1933 ; Thompson 1950 :107) . 

The associations and meanings of ' pounded bark material ' (pad ) are 

not totally clear, partially be cause there in nothing in painted or 

sculptured pieces to distinguish bark from other materials . Bar k paper 
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was most certainly made and utilized , as evidenced by the pr esence of 

bark beaters and the remains of bark paper found in tombs (Kidder, Jen-

nings, and Shook 1946 ; Von Hagen 1943 ) . Bark cloth had high status 

associations in Oceania , Melanesia , etc . (see Tols toy 1963, 1969) , 

and the congruence of Mayan t erms for 'tribut e, cloth, and to pound ' 

(see chapter 4) may indi cate that i t was associated with very specific 

ceremonies . It is also possib le that the terminology and high status 

association of pounded bark extend to bark paper . It has been noted 

that "the chief function of [ bark] paper was to placate the gods and 

record, preserve and implement the power of ~he rulers (Von Hagen 943 : 

78 ) . 



Chapter 6: TEXTILES :MATERIALS , TRIBUTE , DYES 

There are many existing Colonial accounts describing various aspects 

of Maya life in the period immediat e l y after the Conquest of several 

Maya groups in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries . The qual i ty and 

completeness of these accounts varies from author to author (see Hellmuth 

1977) . 

One thing which helped to make these accounts uniform was the series 

of questions issued by Charles Von 20 December 1553 . Directed towar ds 

the Audi encias of the Indies, they provided a framework for describing 

the geography , phys i ography , native economy , subsistence, language, po-

litical divisions , suitable sites for settlement , tribute paid, and so 

forth , and any other opinions the chronicler wished to pr ovide to the 

Crown . Despite the incompletely answered and lost manuscripts , these 

relaciones geograficas (RG) , as they are usually called , provide some 

uniform coverage of the indigenous populations of Mesoamerica. 

The Spanish met with varying degrees of success in their conquest , 

pacification , and conversion of the Indians . Many fled from the Spaniards ; 

a lar ge percentage of those who remained behind died of diseases undoubt -

edly brought by the Spanish from Europe to which the Indians had little 

or no immunity . More still were rounded up and resettled in towns speci-

fically designated or created by the Spanish (see Hellmuth 1971) . The 

heavy labor forced upon the Indians by the Spanish weakened the strength 

and morale of the Indians within less than ten years of initial contact 
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in the southern and northern lowlands . When villages became depopulated, 

either by disease or desertion, there was additional reclustering of groups 

of Indians who were not necessarily of the same linguistic, cultural, or 

geographic affiliation . 

_he Spaniards had a devastating effect upon the native way of life 

by imposing orders regulating crops rown and traded by changing standards 

and value of currency , and by prohibit ing native religious festivals, 

ceremonies, and dances . Some of these edicts wer.e lacks i daisically en-

forced , the Spaniards realizing that in allowing the Indians to maintain 

some s ort of continuity with their pre- Conquest customs , they would much 

more readily accept Christianity (see Acosta n . d .: 447 ; Hanke 1949 ; Las 

Casas 1958) . 

Maya , non- Maya and European in luences do show up occasionally in 

Colonial accounts as "Maya" practices . The European costume repertory 

can be determi ned for the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries through 

contemporary paintings of the period by such painters as Velasquez and 

uri_lo . Determination of the pre - olumbian costume must rely on atire 

pictorials , the a c counts given by the earlier visitors to the New World , 

and upon the ar t of the Classic period Maya , the period that concerns me . 

If Spanish Colonial European costume is compared with modern- day aya 

and Colonial period aya costume, and the overlapping or diffused elements 

weeded out , the original Classic Maya repertory could be much enhanced . 

While there are many descriptions of costume , textiles, weaving, ma-

terials, dyes , and t rade for the init ial contact period in Mexi co and 

Yucatan , there is comparative_y little for the southern lowlands . Cortes 

marched across the Peten in the sixteenth century, and noted much cotton 
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"ready for weaving cloth , and other clothes" near Nito (Herrera 1934- 47, 

cap . 8 : 280- 281 ; Stone 1932) . Cortes also wrote of Indians of Acalan who 

traded salt for cotton clothing in azatlan (McNutt 1908 II : 265) . By the 

time that the Peten Maya were finally conquered and converted by the 

tireless Spanish in 1698, more than one hundred and seventy- five years 

after Cortes landed in and conquered Tenocht itlan , a large number of the 

Indi ans had f l ed to the less desirable lands . 

I have derived the ma·ority of my sources on the lowland Guatemala 

Colonial period indigenous costume from unpublished documents in the 

Archivo General de Indias (AGI) . 

The Maya women of the Peten wove multi - colored mantas , of which 

white and blue ones figured prominently , and multi- colored garments with-

out sleeves (AGI/Guatemala 151 and 15lbis) . 

Fray Andres de Avendano part~cipated in the Spanish entradas into 

the Peten in 1695 and 1696 . He wrote : 

There is a great deal of cotton , cochineal , indigo which 
a ccounts for the abundance of clothing which they have and 
give to Cehache indians , and those from Tipu in barter fo 
hat chets and machetes; and all this woven very neatly in 
a variety of colors of cotton thread ; and the said 
cloth i ng i s very durable , since it is l i ke felt , 
alt hough the colors of their cloth are not very permanent, 
f r om their not knowing how to give it the finishing 
t ouch (Avendano 1696 : folio 36 , translated by Bowditch n . d . ) . 

The Colonial period sources for highland Guatemala are generally not 

as extensive as those for central Mexico and Yucatan . This record is 

hampered by sources permanently and temporarily lost through fire, ear ' h-

quakes , and incom~lete archival research (Carmack 1973 : 88) . he only 

primary source known from highland Guatemala is Alvarado ' s letter to 



Cort-es regarding the conquest of Guatemala in 1524 (Alvarado 1924) . 

Alvarado left his mark in h i story as a c r uel mi l itaris t who imposed 

severe and often imposs ible dema nds upon the Guatemalan Indians (see 

Recinos and Goetz 1953) ; even the Spani sh found hi s behavior excessive , 

and initiated proceedings against him (P-Poce sso de residencia _930) . 

He left little information on nat i ve customs , but he did menti on their 

cotton armor, which he described a s three fingers thick ; it was appar-

ently quite he avy, as the Indians exhibited great difficult y in gett i ng 

up from the ground (Alvarado 1924: 80) . 
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Alvarado's letters served as Ixtlilxochi tl ' s source on Guatemala 

(Carmack 1973:95). He mentioned the giving of mantas as tribute among 

lords and captains of Quezaltenango and Otatlan (Utatlan) (Ixtlilxochitl 

1891 ( 1 ) : 3 9 2 ) . 

During t he res idence of Alons o de Zorit a in Guatemala i n t he six-

teenth century, he collected the data that eventually went into h i s 

Breve y sumaria r e lacion de los senores de la Nueva Espana ( 1963) and 

the Relacion de cosas notables de ueva Espana (1909 ; unpublished s . 

in the Biblioteca Nacional , Madrid ) . Zorit a was shown a native painted 

picture book which recorded the history of the I ndians of Utatlan. The 

principal lords depicted in this book wore featherwork mant as (Zorita 

1963:272 ) . 

The Zoque of Chiapas, a non- Maya group, pr oduc ed maize, chi le , 

cochineal (a scarlet dye), cotton, and honey, much of which was traded 

in Tabasco for cacao (Schol es and Roys 1948 : 39) . Their fine woven cloth , 

both a gauzy type and a b r ocaded variety , were expor ted to central _ exico 

and the Maya area. Gage (1928 :167- 168) reported that Zoque s~lk fabr ics 
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were exported to Spain in the seventeenth century . While several authors 

have stated that silk was cultivated and used prior to Spanish contact 

in the sixteenth century (Anonymous Conquer or 1938 ; Calvijero, in Cul-

len 1817(1):71; Humboldt 1857; lcazbalceta 1968(1):296-297; Motolinla 

1914 ; Thompson 1958:149ff), several other Colonial (Acosta 1894:415; 

Duran 1967:209-211; Motolinia , in Foster 1950:268; Herrera, in Icazbal-

ceta 1968(1):128; Paso y Troncoso 1905-1906(V) :104; Sahagun 1938:225) 

and modern (Borah 1943; Moro 1844; 0'Neale 1945:307) authors have indi-

cated that silk was a post -Conquest introduction to the New World by the 

Spanish. 

The symbolism, meaning, and use of color i ;n Mesoamerica had specific 

associations (see Kelley 1976:53-59). Painted stone monuments, murals, 

and polychrome ceramics attest to a rich array of colors of garments. 

Some of the few sources which could possibly illuminate the kinds of 

dyes exploited from natural sources by the Maya are the Colonial period 

writings. Native medical texts of the sixteenth century are useful be-

cause of their ethnobotanical emphasis . Among the sources utilized for 

dye were indigo, logwood, achiote, iron oxide , sangre de drago, black-

berry shrubbery, alder, madre de cacao , sarsasparilla, ginger, vanilla , 

land snails, sea snails, and cochineal (Anderson 1963; Garcia de Palacio 

1860; Gerhard 1964; Moholy- Nagy 1963, 1968; Recinos 1913:78-79; Stone 

1949:17,38; Ximenez 1967:215). 

European Sources on Maya Costwne 

While the Spanish accounts and descriptions of clothing are most 

abundant fo r central Mexico, the Maya of Guatemala, Yucatan , and Ch iapas, 
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and particularly the highlands, do receive some attention from the Colonial 

period writers. The costume repertory of Mesoamerica at the time of 

the Conquest consisted of a few basic items, upon which local variations 

and individual preferences were made . This is particularly noticeable 

in the modern- day Maya dress of Guatemala, where each town has its own 

distinctive combination of style and colors. In order to emphasize 

this coherence of the costume repertory, the native costume of the Maya 

Indians at the time of the Conquest and during the Colonial period will 

be discussed by garments worn by each sex. Because of the relative 

paucity of information on the Mayas in the early Colonial period , some 

documents later than those utilized in the section on central Mexican 

costume will be considered. This procedure appears justifiable, since 

there were many enclaves of Indians living in the Maya lowlands who re-

sisted and avoided contact until very late , some into the 1700's and to 

the present (to a limited extent ) . 

Males 

Loincloth. Whether living in the hot lowlands or cold highlands, all 

males, regardless of status, wore a loincloth (see Ximene z 1930:26 ) . In 

Yucatan , the loincloth was generally described as between one and t hree 

brazas long (a braza is about 5 .5 feet in length) or five to six varas 

long a vara is about 2 . 6 feet in length) and a palmo or four fingers 

wide (see RY I:96 ,139; RY II :104). It passed between the legs and was 

wrapped around the body several times (twenty to thirty times according 

to Oviedo y Valdes 1851- 1855(1 ) : 512) , and the ends fell in front and 

behind (Landa , in To zzer 1941 : 89). These'flaps' were occasionally em-



broidered or woven with feathers by the women (RY II : 29) . 

The principales wore a strip eight fingers broad which 
served them for breeches , givi ng it some turns around 
the waist so that one end hung down before and t he 
other behind , with elegant feathe r work (Herrera 
1601, in Tozzer 1941:217). 
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Similar descriptions of the loincloth were given by Fray Diego de Ribas , 

who explicitly states it was made of soft , well- made bark cloth, in 1695 

for the Lacandon of Nuestra Senora de los Dolores (Estrada M. 1973 : 392), 

Las Casas in the sixteenth century among the Chiapane c Maya , and Fuentes 

y Guzman on the coastal Guatemalan Indians in the seventeenth century 

(Fuentes y Guzman 1967(1):506). Descriptions by Reme sal (1932: 430 ) and 

Ximenez (1929:298) give the impression that the Indians wore these strips 

of cloth about the waist only, but it is clear f r om their statements on 

the minimal decency of the garments that they are surely loincloths . 

The loincloth is pictured on al of the Guatemala Indians in the 

Lienzo de Tlaxcala, and while the Tlaxcalans are attired buch more elab-

orately, they still retain the loincloth . Medel (Ms. 1550-1560:fol i o 

2l7 , page l94, in McBryde 1947 : 48 ) wrote that male Indians wore noth ing 

but the loincloth, even those living in cold climates. This is doubtful , 

in view of the costume repertory Known from central Mexico and the aya 

area, and the extremes in climate which exist in these cultural areas. 

Cape. For purposes of this thesis , the cape is considered to be a 

rectangle of cloth , or manta, which is worn over the shoulders and tied 

or fastened into place by some means . There is freQuent mention of hese 

mantas in Mesoarnerican Colonial sources examined . The Yucatecan variety 

was draped over one shoulder , and was tied under t he other arm (RY I : l 5) , 



or over it : "And they wore large square mantas and they tied them over 

their shoulders " (Landa , in Tozzer 1941 :89) . Often these capes a r e 
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mentioned along with other clothing items which some Spanish chroniclers 

said had been adapted by the Indians from the Spaniar ds after the Conquest . 

his , plus an absence of this over- the - shoulder type of cape in pre- Con-

quest pictor ials , has led Anawalt (1975 :277) to assume these are pr obably 

a "colonial , acculturated style" . They are , in fact , very similar to 

the capes worn by the Spanish in the sixteenth century , but this does not 

necessarily preclude the presence of pre- Conquest ·over- the- shoulde r capes . 

Several different varieties of capes were observed . The Zutuhi l 

costume was described in 1527 . 

They wear mantas tied at the shoulder like our large cape s 
whi ch extend to the ground ; some are white and others 
ar e striped and the borders with featherwo r k (Betancor 
y Arboleda 1964 :100) . 

The capes worn in Mexico mentioned by Sahagun (Dibble and Anderson 196 : 

63- 64 , 73 ,95) were made of cotton, palm leaf, or maguey fiber o varying 

degrees of quality and fineness, and of many designs and colors . Suarez 

de Peralta (1949 :14) noted that mantas were often decorated with wool 

and feather s. Thomas Gage , an English Dominican friar who resided in 

Guatemala from 1629- 1637 , mentioned breeches , a shirt , and " ... for a 

cloak a woblen or linen mantle (called ayate [ a delicate manta of cotton 

or maguey (Molina 1977 : 3U tied with a knot over one shoulder, hang~ g 

down on the other side al.most to the ground" (Gage 1958: 219 ) . _he 1579 

Relacion de Zapotitlan described a cape 48 inches square of cotton 

(ayate) which was usually worn knotted in front at the neck or knot~ed 

over the right or le ft shoulder ( McBryde 19 4 7: . 8) . These are s imi_ar 



in description to a drawing in Fuentes y Guzman (figure 4) , but Ximenez 

(1921(1) :103) doubted that garments of that kind ever existed . 
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Although the manta described here is used only as a cape, the manta 

should be recognized for its all - purpose utility . 

They [ the Lacandon] had square cloths like a cape, woven 
of one piece, with the tassels hanging down from the 
four corners , which was sometimes thrown over the shoulders 
and fastened with t he tassels at the shoulders . Other 
times they tie them at the waist , or use them to cover 
the head . They also serve as nets for carrying mai ze , 
pods of cacao , and other crops . They wore the ir hair 
long , down to the mid- back , with bangs ; the hair i s a s o 
tied back with ribbons or small pieces of cloth , and 
also wi th the tassels on their heads (Estrada M. 1973 : 392- 393) . 

Xicolli . As in central exico , the aya xicolli was a sleeveless 

jacket with seams down the sides, and the front left open. Bernal Diaz 

(1908- 1916 :chapter 2, page 184) pointed out that these we r e not actual_y 

jackets , but served as shirts . It was mentioned frequently in the 

Relaciones de Yucatan (I and II), and probably constitut ed an everyday 

male Maya garment . The use of the term cajetilla (Sp . ' smal_ box ' ) t o 

describe the xi colli emphasized i t s oose , unfitted nature . A 1695 descrip-

tion by Ribas (in Estrada . 1973 : 392) o_ a Lacandon male garrne t wi thout 

sleeves or buttons to which was sewn a sort of r uffl e may pe r tain t o a 

xicolli- like garment . 

Armor (e scahuipil) . The central Mexican Indians wore a heavy cot ton 

quilted armor in battle . This arrnor adequately repelled arrows, and 

the Spaniards rapidly disposed of their hot , unnecessarily cumbers one 

met al armor in favor of the cotton armor . 

In the second letter to Cortes, written in 1524 , Alvarado descri' e 

some of his battles with the Indians of Es cuintl a and Soconusco o the 
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sout coast of present - day Guatemala and El Salvador. They managed to 

inflict quite a bit of damage upon Alvarado and his company . The Indian 

armor, noted Alvarado (1924 :80) , was so heavy tnat "those who fe t t e 

ground could not get up , and their arms are corselets of cotton thr ee 

fingers thick . . . 11
• 

Females 

Huipil . Throughout pre- Columbian t imes up through the present , 

the huipil has been the most indispensible item of female attire . Although 

the term ' huipil' is derived from Aztec huipilli , it is commonly used 

throughout Mexico, Yucatan, and Guatemala today . The nuipil is a rec-

tangular piece of cloth with a hole cut for the head in the center. 

It can be open on the sides , fastened a fe~ inches to make 'sleeves', 

or sewn down to the bottom . 

Like many other indigeno s garments , hu~pils were made in a wide 

variety of colors and designs, and were elaborated with duck feathers 

and wool spun from rabbi t fur, known as tochimite (from Nahuatl tochimitl 

< tochtli , 'rabbit') . There is little mention of weaving technology 

given in the Colonial observations, although Gage (1958 :140) and Cordry 

and Cordry (1941) stated that the Zoque women wove and brocaded a fine, 

gauzy cloth for the making of huipils. The length of the huipil varied 

from waist - length to knee- length (RY I:97) . 

It is useful at this point to digress slightly to the topic of the 

huipils worn by the modern- day Indians of Guatemala , Yucatan, and exico. 

Each pueblo has its own style that is particular to that town ( Cordry 

and Cordry 1968; Lothrop 1928; Petters n 1976 ; Wood and Osbor __ e 1966) . 

It combines various colors, weaves, embroideries, iconographic des ·gns , 
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and embell ishments which di stinguish the hui pils of one town f r om all 

others . The huipil can fal l anywhere from the waist to the ankle , and 

this , too , is indicat i ve of the origi n o f the i tem . Identifying the af-

filiation or tribe of indigenous peoples by their clot h i ng attests to 

some of the resettlements forced upon the Indians by the Spanish in the 

sixteenth century (Petterson 1976). I suggest that the huipils of pre-

Columbian times were dis t inct f rom town to town . 

There are hints of the same i nd of diversity in the Conquest 

peri od huipils from Guatemala . 

They wear no shift next their body , but cover their 
nakedness witn a kind of sur plice (which they call huipil ) 
which hangs loose from the shoulders down a little below 
their waist, with open s hort sleeves, which cover hal f 
their arms. This huipil is curiously wrought, especially 
in the bosom, with cotton , or feathers (Gage 1958:200) . 

Ribas (in Estrada M. 1973 : 393) used the te rm ' huipil' generically, 

calling a short, somewhat " immodest" garment worn by Lacandon women a 

quesquemil, pr obably the quechquemitl ( a brief, poncho-like garment better 

known i n Mexico). 

Skirt . Several accounts state that wome n wore only a s kirt , naguas 

( a sixteenth and seventeenth century ter m meaning ' petticoat' ) . This 

may well have been true , particularly in the lowlands , in which manner 

s ome native women are accustomed to go about today (Cordry and Cordr y 

1941:11; 1968) . However , some of the se observat i ons are punctuated by 

condemnat i on of ·the morals of the indigenous people s (Medel, in cBryde 

1947:48), and s o should be accepted with some caution. 

Sixteenth century refe r ences to skirts stated they were multi -



colored mantas (RY I :96,123,150) . In the Relacion de r;ucopo (RY II : _04) 

the skirt is described as a s ort of open- ended sack, suggesting a narrow, 

tubular garment, much the same as the modern- day Maya skirt . Betancor and 

Arboleda (1964 :100) mention that the skirt was made of the same mater-

ial as the huipil, and was full length . The seventeenth century Lacandon 

skirt only reached to the knee (Estrada M. 1973/393) , while that of the 

highland Maya fell to the ankles (Fuentes y Guzman 1967(II) :146) . Ximenez, 

in a 1604 description of the Indians of Choahau , said the women wore 

cotton striped mantas and nothing else (Ximenez 1930(11):26) . The 

highland Guatemalan skirt of the early seventeenth century was much the 

same as that mentioned in the earlier references . 

The women ' s attire is cheap and soon put on , for most 
of them go barefoot al though the richer and better sort 
wear shoe s with broad ribbons for shoe strings . For a 
petticoat they tie about their waist a woollen mantle, 
which in the better sort is wrought with divers colors, 
but not sewed at all, pleated or gathered in, but as 
they tie it with a list [beltj about them (Gage 1958 : 220 ) . 

Head covering . A common part of the female Indian garb today, i t is 

scarcely mentioned by early chroniclers. Later comments (afte r about 

1550) leave some doubt as tot _e origin of this custom . 

The clothing of the women [of Santo Evangelio in 15 84] 
is a large white head covering [_toca] with which they 
cover the head , which serves as a cloak l manto]; some 
wear them longer than other women do , but those of 
Mexico never extend to the ground (Ponce 1873 :105) . 

The Zutuhil women of Santiago Atitlan wore a white kerchief of _inen about 

two varas long when they went to church (Betancor y Arboleda 1964 :100) . 

The material is clearly post- Conquest, but the custom of wearing a ead 

covering may or may not be earlier . The modern- day Zoque, Tzot zi_, Az ' ec , 



Huichol , and Zapotec, to name a few, all wear various kinds of head 

coverings , ranging from a simple rectangle of cloth (nowadays a Canon 

towel is in vogue) to a folded up hui pil not meant or made to be worn 

on the tors o . 
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Chapter 7: PRE- COLUMBIAN TRADITION : 

MAYA PROSE SOURCES ON COSTUME 

Edmonson defines an indigenous document as one "written by indigenous 

authors in an indigenous language". This includes five types of documents 

for the Maya : 1) titulos, or annals of lineages, 2) books of rules and 

doctrine by the Catholic fraternities (cofradias ) , 3) divinatory calendars, 

4) land titles and testimonies, and 5) dance dramas (Edmonson 1964: 

255-256). Nicholson's (1975:487) ' prehispanic ' category would include 

sources through the Conquest period dealing with non-Eurppean subjects 

or impetus. Native pictorial documents and oral traditions were tran-

scribed and written down after ·the Conquest, although there were attempts 

to teach Christian doctrine to the natives in this pictographic manner 

by the Franciscans. Gibson (1975) has noted the discrepancy between t he 

Spaniards burning idolatrous Maya books and the interest an~ encouragement 

in recording native histories . He groups native prose documents into 

five categories : l)annals (series of dated and discontinuous events in 

chronological order) , 2) chronicles, 3) prophesy, 4) accounts by Indian 

informants, and 5) titulos (histories in narrative form). 

PJ.l these are valid categories, but not all can supply data on garments 

and associated phenomena. The problems for ethnohistorians inherent 

in using historical and mythological sources to determine factual histories 

have not been considered pertinent here , and all kinds of documents have 

been drawn upon. Thus , lineage annals, chronicles, history , mythology, 

and dance dramas will be utilized wherever possible and appl~cab_e . 
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nlike Spanish Colonial sources , wh i ch are largely descriptive,_ aya 

documents embody Mayan history and mythology , and cannot provide much 

specific data to illuminate specific garments worn by the pre- Conquest 

Maya . However , the context of garments is the richer aspect of these 

indigenous documents . There are very few documents written by the aya 

of the southern lowlands , and thus the sources used here are entirely 

limited to the Guatemalan highlands, and in fact concentrate upon ~he 

Quichean groups . These sour ces include the Popol Vuh~ the Annals of the 

Cakchiquels~ the Title of the Lords OJ Totonicapan~ the Titulo C'oyoi~ 

and the Rabinal Achi. 

The Popol Vuh was copied by Xi menez (E strada Monroy 1973) in the 

early seventeenth century in Chichicastenango from a document writ ' en 

in Santa Cruz del Qui che between 1550 and 1555 . Edmonson (197 ) bel·eves 

that it was based upon a hieroglyphic text . The Edmonson (1971 ) an Es -

trada Monroy (1973) editions have be en utilized because of their exten-

·sive commentaries (which are, i ncidentally , frequently in disagreement 

with each other) , and their incl sion of the Quiche text printed along-

side the English and Spanish, respectively . Unles s noted otherw·se, pr -

per nB1I1es and words given are from the Edmonson edition. An English 

translation of Recinos ' (1947) edition was published by Goetz and or_ey 

(1950) . 

Two editions of the Annals of the Cakchiquels have also been sed . 

Recinos and Goetz (1953) based their English edition on Brinton ' s (1885) 

publication of the Cakchiquel and his English translation. T ere are 

minor differences in translation which can be assessed independe tly with 

t he Cakchiquel text and a dictionary . The Annals and the Popol uh 
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derive in part from the same tradition , and there are parallels and 

divergencies in the texts . After the Quiche and Cakchiquel tri bes split 

s ometime in the fifteenth century , the Cakchiquel manuscript cont inues 

with an independent his tory from So ola, which includes the arrival of 

A..lvarado . 

The Title of the Lords of Totonicapan (Chonay and Goetz 1953) 

reiterates the mythology and h istory of the Quiche nations also stated 

in the Annals and the Popol Vuh . Written in 1554 in Quiche, it does pro-

vide some information additional to and independent of other highland 

Maya sources. Carmack (1973 : 40 ) includes the Titulo C'oyoi (listed as 

0 no . 1181 Probanza ejecutoria del 2 casa de Quiche in Gibson and lass 

1975:396) as a major document in his study of Quichean history, as he 

considers i t "relatively free of direct Spanish influencet1. This doc-

ument was writt en at Utatlan sometime between 1550 and 1570 . 

Although dance dramas were mentioned by many of the early chron-

iclers ·(cortes y Larraz 1958; Duran 1967 ; Gage 1958; Fuentes y Guzman 

1932- 1933 ; Ximenez 1929- 1931 ) , the Rabinal Achi was the first one vritten 

down, sometime between 1850 and 1856, and published in Paris in 1862 by 

Brasseur de Bourbourg (Acuna 1975 :81) . Even early in the seventeenth 

century, Christian and European elements had been incorporated into most 

of the native dances (see Gage _929:270) . However, there is little dou t 

that these dances are pre- Columbian in origin (see Lothrop 1929; McAr hur 

1973). 

In early and modern dance dramas, the characters - lions , monkeys, 

rabbits, deer, eagles , dogs , bats, and hu,.~t ers, to name a few - are pre -

Conquest (see Correa 1958 ; Correa and Cannon 1961; ; Termer 1930) . ace 
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(1970:5 4), a foremost authority on native dances of Me soamerica, believes 

many of these dances were purposefully altered, or written, by Spanish 

priests to remove any native religious connotations from the dances. 

Nevertheless , these dance dramas are constantly undergoing change , as 

they are still largely recalled from memory, just as they were passed 

down from father to son for centuries (see Ordonez Ch . 1968) . 

Each item of attire mentioned in the Maya prose sources is discussed 

below. Because my major source of information was the Papal Vuh, much of 

the discussion is focused upon mythology; calendric , linguistic, and his -

toric data have also been utilized to illuminate the funct ion and role 

of specific items. 

Manta. Although the term 'mantle' or ' manta ' is utilized in the 

sources, the intent is that of a cloak or cape worn over the shoulders 

in two of the cases where it is mentioned . The Title of the Lords of 

Totonicapan (LT) and the Popol Vuh (PV ) both relate the rece ipt of man-

tles , Quiche q'uul (Edmonson 1965) by two maidens , Ix Puch and Ix Tah 

(The LT lists a third , Qibatzunah [ chonay and Goetz 1953:17~ ) from t he 

storm gods Tohil, ' Storm ', Avilix , ' Lord Jaguar', and Haka Vitz, 'Fire 

Peak '. These mantles were decorated by Balam Kitze , ' Jaguar Quiche', 

Balam Aqab , 'Jaguar Night' , and Mahuq ' utah , 'Nought', leaders of three 

of the four Quiche nations . 

And so they painted their three divisions 
Jaguar Quiche painted first 

His image became jaguar 
He painted it on the mantle . 

The next was Jaguar Night 
Eagle in turn was his image 

And he painted it on the mantle . 
And then in turn Nought paint ed . 



Hornets everywhere, 
Wasps everywhere , 

Were the image, 
The design, 

That he painted 
On his mantle 

And then they finished painting their three parts . 

(Edmonson 1971: lines 6637- 6651) 

These were put on by the enemy chiefs of the Quiche, who paraded before 

the people with much arrogance and haughtiness . The mantle painted 

by Nought came to life, stinging the lords who were thus defeated by 

the Quiche. 

The Annals of the CakchiqueZs (AC) and the LT also tell of the 

origin and history of the Qui che t ribes. Among the items brought by 

the Waliom, Cawek , and Nijaib lineages (Carmack 1973:295) were "their 
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parasols , the ir lion throne, their jaguar throne, the claws of the lion, 

jaguar and eagle, the feathers of the macaw , the feathers of the heron , 

the mantles". Among the Cakchiquel, a chief received as the signs of 

royalty a painted mantle, a loincloth , and jade(?) (Recinos and Goetz 

1953 : 80 ; Brinton 1885:111 ) . 

The mantle was a royal insignia which was decorated according to the 

individual status of a ruler. From the mythological relation of the 

painting of the mantles by the Qui che chiefs, it can be concluded that 

lords may have worn their names painted or woven into their mantles. The 

mantles may also have functioned as a badge of office and sign of r oyalty , 

such as is recorded among the Aztecs . The ChiZam BaZam of ChwnayeZ (Roys 

1933:90,91,94 ,114) mentions the mantle several times in this royal con-

text. "What is the distinction of righteous men? It is my mantle, my 
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loincloth " (Roys 1933 :114) . 

According to the Mexican and Yucatecan sources , the manta was also 

given in tribute, along with other precious items . One Quiche history 

records the tribute of feathers , quetzal birds , gold , silver , diamonds , 

emeralds, cacao , pataxte (another species of cacao) , and mantas to none 

other than Motecuhzoma (Titulos 1941 :248) . Items given in tribute among 

natives were much the same as those given to the Spanish . The _ord a 

Pot Canche brought ten baskets full of cotton thread to Calkini in the 

sixteenth century (Codice de Calkini 1957 :25 ) . Loads of green feathers 

also constituted worthy tribute (Dieseldorff 1906 : 401) . Among the items 

of tribute receive d by Captain Montejo from the Yucatec Maya were 100 

cargas of corn, 100 turkeys , 50 jars of honey , 20 cestos of raw cotton , 

rope, white cotton thread (Cadice de CalKini 1957 : 43- 45) . Other staples 

paid in tribute to the Spanish in _552 included wax , b irds, corn, ves -

sels , comales, de canters , and cotton mantas (Pech 1936 : 33) . 

Loincloth. The loincloth was mentioned above in conjunc ion witn 

mantles and jade as part of the royal insignia . Although it is not men-

tioned any further in this context, _ believe the royal loincloths ere 

de corated, the lesser men wearing simple or plain ones . mhe two brothers 

Hun Baa tz' and Hun Ch 'oven of the PV tied their loincloths under their 

bellies to serve as a tail to help them get down from a tree they had 

climbed . Immediately the loincloths became real tails, and Hun Baatz ' 

and Hun Ch ' oven became monkeys . 

Cloth and weaving . The names and identification of the two characters 

just mentioned sheds further light on the art of weaving textiles . Baatz ' 
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and·Ch ' oven (or Chuen) are both identified by Coe (1977 : 328) and Edmonson 

(1971) as the howle r monkey (Alouat ta spp . ) , although Edmonson (1971) 

renders them as 1 Monkey and 1 Howle r in English to differentiate them . 

The day l Monkey (Ozomatli) was described by Sahagun . 

Of those who were born on thse days who were male, 
they said they would be well adjusted and cheerful and 
friends to everyone , and they would be singers or dancers 
or painters or would learn some good trade because of 
having been born on such a sign (Sahagun 1938(1) : 341 ) . 

The Quiche div~ning calendar for the day Monkey parallels the import of 

the Aztec day. 

Very good days. 
There is then some singing . 

Then is there some flute 
And drum, 

Carving, 
Painting, 

Silverwork, 
Weaving, 

Spinning , 
Very good days. 

Enchanted days. 
The strength days. 

(Edmonson 1971 : 59ff) 

Furthermore , the Motul dictionary defines Chuen as 'craftsman, artisan' 

in Yucatec . 

Of Hun Baatz' and Hun _Choven , the PV records: 

They became flautists; 
They became singers ; 

And they became writers ; 
They also became carvers; 

They became jewellers, 
(And) silver smiths, 

Did 1 Monkey 
And 1 Howler . 

(Edmonson 1971 : lines 1721- 1728 ) 
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The term batz ' also had specific ass ociat i ons with weaving and cloth . 

Es~rada . (1973 : footnote 141) translates it as 'skirt , corte [ a -uate -

malan term for the native Indian skir~ , large piece of cloth wrapped 

around the body several t imes used by the Indians as a skirt ' . Edmonson 

(1965 :13) has batz ' ih , ' thread , yarn, spin'; kaxlan (from 'castillano ' ) 

batz ' , ' linen '; batz ' ibal , ' spindle ' ; and batzah, ' wrap up, swaddle ' . 

Alvarado Lopez (1975 : 49) records batz ', ' monkey'; batz '~ ' thread'; batsin , 

'weaver of thr ead '. Alvarado Lopez does not distinguish the two words in 

Quiche , while Edmonson has batz ' , 'thread ' and baatz' , ' monkey' . If 

Edmonson is correct in his orthography, the two words were probably re -

garded as puns upon each other . 

The Kekchi , Pokomchi , and Pokomam term for 'weaving , moon goddess, 

and moon ' is po . The moon goddess throughout Mesoamerican mythology 

was the patroness of weaving . Furthermore , Thompson (1950 : 47) be ieved 

there was an association in highland Mayan languages between pot , ' huipil ', 

poh , 'to sew something ', and potal , 'something connected with the huipil 

or dress of the natives' . 

Further reference to the moon goddess , Ix Chel , weaving, and r~tual 

curing can be found in the Ritual of the Bacabs . 

Thi s , then , is the virgin stone needle (or bodkin) 
of the virgin Ix Chel , Sacal Ix Chel , Chacal Ix Chel . 
This is the symbol of your sting. Thirteen balls of the 
dyed thread of virgin Ix Chel , Chacal Ix Chel , Sacal Ix 
Chel (Roys 1965 : 53- 54) . 

Cotton was grown and woven by the h i ghland Maya , and was possibly 

considered a high status material . The Overseers of Cotton , Ahav o _ 

_ et and Nima Lol Met were among the Quiche lords of the PV (Edmonson 



1971 : 231 ) . J uan de Torres recorded in 1580 that according to Qu~ che 

belief , the first generation of Quiche did not have clothing (Re cinos 

1957 : 27) . Accordi ng to the Titulo C'oyoi (Car mack 1973 : 288) , when the 

Quiche peoples were still wandering on their mythical j ourney to f i nd 
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a place to settle , "they cover ed themse ve s wi th bark clothing" (ratz '-

iak che , ' clothing of wood ' ) . In this connection , cloth made of mag' ey 

fiber was considered a mark of low status (Pomar 1964 : 204) . I order to 

impersonate beggars, X Balan Ke and Hun Ah Pu dressed up in "Rags on 

their faces,/ And rags on their b acks / And rags for their blankets " 

(Edmonson 1971 : lines 4259- 4261) . Te complementary section of the P to 

the TC further suggests that material out of whi ch clothing was made 

carried a mark of status . 

When they came to Tula 
And there they separated 

These were some who went there to the sunrise, 
And many who came here . 

And their clothes were all sk ins . 
They didn't have any of the very good kinds of clothes o wear 

They just wore skins of ani als; 
They had nothing . 

(Edmonson 1973 : lines 5319- 5327) 



Part III : ANALYSIS OF CLASSIC MA.YA COSTUME 

Chapter 8 : HUMAN SACRIFICE 

Because the depiction of actual sacrifice is rare in Maya art, it 

was long assumed that the Maya were a relatively peaceful people who 

concentrated their efforts upon the maintenance of their calendar, and 

that the later Maya of Chichen Itza , for example, had degenerated t o a 

state which demanded bloody sacrifices. With the recent work of M. Coe 

(1973 ; 1975 ; 1978), Hellmuth (1977 ) , and Clarkson (1978b) on ceramics, 

it has become increasingly clear that sacrif~cial offerings were an 

integral part of certain rituals, and perhaps rituals in and of themse_ves . 

Part of the reason this important aspect was largely overlooked until 

recently was because of the relative absence of obvious sacr~ficial 

iconography on monumental art, which has always formed the basic s ource 

of study on the Maya since the beginning o f this century. Ceramic art , 

as I will demonstrate, cont ains the most fully developed evidence on 

the kinds of sacrifices t hat were p erformed by the Maya . This sacri_i -

cial iconography is largelylacKing from the monumental stone and wood 

depictions , yet the classification and elucidation of the sacri ficial 

iconography on monumental s tone , wood , and murals, and on ceramics, have 

mutually benefited from each other . 

I will begin this section with a review of the kinds of sacrifices 

and the associated parapher nalia depicted on Maya stone, wood, she_l, and 

ceramics , and then demonstrate a theme of Maya ceramics devoted t o de2 h 
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by sacrifice by the identification of the costwnes wo r n only at this 

ceremony . An interpretation of iconography will follow . 
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The three- pronged weapon assumed o have been used to remove hearts 

from liv ing victims is commonly depicted and is always shown held i n the 

hand . An eccentric flint of this shape was found at El Palmar, Campeche 

(Morley 1947 : figure 95a), and two hieroglyphs , one from an Early Class ic 

period incised shell (figure 5a) and the other from a Classic period 

vase (figure 5b ) , display the weapon in similar dimensions . This same 

tri - lobed weapon is held in the hand of a masked_personage on Ti kal Altar 

5 (W. Coe 1967:78), by two people on Tikal Lintel 2 of Temple III (W . Coe, 

shook, and Satterthwaite 1961 : f igure 18) , and by the second figure from 

the left on the Uaxactun Initial Series vase (A . L. Smith 1932 : figure 9) . 

There are several depictions of a figure having his heart removed 

shown in stone and codices dating to pre- Conquest times of pre - Conquest 

tradition. Codex Dresden 3a, Stelae 11 and 14 from Piedras Jegras , and 

a grafitto from Group G at Ti kal (figur e 5c ) , uncovered in 1976 , all de -

pict a large s lit in the lower chest of a male, from which effuse s 

vegetation . A knife is shown in the lower chest of male figures f r om 

Codex Tro- Cortesianus and the Temple of the Jaguars at Chichen Itza , while 

a third example from t he Temple of the Warriors at Chichen Itza shows a 

figure about to plunge a blade into a male who is being held over a 

stone by two attendants (Morley 1947 : 224, plate 28) . This manner of 

sacrifice was witnessed by the Spaniards in Tenochtitlan . Some Spaniards 

were sacrificed by the Aztec pries ts in t his manner . 

Landa (in Tozzer 1941 :117- 118 , ff. ) also mentioned tyi ng a sacrificial 

victim to a stake and killing hi m with arrows. The earliest pictorial 
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Figure 5. Accoutrements of the Death by Sacrifice 
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example of this type of sacrifice is shown in a grafitto from emp_e II 

at Tikal ( aler 1911 : 57 , figure 10 , no . 6 ) (figure 5d) . Several examples 

are known from the later Mexican codices, such as the Telleriano-

Remensis, Codex Nuttall (1975 : 84- 85) , Codex Portirio Diaz (Wissler and 

Spinden 1916 : 54) , and Codex Becker ( anuscrit du Cacique, in Wissler and 

Spinden 1916 : 52) . 

Blood sacrifices were documented by the early Spanish among the 

Yucatec Maya i n the sixteenth century. 

They offered sacrifices of heir own blood, sometimes 
themselves around in pieces and they left them 
in this way as a sign . Other times they pierced their 
cheeks, at other their lower lips . Sometimes they 
scarify certain parts of their bodies , at others they 
pi e r ced thei r tongues in a slanting direct i on from 
side to side and passed bits of straw through the 
holes wi th horrible suffering ; others slit the 
superfluous part of the virile member leaving it as they 
did their ears , on account of which the general 
h i stor ian of the Indies [ovi edo y Valdeaj was 
deceived saying that they practiced circumcision 
(Landa , in Tozzer 1941 :113) . 

Similar act i vities can be interpreted from Yaxchilan Lintels 17 and 24 

(Maudslay 1897(2) : plate 86) and Naranjo Stela 19 (Maler 1908- 1910 : 

plate 34- 2) where a woman is shown pulling a cord through her tong e . 

Below the woman on the Yaxchilan lintels is a low bowl with several rec -

tangular objects within (figure 5e); these have been suggested by Thomp-

son (1961 ) to be pieces of bark that soak up the blood from the woman ' s 

tongue and then are burnt before an idol as an offering . A male sea ed 

acros.s from the woman on Yaxchilan Lintel 17 holds a long pointed object 

(figure 5f ) , probably a sharpened longbone or a sting ray spine, both of 

which have been found in Classic aya tomb burials . Blood letting activ-
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ities are also visible in Codex Madrid 19b , 82b , 95a , and 96a , and Room 

3 of the Bonampak murals (Ruppert et . al . 1955). One woman has a bowl 

decorated like an immature ceiba tree with rectangular objects within in 

front of her (figure 5g); facing her is a kneeling male holding (a) 

pointed object(s). 

Thompson (1961) made an excellent analogy between the pointed 

objects and bowls of the Yaxchilan lintels and similar objects held by 

a series of males squatting over low bowls on a polychrome vase from 

Huehuetenango . Joralemon (197) identified the tri - knotted god which 

appears on this vase and recognized tri- knotted sacrificial blood letting 

knives on pottery and as part of the regular paraphernalia of he roya_ 

portraits on stelae ( figure 5h) . 

Death by Sacrifice. In the sacrificial iconography of Maya art, 

items may appear as cos tume elements or paraphernalia without any specific 

reference to sacrifice (a body laid out with an axe in the chest, a 

thorny rope through the tongue , or the triknotted sacrificial deity 

mentioned above) . Since particular ceremonies are depicted as "frozen" 

scenes, it stands to reas on that many scenes will portray events leading 

up to and after a sacrifice. Of the vases that show death sacrificial 

activities , all the figures are never depicted on one vase actively 

engaged in the sacrifice as either the victim or the executioner . By 

identifying the specific garb of the death sacrificial ceremonies , a 

more complete picture of the entire ceremony can be elucidated, and 

not only the scenes actually showing decapitation . I will begin first 

with the identification of costlL~e and iconograpy of indisputable sacri -

ficial scenes, and then will point out the associations of occurre ces 
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of the same and additional iconography . 

Of the sixty- six vases identified as part of the death sacri i c ·a1 

complex , five show a sacri~ice i n progress (see figure 6 ) . In all cases 

the blade is still in t he neck , s evering the head f rom the body . Vases 

S5 and S6 depict a self- decapitation . While this is a physical i mpossi -

bility because of the infrangibili y of the muscles, t endons, and ver e -

brae at the back of the neck , severing the jugular ve in and/or carotid 

artery would cause death in less than a minute, during which time a 

macabre spectacle analogous to a ch~cken running around with i ts head 

cut off would take place . 

The executioner of S4 wears a red muffler around his neck . It is 

tied into a large knot over t he chest on top of a black cape. His 

wristlets and headdress are of white cloth with red spots . His weapon 

is a hand-held blade , and h e is assis ted pictor ial~Y i n the decapitati n 

by a jaguar . On the hip of the victim is a red spotted three- dimensional 

circular object . The rest of the figure is eroded, and what he is wear-

ing from the waist down cannot be determined . The executioner of S2 - ears 

a god mask and bears god marks on his body . He wears a jaguar ski n skirt , 

cloth wristlets and anklets , and holds an axe in his hand . Behind h i m 

stands a similarly clad deity impersonator ; from the elaborate sashing 

of his belt emanates a twisting cord dotted with death eyes . 

Of the two men cutting off their own heads on vases S5 and S6 , both 

wear four red-spotted balls attached around their waists (only the f r ont 

three are visible) with strips of r ed- spotted cloth flowing f r om ba ls , 

black and white horizontally s t riped "wings 11 tied on around the ches.;_ a· d 

hanging in back , and red- spotted cloth cuffs tied on around the wrists 
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and ankles . In addi t i on , t _e victim of S5 holds an Akbal vase o a cord 

in hi s right hand and wears a jawless monster headdres s . 

The attire of the e i ght f i gures actively part i ci pat i ng i n a decap-

i t ati on on the five vases mentioned and summari zed in table 4. The items 

that appear here , but not in any other types of scenes on ceramics , i -

elude r ed spotted garments, particular ly wristlets, anklets , earri gs , 

and circular balls attache d to the waist or wings, black and white 

horizontally striped short mantle and wi ngs , red muffler , resting on 

shoulders around the neck and tying in front ; a jawless deity eaddres s; 

death eyes ; Akbal vase; and a decapitation axe or knife . 

The lord of S4 wears a black and Nhite short mantle , red spotted 

nose decoration , black/red and white kilt, and a jaguar headdress . His 

throne consists of a black and white s tri ped platform upon which the 

lord sit s, surrounded by layered feathe rs inters persed with r ed tipped 

white crosses and jawless monster heads . Above him sit two males with 

crossed arms and legs wearing red mufflers over black and whites or 

mantle . Their headdresses are of the napkin variety , with small jaguar 

heads attached to the front . In S2 , five females attend God L; one of 

them , her attention caught by the decapitation taking place behind her , 

is tapping the ankle of the woman in front of her to draw her attention 

to the decapi t ation . 

6 

The remaining f igures of S5 are a jaguar and two male ~igures (figure 

6) flanking the victim . The males wear identical garb except for a few 

minor details . The fi rs t figure car:ies a Cauac glyph in his upraise 

left hand and wears a black and white stri ped short mantle; the t ird 

figure wears a wrap around kilt , a long mantle with insects and crossed 
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red tipped bones decorating i t , a black and white short mantle over this, 

and carries an insect in his uprais ed right hand and a vase on a strap 

in his left . He does not wear the black and white wings . The last 

figure is a heels over head jaguar, wearing a red muffler, red spotted 

cloth wristlets and anklets, and surrounded by flames . 

here are nine figures on S6, separated from each other by aver i-

cal band of glyphs . Their costumes incl de A) a male holding a decapi -

tation axe in his left hand and chopping into his own neck with it, B) 

a male in a red muffler , red spotted wristlets and anklets , holding a 

jaguar, C) a jaguar impersonator holding a constricted neck vessel and a 

tear drop shaped object (hencefortn referred to as the enema jug and the 

enema bulb) , D) the bust of a male, E) an owl impersonator standing on a 

black and white bone throne , and surrounded by death eyes , F ) a male in 

a red muffler , red spotted anklets and wristlets, holding a baby in a low 

bowl with a large gash in the baby's chest, G) a skeleton with red spotted 

balls attached to the knees, and black and whi~e wings strapped on around 

his chest, H) a heels over head jaguar with red spotted ank_ets ( is 

wrists are not vis i ble) on a black and white bone throne , and I ) a male 

clad in a black cape with a crossed bone design, death eyes around his 

neck, a low bowl within it in his right hand, a Cauac glyph in his eft 

hand , a jawless monster headdress , and red spotted cloth anklets a_d 

wristlets. 

As can be ascertained by comparing table 4 with the attributes given 

above, the attire of the actively participating sacrificers is simil ar 

to that o~ the other figures portrayed on the same vases . Thi s is par-

ticularly true of the red spotted and black and white str~ped garments . 
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In addition, a throne made of black and white bones surrounded by 

feathers, red tipped crosses and jawless monste r head ; a flaming jaguar; 

a skeleton ; a Cauac glyph he ld by a participant_; a sacrificed child car-

ried in a bowl ; and an owl are all common denominators of the five first 

order death by sacrifice vases . 

The next set of vases have been denoted as second order scenes, 

based on the presence of the sacrificial instruments and/or severed heads, 

but lacking a depiction of the actual decapitation (figure 9) . There are 

nine vases which depict a severed , bleeding head, indicating that the 

dacapitation had taken place recently (S3 , Sll , S12 , S14 ,Sl5 ,S 43 , S75 , and 

S82) . In two cases (S14 and S43) the head is held aloft by a skeletal 

figure wearing a vase around the neck , red spotted cloth wristlets and 

anklets, deatn eyes, a death collar , we aring a jawles s monster headdress, 

and with fumes issuing from the stomach . Two others (S75 and S82) are 

held by skeletal figures with most of these characteristics. In other 

examples, the executioner , iden-"-ified by the .;§ite Cial axe with the 

curved uppe r handle utilized specifically for human decapitation , wears 

combinations of the red s potted balls tied on at the waist , a red s potted 

loincloth , red spotted anklets and wristlets , a black and white striped 

short mantle, death eyes , and crossed bones . 

It is important to note the animals which appear in thes e decapita-

tion scenes. I believe they are impersonators , based on the human fea-

tures that the artists frequently permit to be seen behind the mask or 

under the costume . These animals include the mon~~ey , deer , monkey- deer , 

b irds, serpents , and serpent - deer , each attired in a simple loincloth and 

perhaps a death collar . The jaguar never Nears death eyes , but may wear 
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a thick muffler around the neck ; occas i onal_y a serpent s ubs t i tutes fo r 

this . He may also wear a l oi nc oth , b t this is not consistent . A var-

iety of insect s appear, most o f wh ich I am unabl e to ident ify defi ni tely , 

but may include mosqui t os, beet l es, and f ireflies . 

The death sacrifice iconography is not limi t ed ' o ceramics. Ti kal 

Altar 5 , mentioned earlier , show the t ri - lobed tool used for hear t r e-

moving . This personage also has cloth wristlets, a tri - knotted element 

in the headdress , a tri - knot t ed and spotted nose piece, and death eyes 

in t he hem of his skirt . The fi gur e on the right also has a tr ·-_obed 

element on his hat , crossed b ones, cloth wrist l et s, t ri - knot ted a spot -

ted nose piece , hand-held blade , death ey es in t he hem, and a large 

tied ball at the waist. This final element is very similar to the Ti kal 

emblem glyph (T569 ). Between t hes e two ~e n is a stack of l ong bone s 

t opped by a skull. The tied ball e lements also appear on Tikal Li nt el 2 , 

Temple III (with a decapi t ation axe ) , Machaquila Stelae 2 and 3 , and i n 

Room 3 of Structure l at Bonampak . A decapitat i on axe is depicted on 

827 , and cloth wris t lets and/ or anklets . Another hallmark of death oy 

sacrifice appears on S5 , Sl7,Sl9 , S23 , S29 , S35 , and 842, and on the ancers 

in Room 3 at Bonampak ; some of t hese dancers have t hree knots t i ed i nto 

their loincloths . 

Thompson (in Ruppert et. al . _955:56) recogni zed the impor t o_ the 

scene in Room 3, Structure 1, at Bonampa.K. as one of sacrifice. He me.-

tions a person wi t h a "celt like implement", but i t is difficult to ascer-

tain t o whom he is re f erring . Two ersonages on t he uppermos t tiers _o , 

axes in their hands ; the axe nandle of t he uppermost fi gure i s a human 

femur . Thomps on also noted the unfor tunat e erosion of t he head and che s t 
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of the victim who is pictured sprawled out on the fifth tier . If the 

axes held by the two upper figures are for decapitation, as I think they 

are , then it is possible that the victim ' s head has been cut off . 

The appearance of just one of these elements oc curring i n a scene 

does not imply necessarily that it is a death by sacrifice ceremony. On 

the other hand , the presence of a whole complex is fairly sound evidence 

for an interpretation of sacrifice. Some of these traits carry more 

weight than others . The appearance of a jagu~r in flames , or a decapi -

tated head , for instance, strongly suggests death iconography . 

In all, I have identified sacrificial scenes on 66 vessels depicting 

302 personages . Table 5 lists the occurrence of the costwne and associa-

ted paraphernalia of the figures . Male figures, nwnbering 282 , 

constitute93% of the sample. That 7% are females whose garb is not par-

ticularly dist~nctive in other types of scenes is significan~ . This 

percentage can be augmented by the conspicuous role of a female in 

of the enema scenes (see chapter 9) , which is related to the death by 

sacrifice ceremony. 

There are no specific depictions of decapitation in nearly 81% of 

the vases considered as part of the death/sacrifice complex; these pieces 

are referred to as third order vases (figurelO) . A specific reference 

would include the illustration of a decapitation axe or knife , a severed 

bleeding head , or a headless body . The presence of items or personages 

specific to these scenes, and almost invariably absent from other vases, 

constitutes the identification of death by sacrifice . These items and 

personages are CTarked by an asterisk i n table 5. 

Interpretation. The interpretat i on of specific items and whole scenes 
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TABLE 5 
GARMENT ATTRIBUTES OF FIGURES ON VASES WITH DEATH BY SACRIFICE ICONOGRAPHY 

n=302 n=30 2 
ITEM % ITEM % ITEM 

loincloth 
decorated · 

*red spots 
back loincloth 

decorated 
front loincloth 
over loincloth 

de corated 
cloth belt 

decorated 
bundly 

*re d spots 
kilt 

decorated 
open front 

decorated 
ski.rt , long 
underbelt , back knot 
underbelt, side knot 
torso wrap 

cloth 
decorated 

ass bundle 
*red spot balls at waist 

rosettes at waist 

44 
20 
4 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 

16 
6 

.6 

.6 
16 
11 

1 

3 

8 

. 3 

.6 

. 3 

• 3 
1 
!.~ 

.3 

mantle, cloth 
short 
long 
decorated 
feather 

*black/white striped 
*bones and eyes 
*insects 

muffler 
*red 
*black 
*black and white 

*death eye collar 
*snake/reptile around 
*deer hoof 'bib' 
' enema bib' 
*black and white wings 

*with red spot balls 
back bund.le 
shell 
feather backdress 
net suit 
tailored costume 

*= present only in Death by Sacrifice scenes 

8 
5 
3 

2 

15 

2 
22 

neck 2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 

anklets 
bead 
cloth 

*red spots 
.6 wristlets 

bead 
.6 cloth 
.6 red spots 

shell 
*c_rossed bones 

. 3 kneelets, cloth 
earrings 

bead 
cloth 

*red spots 
shell 

necklace 
bead 
multi-strand 
cord 

.6 shell 

. 3 woodslat 
pectoral 

glyph 
head 
bead 

belt, bead 
nose piece (cloth) 
*red spots 

shoes 

n=j02 
% 

11 
11 

2 

20 
10 

3 
. 3 
. 3 
.6 

17 
20 
11 

2 
1 

15 
1 
1 

.6 
1 

14 
2 

. 3 

. 3 
5 

14 
2 
2 

\0 
w 



HOLDS: 
enema jug 
enema bulb 
glyph 
::-snake 
*decapitated head 
shell 
staff 
ovoid object 
feathered tube 
vessel 

*with baby within 
·*with bone , eye , feather 
*with flames emitting 

carapace and bone ( drum ) 
flute 
trumpet 
rattle 
drum 
- Akbal vase 
-Kin vase 
fan 
*jaguar on stick 
*Cimi banner 
- insects 
*head chopper 
*heart chopper 
spear 
cloth over arm 
cloth bundle 
·X-death eyes 
tumpline and basket 
inserted enema 

n =302 
% 
2 

. 6 
1 

. 3 
1 
1 

.6 
• 3 

1 
6 

.6 
1 

.6 
1 

.6 
2 
2 
2 
5 
1 

. 3 

. 3 
1 

. 3 
4 
2 

.6 

.6 
2 

12 
. 6 
. 4 

TABLE 5 ( continued ) 
n=302 

ITEM % 
God characteristics : 

Roman nose 
filed teeth 
cartouche eye 
god marks 
long lip / nose 

*skeleton 
*smoking ribs 
*dist ended belly 

*death dei t y 
jaguar 
·*smoking/ fire d 
*heels over head 

Cimi on face 
deer 
deer antlers and ears 
monkey 

exposed genitals 
deer / monkey. 
fox 
rabbit 
bat 
bird 
owl 
reptilian 
f r og 
dog 
feline 
insects 
puma 
r odent 
armadillo 

9 
5 

12 
11_ 

3 
6 
1 
2 

.6 
13 

7 
.6 
.4 

3 

3 
.6 

2 
2 
3 
2 

. 3 
2 
1 

.6 
1 
3 

. 3 

. 3 

. 3 

ITEM 

monkey/jaguar 
animal ear 
beastie 
dwarf 

Headdress : 
napkin 
knotted 
animal 
deity 
beas tie 
flower 
feather 
God N 
God L 
bead 
decorated Ahau 
hat 

*red spots 
bird and flower 
cross ed bones 
cap 
net 
tube 
cloth wrap 

*red spots 
turban 
headband 

slat 
no headdress 

bound hair 

n=j02 
% 

. 3 
4 
2 

. 3 

7 
6 
6 
5 
2 
4 

16 

1 

. 6 
1 
1 
8 
1 
3 

. 3 

.6 
1 
5 
1 
4 

3 

.6 

. 3 

.6 

\0 
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bound/captive 
*head decapitated 
*disembowelled 
emerging 
body paint 

Throne/Pillow 
balam 
po 
litter 
bone/feathe r and head 
snake 

*black and white bone 
*red spot 

n=302 
% 

TABLE 5 ( continued) 
n=302 

AT~'ITUDE % 
1 standing 
3 full front 

. 3 profile 
2 torso front 
7 seated (profile) 

torso front 
3 squatting 
2 reclining 
1 head front 
1 other positions 

• 3 
. 3 
. 3 
.6 

9 
45 

25 
9 
1 

.6 

. 3 
10 

\0 
\..n 



TABLE 6 
ASSOCIATIONS OF ATTRIBUTES Af~D FIGURES 

JAWLESS MONSTER X 

HEADDRESS 
JAG . HEADDRESS x 
DEATH EYE COL. x 
DEATH EYES x x 
B/W CAPE / SHAWL x 
RED MUFFLER x 
B/W WINGS x x 
R/ W NOSE PIECE x 
CLOTH WRISTLETS 

AND ANKLETS x 
RED SPOT LOINC . x 
STONE BELT x 
R- SPOT WRI / ANK x x 
PAPER IN BELT 
RED SPOT BALLS x 
CROSSED BONES x 
AKBAL VASE x 
INSECT ATTRIB . x 
CAUAC GLYPH x 
DECAF . AXE X X 
B/W BONE- THRONE x x x 
AUTO- SACRIFICE x 
BABY SACRIFICE x 
ENEMA BULB , JUG x 
IN FLAMES x x 
NET WEAVE CAPE 
SACRIFICE x x 
DECAPIT . BLADE 
SERPENT/NECK 
RED SPOT EARR. 
BOUND LIMBS 
FUMES EMITTING 

FROM STO~.ACH 
LOW BOWL 
SKELETAL FEATU . 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 
X 

X X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 
X 

X 

X 

? X X X 
X X X 

X 

X X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X X 
X 

X X 

X 
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is often self- explanatory within the cont ext of a scene . To elucidate 

further the meanings and assocait i ons of specific forms of the death 
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by sacrifice complex , I will draw upon other , sometimes more fully doc -

umented Mayan and Mesoamerican sources, such as the codices . These , and 

other br ief forays into Maya life as seen through the eyes of the six-

teenth and seventeenth century Spanish chroniclers , modern- day anthro-

pologists and ethnologists , are not meant to be demonstrations of con-

tinuity of a culture which extends back in time over two thousand years . 

Rather , I regard them as striking or illustrative parallels, often of a 

degree too great to reflect mere coincidence . 

Thompson (1950 : 279- 281) compiled and explained a iitt of eight :.at -

tributes of deities associated with the Underworld . These included the 

waterlily, maize fol i age , conch shell , black, death eyes , three dots , the 

personified glyph for ' completion ' or ' twenty ', and bones . Those wh~ch 

appear in the death by sacrifice scenes are discussed below . 

Jaguar (figure lla). The jaguar carries some of the richest con-

notations for the Maya , functioning as a tribal , lineage, and f81Ilily 

name , a calendar name , an insignia of rank , and a deity . As one of the 

deities of the Underwor ld (Xibalba) , the j aguar is usually identifi ed by 

his black spotted body , and occasionally a flower (waterl ily) on its head . 

As the patron deity of the month of Uo (figure llb ) as an Underworld 

jaguar , and whose glyph is a black sky symbol , he has associations with 

the number seven (figure llc) and the color black (Thompson 1950 :107, 

134) . The day Akbal (death, night) (figure lld) is presided ove r by the 

jaguar, which reaffirms the associations with the Underworld and the 
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night (Thompson 1950:67,89 ) . A variant of the jaguar is the deity of 

the month Pax (figure lle), which also bears similarities to the sun god 

(Thompson 1950 :115) . Pax is the personified ni ght sun, with associations 

with the Underworld and death . 

Status and rank are also assiciated with the jaguar . The glyph of 

the month Pop (figure llf) is a mat symbol (po) or a jaguar' s head 

(Thompson 1950 :118) . A throne containing either a mat or jaguar skin 

(figure llg) is a sign of r ulershi p and high rank . Likewise, garments 

made of jaguar hi°de or of a jaguar sk_:_n appearance (i . e . , black spotted ) 

denote special status . 

According to the Popol Vuh, the f irst man created on the earth was 

Jaguar Deer or Sun (X Balam Ke ) ; the second Jaguar Night (Balam Aqab ) , 

the t nird Nought (Mahuq ' utah), and the fourth Wind Jaguar (Iq ' i Balam) 

(Edmons on 1971:148). Jaguar Quiche led his t ribe f om Tula to Q' aq ' a 

Vitz , where he introduced human sacrifice and then left, leaving a sacred 

bundle worshipped by the Kavek [?awek] tribe (Edmonson 1965 :12) . The 

word ' jaguar ' has been used i n Maya name s of tribes , families , and 

lineages for more than two thousand years . Edmonson (1971 :148) has 

stated that the word balam means 'wit ch ', and designates magical power 

among the Quich~ 

A jaguar is directly involved in 55% of the first and second order 

death by sacrifice scenes on ceramics . Some suggestions for h is invol ve-

ment in such an underta.~ing have been given above . The Hero Twin X Balam 

Ke sacrificed and then revive d his brotner Hun Ah Pu in a demonstrat~ on 

of cleverness to the l ords of the Underworld at their request . 



1'And now sacrifice yourselves in turn, 
So we can see it. 

Truly our hearts are delighted with this dance of yours ," 
The lords repeated . 

"Very well, oh Lord, 11 

They said then . 
And so then they sacrificed themselves, 

And the one who was sacrificed 
Was Hunter l!iun Ah Pu] 

By Jaguar Deer r X Balam Ke] 
And each part -

Was draped around: 
His legs, 

His arms. 
His head came off ; 

It went some distance . 
His hear t was ripped out; 

It became wedged ~n front of the side (wall) . 
And they were drunk, 

All the rulers of Hell, from the sight. 
And just one of them was able to go on dancing : 

It was Jaguar Deer . 
11Rise thou again," he said then, 

And suddenly his face r evived . 
Greatly they rejoiced similarly 

That they had r eally done this . 
It gladdened the hearts 

Of 1 Death [ Hun Kame] 
And 7 Death [vuqub Kame] 

As though they had danced it 
And knew it. 
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(Edmonson 1971:lines 4433 to 4464) 

Following this , the lords begged X Balam Ke and Hun Ah Pu to sacrifice 

them and bring them all back to life again. The Twins slew the lords, 

but did not revive them, thus overcoming the power of the Underworld lords . 

Another dance , documented on 1 ovember 1623 to the Inquisition , 

involved a jaguar and a human sacrifice . 

... that among the bad and detestable things that the 
Holy Inquisition prohibited was that of the Twn ; which 
dance at that time this witness , who was subdeacon , could 
not understand the nature of , owing to lack of experience; 
until coming to -this country , as has been said , ne heard 
from some priests and other persons experienc ed in the 



language in question the the TvJTt they call in the Quiche 
language Teleche, and in the Zutuhil language of this 
town [san Antonio Suchi tepequez] i t is called Loh Twn 
it was a very just thing that it should be prohibited 

_Q_ 

and removed, since all of i t was a representation of an Indian 
whom , taken in war, the elders sacrificed and offered t o 
the demon, as is declared and said by the Indian himself, 
tied to a hitching post, and those who attack him to take 
his life in four figures which they say were thos e of 
their naguals : a tiger [sic f or jaguar], a [ mountain] 
.iiOR,an eagle and another animal which is not recalled; and 
the other ceremonies and howlings of the aforementioned 
dance, timed to a horrendous sad sound made by l ong 
trumpets twisted in the fashion of trombones which are 
frightful to hear; moreover, the present witness has the 
experience that on the occasions on which he has seen i t 
danced in other towns , as s oon as the trumpets sound the 
whole town stirs, not excluding even infants , coming with 
great agony and speed to be found present, which . they do 
not do in other twn~dance s tat t hey used to hold 
(Chinchilla 1953 : 290- 291) . 

Teleche means ' captive', turn mean 'wi st, excite, hate, knot a cord', 

and tun me ans 'drum' . 

Black . The color black, ek , is ass ociated with the west, chikin , in 

Maya mythology . The west was the pl?-ce where the sun descended each day 

to begin its nighttime passage through the Underworld . The ChilaJ71 Ba lCflTl 

lists black flint stone, black ceiba t ree, black corn , black bees, and 

black flowers as all par t of t he western sphere . According to Landa and 

the Madrid Codex 34- 37, the Black Bacab of the west ruled the Cauac years , 

while in the Dresden Codex, _Akbal is associated with the west (Kelley 

1976 : 55). rrhe day Cauac is also associated with black and the wes t in 

the 819 day count (Berlin and Kelley 1961:11 ) . 

Akbal (figure llh). As I menti oned earlier, the patron dei ty of 

this day is the jaguar . Akbal is usually associated with night and 

darkness . This glyph , wnich is a pictograph of a centipede, is mos t 
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often found on the vases which are worn suspended around the neck or car-

ried by the participants of death by sacrifice scenes . 

Cauac· ( figure lli and llj) . The cauac glyph is held by a male 

figure on two separate vessels , and a cauac monster head supports the 

small deity about to be sacri ficed on S21 . In all Mayan languages, the 

day corresponding to Cauac means ' rain , thunder , or storm' (Thompson 

1950 :87) , and the glyph is assumed to be a symbol of a section of the 

body of the celestial dr agon (Thompson 1950 :110) . There is little to 

suggest its meaning in the death by sacrifice s cenes though . Coe (1973 : 

98) has pointed out that hell (Metnal or Xibalba ) was created on the 

day 9 Cauac (Roys 1933 :117). 

Cimi (figure llk) . This day sign is synonymous with death i n all 

Mayan langua ges. The per sonified glyph is in the form of a death god 

skull; another form , one whict is seen more often in the death by sac -

rifice scenes , looks like a percentage sign , a1d is poss i bly a fo~amina . 

The augural animal of this day is the owl , whose associat i ons with death 

a r e fai r ly universal (mhompson 1950 :75) . 

The lords of the Underworld in the PV were Hun Kame (1 Death) and 

Vuqub Kame (7 Death) . According to Edmonson (1965 : 55) , Hun Kame and 

Vuqub Kame symbolized the beginning and end , respect i vely , of the death 

cycle . 

Kin (figure lll) . This glyph appears less often on vases (figure 

l l m) held or worn by partic ipants in the death by sacrifice ceremony 

than does the Akbal glyph, mentioned above . Kin i s the antithesis of 

Akbal ; it stands for day , the sun , and procreation , and its personified 

form is the sun god (Thompson 1950 :142) . 
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Ske l eton~ Death C-od ( figure 12a ) . The characteristic mar k i ngs o ~ 

the skeleton is identical with the death god, God A, of Dres den 14a and 

15a . These attributes include a ske l etal form, skull, exposed vertebrae , 

curl in the eye, death eyes, death eye collar, prominent . ribs , a jawles s 

deity headdress, and a vase suspended upside down from the neck . A var-

iant of this god, GA' (Dresden 5) , and the death goddess, both wear a 

black garment decorated with crossed bones and deat h eyes. This garment 

is f ound worn by males on several pieces, such as the Altar vase (S7 ) . 

Insects (figure 12b). The Quichean sources mention seven different 

kinds of insects: ant, mosquito , l ouse, fire bug, wasp, hornet (Edmonson 

1971) , and beetle ( Cho nay and Goetz 19 5 3) . Few , if any, of these can be 

unequivocally identified from anc i ent pictorials, par t ially because t he 

insects are enhanced by t he addition of deity or supernatural charact er-

istics. A r eference to flies and the four corners, a euphemism f or the 

Underworld (M. Coe 1973:15) was recorded in the Chilam Balam for Katun 3 

Ahau (Roys 1954:40) . Insects are r eported to be ass ociated with the dead 

in Panajachel, San Pegro Laguna, Chan Kam (Redfield and Villa 1934 : 323-

324), Nayarit . (Toscano 1947:55 ) , and among the Quiche (Schultze-Jena 

1946) and Yucatec Maya (Thompson 1950 : 85- 86 ) . Ah Mac is Yucatec for 'sin-

ner' ; Ahmak is -the Quiche day on which ancestral s pirits return ; t his 

word also means 'fly ing insect' . Finally , the head variant of the day 

Cib (=Ahmak) on Yaxchilan Lintel 48 is the jaguar god of the number seven 

(Thompson 1950: 84) . 

Jawless Deity Head ( figure 12c) . This is the most common headdr ess 

of the skeletal gods of the death by sacrifice . In addit i on, it appears 

as the headdress on God A of Dresden 14a (figure 12a) , and on f~g res 
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Figu re 12 . Ac cout r ement s of the eath by Sacrifice 
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e and g of 828 (M . Coe 1973 : vase #49) . The fi rs t seated fi gure of the 

Altar vase (88) wears a mask of this same j awles s monster head, in ad-

dition to the red spotted balls , cross ed bones and death eyes , r ed 

spotted earrings, and a black and white mantle (Adams 1971:figure 92) . 

Death Eye ( figure 12d). The death has been identified as a picto-

graph of an eyeball and the attached opt ic nerve (Pearlman, personal 

communication; Rivard 1965) , although continued misidentification of the 

pictograph as a bell still appears i n the literature (Manrique and on-

zales 1976) . It is usually added as a decoration adorning t he head , 

limbs, body, or collar of humans , animals, or skeletal de ities. It ~s 

not infrequently depicted on the wings of bat s on Chama vases , along witn 

crossed bones, or occasionally on the outspread mantle of a human male 

in imi t ation of the wings and stance of the s o- called Ki_ler Bat (Cama 

Zotz). 

Death Eye Collar (figure 12e) . This is a stiff sort of necklace 

which projects out in front of the wearer. It is studded with death 

eyes. It is most often worn by skeletal deities , headdless bodies, and 

less frequently by fauna, such as the bird . 

Bones. The use and symbolic representation of bones has already 

been mentioned in a number of contexts: the handle of the decapitation 

axe held by a central character in Room 3 at Bonampak is a human femur ; 

a pile of long bones and a skull sits between two f igures adorned in 

other death by sacrifice iconography on Tikal Altar 5; and the Cimi 

glyph (T509 ) which suggests :oraminae (Kelley , pers onal communicat~o ) . 

Skeletal figures , prominent in the death ' danc e ' , are marked by exagger-

ated repres entation of the ribs, ve r tebrae , and longbone joints ; these 



characteristics may be wholly or-partially incorporated into other fig-

ures , such a s jaguars or birds . 
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A dist i nct i ve thr one por t rayed in death by sacrifi ce scenes consists 

of longbones laid parallel to each other (figure 12f) or crossed bones 

tipped in red (blood) overlying feathers and jawless deity heads (~igure 

12g). 

Enema paraphernalia (figure 13a) . Although comparatively rare among 

the death by sacrifice scenes, i ts association with the water lily jag-

uar , a primary component of the sacrificial scenes, t i e s it in as one 

aspect of the ceremony , pr obab ly preparatory. This will be discussed 

more fully in chapter 9 . 

Red spots (figure 13b). When a skeletal deity parades around with 

a freshly decapitated head , blood is portrayed realistically splat ered 

al_ over the neck and dripping down . Likewise, bright red blood is 

shown s purting out of the headless ne ck . These s cenes on cerami cs are 

analogous to the decapitation scenes from tr e Great Bal l Court at Chichen 

Itz a (Tozzer 1957 : f igure 474) , the palma from Aparicio , Veracruz (Gar-

cia Payan 1948- 1949) , and the mold- made ce ramics of ball-players from 

Escuintla, Guatemala. Being bas-relief depictions , and frequently lack-

ing or still retaining color, the blood is styli zed as a series of snakes 

issuing from the neck . A figure attired with a skeletal mask in the 

Codex Nuttall (1975: 83- 84) is s hown having just hur led a spear with an 

atlatl into the body of Six House Strand of Flint Blades, who is bound 

to a frame (figur e _3c) . The executioner has red spotted sashes hanging 

~rom hi s shoulders, while b l ood splatters from the fatal wound in t e 

cnest of Six House . Si nce the r ed spotted garments are l imi ted to sac -
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Figure 13. Accoutrements of the Death by Sacrifice 
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rificial decapitation scenes on t he Maya ceramics, these red spots ar e 

pr obably symbolic o f splattered blood . It should be further noted that 

all the red spotted garments depicted are probably cloth; even the ear-

rings are cloth, as demonstrated by the l oose fall and folds or creases 

carefully depicted by the artist. 



Chapter 9 : PURIFICATION 

The attempt s that have been made to identify the vessels shown in 

pictorial with those actual-}:y found in excavation have been few . In 

identifying the functi on or use of depicted vessels , four factors s hould 

be considered: 1) the shape of the vessel , 2) its context, 3) any mark-

ings on the vessel, and 4) the contents of the vessel . The vessels shown 

on all medi a of Maya art can be identified with those found in excavations . 

Taack (1973 : 57) dates the Madrid Codex at 1300 A. D. based on the frequen-

cy of spiked censers which were common at Mayapan at that time (R .E . Smith 

1971(1) : 196) and their portraya_ in the Madri d Codex . Coggins ( 9 5) 

suggests that Early Classic cache vessels were utilized fo r specia 

occasions, a s depicted on the Uaxactun vase ( f i gure 1 4a) Thompson .. 

{1961) identifi ed .the low vessels on the Huehuetenango vase and on the 

Yaxchilan lintels as receptacles fo r blood during blood- letting rite s 

(figure 14b) , and I have suggested the use of s imilarly shaped bowls for 

holding mirrors (figure 1 4c) and sacrificed babies (figure 14d) . 

Occasionally vessels shown i n pictorials have glyphs drawn on them 

which may help to identi fy their funct i on . In the Dresden Codex the 

glygers fo r cacao (ca- ca- wa) (figure 14e) and honey (cab) (figure 14f) 

are painted on vessels, and i t can be reasonably inferred that they in-

dicate the contents within . . Howeve r , often the glyphs or designs 

painted on the vessels are indistinct or uni denti fiable. 

The contents portrayed within a vessel ar e often i den ifiaole : 
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Figure 14 . Bundles, Vessels, and Gl yphs Associated with Puri f i cat i on 
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fish , deer haunch , birds , iguana, she_ls , and bones ; hieroglyphs f or corn, 

tree, and incense have also been identified (figures 14g- 14m) . mhere are 

many vessels portrayed with a collection of similarly shaped objects . 

M. Coe (1973) suggests that the round objects may be tortilla dough , 

an identification that has little to support it. A dotted circle over a 

vessel (figure 14n) has been inter ~reted as the foam of a beverage (V~lla-

corta and Villacorta 1930 :107) . 

Vessels and their contents can often be recognized on the basis of 

the context in which they appear and are used . Low bowls were used in 

blood- letting (figur e 14b) , sacrificial (figure 14d) , and accession (fig-

ure l .c) ceremonies . Furs ~ and Coe (19 7 ) recently linked Classic aya 

globular, constricted neck vessels (figur e 15a ) with enemas (see table 6) . 

There are three known polychrome vessels (El,E2, and E4) that depict 

the actual enema- giving taking place , and two of these are painted on 

globular , constricted neck vessels . In these scenes, women administer an 

enema to a male , or a ma_e g-i ves himself an enema . The enema is adminis -

tered with a bulb- shaped ' squeezable ' with a tube attached at one end 

(figure 15b). The enema vessel is always conspicuously present , as is 

the bulb , which is either held in the hand or placed tube-end down in the 

vessel . 

A long, knotty-like garment worn around the neck is often associa ed 

with the enema ceremony (figure 15c ) . This has been termed the ' enema 

bib' by Hellmuth (personal communication) . On ce ramics, it appears in 

enema ceremonies either tied around the neck of a male or jaguar , or 

held out to a male by a female . A similar item appears as a headdress on 

Cha.ma style ceremics (figure 15d ) . 



Figure 15 e . Enema Pa rapherna1 . ...1..la 
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Enema bibs are worn by figures on the sculptured doorway plast ers a t 

Chichen Itza (Tozzer 1957 : figure 20; Ruppert 1943) and Yaxchilan Stela 

32 . There they seem to have nothing to do with enemas . Either t here is 

more than one kind of knotted item being depicted, more than one functi on 

is ascribed to this knotted cloth , or all these pieces are linke 

graphically by some as yet unknown facto r. 

cono-

More vessels depict the enema ceremony in various stages . On some, 

women aid men in disrobing in preparation to receive an enema; on others , 

couples sit facing each other with an enema vessel between them . Still 

others portray the constricted neck vessels with no apparent refere ce 

or indication as to their use . The presence of the bulb in the vessel, 

however, confirms their function . The not infrequent inclusion of an 

enema vessel and bulbs under or next to a thr one (figure 15 ) suggests that 

enemas, for whatever reason, were a fairly common item among the Classic 

Maya . 

The re is an association between enema and death by decapitation sac -

rifice scenes . Enema vessels appear in 2% of the sacrificial scenes. The 

freque~cy of the jaguar holdi ng , wearing , or pr oximal to enema parapher-

nalia (see also figure 13a) is of interest not only because of its as soci -

ation with the death by sacrif~ce scenes, but also in light of the fre -

quent depiction of jaguars with the mushroom stones common to the Guatemala 

highlands, Tabasco, and Veracruz from appr ximately 1000- 300 B.C. _hese 

mushrooms have often been identified as Amanita rrruscaria, a potent hallu-

cinogen . Wasson (1972 : 189 ) suggests t h is association may be of a s hama ic 

transformation or depiction of a guardian spirit. Since the jaguar us ua_ly 

does not wear the death eye collar, nor carries any other decapi t ation 
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parapher nalia , one of i ts roles in the death by decapitation ceremony 

may be ass oc iated with enemas. An enema may nave been administered prior 

to sacrificial ceremonies to ' cleanse ' t he partic i pants . 

What was t he purpos e of the enema for the Maya? Was i t medicinal, 

pyschot r opic, or capric~ous? Furst and Coe (1977) have propos ed tha 

enemas were used to introduce hallucinogens into the body . Abso r bed 

through the l ining of the large intestine directly i nto the bloodstream , 

one avoids the unpleasant e ffects that often accompany the oral ingestion 

of s ub stances , such as nausea and vomi ting. Hallucinogens are ut ili zed 

to alter states of consciousness and communi cate direct ly with the gods 

(Underhil l 1965 ; see also Furst , ed ., 1972) . The us e of hallucinogens 

administered via enemas has been do cumented among the modern- day Huicho_, 

sixteenth centur y I nca, numerous t ribes in South America , the anc i ent 

Hindus , Arabs , Chinese, Greeks, Romans , Sumerians , and Egypt ians (Furst 

and Coe 1977 :90) , as well a s in modern weste r n soc iety (Toohey 1977 ) . 

Schultes (1972) mentions mor e than f i fty natur al sources of hallucinogens 

that have been and are utili zed in the New World . He notes that there 

are many more fo r which we only have an Indian name with no spec i fic 

accompanying taxonomic name . 

Other forms of hallucinat ion (pur~ ~icat i on?) are documented oncer-

amics. Figure 16 (from the Museum of the American Indian) depicts a 

seated male vomi ting i nto a bowl held by an aged goddess; he has deer ears 

and hooves . Aside from his associat i ons wi th Hun Ah Pu , this appearance 

may also be the r esult of hallucination . . It has been noted that intense 

pain causes the brain to produce a subs tance not unl i ke l ysergi c acid ( SD) 

(Furst 1976 :190) . The pain caused by pulling a barbed rope throug· e 
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tong e may have been sufficient to i nduce visions . 



Chapter 10 : ACCESSION 

Accession scenes have been i dentified on monumental art by hiero-

glyphic texts and the scenes portrayed. In 1960 Proskouriakoff identified 

a series of hieroglyphs at Piedras Negras which delineated important 

points in life: birth, accession, marriage, a nd death. Mathews and 

Schele (1974) utilized these findings to determine the reigns and line-

ages of rulers of Palenque. The accession glyphs , T684 at Pi edras egras , 

Yaxchilan, Tikal , and Capan, and T713/757 and T644 at Palenque, identi fy 

the nature of interactions between two or more pe rsonages . 

Costume and paraphernalia s pecific to accession have been identifie d 

on monumental art from the Classic .aya sites mentioned above. The most 

detailed analysis of costume and paraphernalia iconography has been made 

upon the Palenque carvings (Schele 1974 , 1976a, 1978). I n this chapter 

I discuss those items depicted on stone and ceramics in Classic 1 aya art 

that are specific to accession. 

The role of the two inner figures on each of the Palenque tablets -

Tablet of the Foliated Cross (TFC) , Tablet o f the Cross (TC ) , and the 

Tablet of the Sun (TS) can be identified on the basis of the costume 

alone . Schele (1976a) has noted: 

If the costumes of the Maya per s ons can be accepted as a 
specific visual vocabulary of signs and symbols indicating 
office , fun ction , ceremony , lineage , etc ., then the three 
groups of figures in the TI [ Temple of Inscriptions] tomb , 
TC jamb and east piers, Palace, are engaged in a similar 
activi ty or represent holders of the same office . At the 
very least, the features of dress st r ongly indicate he 
personages presented on the tomb stuccos and the TC jamb 
are historical, not mythological (S chele 1976a : 46) . 
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These three tab_ets describe the accession of Chan Bahllllil to power 

after the death of his father , Pacal . In each scene , Pacal appears s ur -

rounde d by death iconography . His anklets and wri stlets ar e made of 

cloth , and attached to his unusual cloak are balls which may be related 

to the red and whi te spotted balls typical of the death by sacri fice 

scenes . On the TFC and TC he stands upon i t ems related to and symbol ic 

of death . 

Chan Bahllllil , the new ruler, wears elaborat e bead jewelry ar ound his 

ankles , wris ts , neck , and on his ears. In all cases he holds God K i n 

his arms, who has spe cific connections with accession and ancest ral 

lineages . 

On the TFC , whi ch Schele (1976) ident ifies very specifically with 

accession , Chan Bahllllil ( fac ing Pacal) wears a very different costume . n 

place of the wr ap- ar ound kilt of the TC and TS, he wears a beaded belt , 

bead skirt , and at his wai st a xoc fish and shell . In Mayan l anguages , 

xoc means ' colmt , waist ', and by extension , ' belt '. In Chol, ixoc or 

ixic means 'woman '. Pacal, on the right , holds a penis perforator out 

towards Chan Bahlum . Schele (1978) has suggested that t he bead skirt is 

identical to the bead mantle worn by Lady Zac Kuk , the mother of Pacal , 

on the Oval Palace Tablet . Be cause hieroglyphic lineage statements al-

way s refe r to the relationship of a child to its mother as the same re -

lationship as a ruler to the gods , then female s play an active r ole in he 

t ransmission of ins i gnias and rulership . Schele (1978 ) po i nts out the 

use of the word f or ' suckle ' in the Popol Vuh as being synonymous with 

bloodlett i ng . 



"Very well, now we shall ask Storm 
And then we shall tell you , 11 they were told in turn. 

And so they asked Storm. 
"What shall the Tribes g i ve , oh Storm, 

Who have come , 
To beg for your fire?" 

Repeated J aguar Quiche, 
Jaguar Night, 

Nought , 
And Wind Jaguar . 

"Very well, they don't wish 
To be suckled 

Unde r their sides 
And under their arms? 

Their hearts must not want 
To embrace me~ Storm; 

And if they don 't want to 
Then I won 't give them their fire~ 

Storm says~ 
Tell them. 

So now for a bit 
They won't get i t unless I suckle 

Under their sides, 
Their arms. 
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(Edmonson 1971:lines 5503- 5526) 

The r ole of mirrors and God K are bound up together in sc enes por-

traying accession on both ceramic and monu.mental art. The mirror glyph , 

T617a, is associated with an ev.ent _in the .. life of a future ruler and with 

accession at Palenque and Quirigua . The Yucatec word for ' mirror', . nen, 

also means 'priest, cacique, governor of land or village ' (Motul diction-

ary). In Quiche, nem means to 'succeed in office' (Edmons on 1965:78) , l em 

means 'declare , manifest, agree, arrange ', &~d lemo means 'refle ct , m~rror' 

(Edmonson 1965:66). Both of these words are pr obably related to the 

Yucatec term nen. The mirror glyph is characteristically infixed i nto 

the headdress of God K, as well as variants of the sun god , t~e jester g d, 

and other deities (J . Miller, in Schele 1976a : 26) . 

Thus , accession ceremonies , as portrayed on monumental stone art , 
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include ritual bloodletting as a symbol of the nurture received from gods 

~by rulers. This nurture is expressed in terms of the female ( gods ) 

who suckles her young (gives blood ) t o sustain life . 

here are three major elements of accession scenes thus far recog-

nized on ceramics. These are masks, mirrors, and cloth bundles. Cloth 

bundles and mirrors have been recognized in their association with ac-

cession scenes on monumental art (Proskouriakoff 1960; Robertson , in 

Schele 1976a ) . The other iconographic elements as s ociated with accession 

in Schele's (1976a) interpretation do not seem to be present in ceramic 

art. 

Twenty-three ceramic vessels have been identified as portraying ac-

cession. All of these vessels share not only common elements of icon-

ography, but stylistic conventions and a painting t e chnique which I have 

previously referred to as the Pink Hieroglyph Style (Clarkson 1977a). 

Moreover , I have suggested that several members of the same lineage may 

be represented on the pink hieroglyph vessels (Clarkson 1977c). 

Mirrors were usually affixed inside low vessels . I have identi-

fied these mirrors as associated with the accession of rulers to the 

throne (Clarkson 1977a); this identification concurs with the findings 

of others researching the role of mirrors in pre- Columbian society (Carl-

son 1976; Strauss, personal communication). When a mirror is port rayed , 

it is always tilted towards the protagonist of the scene , in these cas e s , 

the person who is acceding to t he throne . This person can be identifi ed 

as s uch by the hierogl yphs that re f er to nim by name and by his torso-

front position . An attendant may hold t he mirror towards the r uler, or 
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it may be propped up at an angle on the throne . 

Many of the pink hieroglyph vases portray humans wearing masks over 

their heads . These masks do not obscure the features of the peopl e 

wearing them ; rather , they are portrayed in x- ray view . These masks, 

which us ua_ly encase the entire head, are of felines (jaguars included ) , 

birds , frogs , and beasties . Personages without x- ray masks on these vases 

wear headdr e s s e s which include birds (duck), felines , and napkin- style . 

One vase portrays the four figures entirely encased in feline costumes . 

The rest of the attire worn by the protagonist(s) i s non- specific : 

bead and shell wristlets , bead necklace , bead earrings , bead mantle , 

bead headdr ess , pectoral , feathers , loincloth , and kilt . The r e are two 

ins t ances of a xi colli (on one vase), and seven occurrences (on two ves -

sels) of a bundly s car f wor n around the neck . 

Items with a high occurrence ( see table 7) in access i on scenes are 

cloth and cloth bundles . On the three Palenque tablets , Chan Bahlum holds 

God Kand jester gods , all with mirror infixes , upon a loose piece o 

cloth. A low vessel containing Pacal ' s ~nsignia is held on a loose cloth 

by a female on the Ruz Tablet~ On sculptured stone 1 from Bonampak, which 

may also depi c t an a ccession, a seated figure holds the head of a jester 

god a p i ece of knotted cloth to a male seated above him on a throne (Rup-

pert , Thompson, and Pr oskouriakoff 1955 : figure 16c). On the TS , Pacal 

holds a sh i eld god upon a folded and tied bundle of cloth . Chan Bahlum 

on the sanctuar y jamb panel holds a jaguar upon a similar bundle . On six 

of the vessels , loose cloth appears at least once on each vessel . F rther-



Headdress 
X-ray mask 
feline 
frog 
beastie 
bird 
fish 
dog 
animal 
bird/feathers 
deity 
napkin 
flowers 
feathers 
turban 

Costume 
feline suit 
muffler 
shawl 
xicolli 

Teotihuacan Iconography 
Tlaloc pectoral 
yearsign 

Death Iconography 
death eye 
head chopper 
enema bulb 

Personal Att'ributes 
big jaw 
fat body 
extended arm 

Furniture 
throne/mat 
mirror 
'balloons' 
'bat' 
bundle 
decapitated head 

TABLE 7 
n=23 
% 

13 
4 
4 
9 
9 
4 
4 
4 
4 

17 
17 
26 
52 
26 

9 
9 
9 

13 

9 
9 

4 
4 
4 

·4s 
39 
30 

48 
30 
4 
4 

17 
13 

Garments , Paraphernalia, and Attributes of Accession Scenes 
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more, the large cloth mufflers worn around the necks of the figures on 

vessels Al and A9 may be these very same bundles ·p i ctured in A4,A5 ,A7 , 

and All . A mu£fler does not appear around the neck of any figure of any 

of these latter vases. Pacal wears an unu~ual garment around his neck 

and draping over his shoulders that does not appear anywhere elso in 

Maya art to my knowledge . This garment may also be related to ritual 

bundles of cloth held by the Palenque rulers. It should also be no ed 

that the person who holds the low bowl containing the mirror in accession 

scenes usually has a piece of cloth draped over the arm (Clarks on 1978b) . 

I am reluctant to categorize any scene without accession hierogly~hs 

or a mirror as an accession . I have made an exception in the case of 

several pieces which share the same style , colors, vessel shape, hiero-

glyphs denoting the same names and places , and physical att ributes of 

the personages (Clarkson 1977a, 1977b) . So far , no vessels portraying 

a mirror diver ge markedly from the criteria of the p ink hieroglyph vesse_s . 

A 

(j('_,...,., t t 1• , .. -l,,.- ... , Uua A---•- A•~-• ·•--'·--•• 
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Figure 17 . Pink Hieroglyph Vessel Scene . 



Chapter 11 : THE BALL Gfu\'JE 

A tremendous amount of literature has been devoted to various aspects 

of the Central .American ball game, ranging from architecture ( Quirarte 

1970 .; Satterthwaite 1944; Stromsvik 1942) to the paraphernalia (Borhegyi 

1961 , 1967 ; Ekholm 1946, 1949; Guillemin 1968 ; Hellmuth 1975a ; Thompson 

1941) and strategy and history of the game (Blom 1932b ; Borhegyi 1960, 

1969; Castro Leal 1973; Clune 1963 ; Collier 1963; Grace 1954; Pasztory 

1972 ; Ritman 1968 ; and Stern 1949) . Although the basic costume worn by 

the pre- Columbian ball players has been known for many years,these anal-

yses were based almost entirely upon the stone sculptures of Carnpeche, 

Yucatan , Veracruz, Chiapas, Guatemala, Honduras, and Belize . A consid-

erable am.aunt of new data has come to light with the discovery of new 

sculptures depicting ball players at Yaxchilan (Graham, personal communi -

cation 1976) and adjacent areas (M. Coe 1973 : 30; Sculpture Maya 1966), 

ceramic art (Hellmuth 1975a), and graffiti from the souther_ lowlands . 

While the basic repertoire remains the same, new developments and inter-

pretations have altered or modified previous conceptions . 

The predomi nant theme of the ball court panels from Chichen Itza 

(Tozzer 1957) and El Tajin (Kampen 1972) is human sacrifice . M. Coe 

(1966 : 125- 126) has noted the proximity of the Tzompantli, ' skull rack', to 

the Great Ballcourt at Chichen Itza , and has suggested that the skulls 

mounted on the racks were of the losers of ball games . In spite of the 

well- known and bloody sculptures of the ball garnes of the northern Maya 
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lowlands (Tozzer 1957:474) , Veracruz (Garcia Payan 1948-19 49 ; Kampen 1972; 

Tozzer 1957:figures 475 , 492 , 493 , 496,497) and Escuintla (Parsons 1967-1969; 

Hellmuth 1975a:21 ; 1975b :16- 19 ; Tozzer 1957 : figure 487) , there is no evi -

dence that the Classic Maya practiced ritual sacrifice in connection with 

them . Only with the introduction of Mexican or Mexicanized traits , such 

as is found in Veracruz, Yucatan , and Escuintla , is the iconography death-

sacrifi cial . The presence of the so- called Mexican year sign in the 

headdresses of the figures on Usumacinta region step panels does not indi-

cate Mexican presence of direct cultural influence. The absence of de-

capitation activities at both of these sites confirms that this was a Mex-

ican cultural trait. 

History., Mythology., and Archaeology of BaU Courts. One form or 

another of the ball game was spread throughm1t Mexico, Mesoamerica, and 

the Caribbean when the Spaniards first came to the Arnericas . Columbus 

saw a rubber ball on his second voyage to the New World, rubber (from the 

Hevea brasiliensis tree) being native to tropical America. Christoph 

Weiditz (1927:plates 13 and 14), an artist in the court of King Ferdinand 

of Spain, had an opportunity to draw the Indians whom Columbus brought 

back from the Indies on his voyages. One drawing (figure 18) depicts a 

pair of ball players wearing hand guards and "briefs". 

In such manner the Indians play with the blown-up [ ani mal 
bladder , solid or inflated rubber ball?] ball with the 
seat without moving their hands from the ground ; they have 
also a hard leather before their seat in order that i t shall 
receive the blow from the ball, they have also such leather 
gloves on (Weiditz 1927:plate 14). 

The Spanish were quite impressed by the rubber ball and ferocity of ~-he 
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game, particularly as played in Central Mexi co . 

They had ball games of a very strange sort which they called 
the game of ulli. It is a ball made of certain milk which a 
tree called Ulquachuitl gi ves forth , which changes into strong 
fibers that bounce so much that there is nothing in th is world 
to compare with it. The balls ... bounce so much that, i f one 
did not see it, it would seelli incredible . And, bouncing the 
ball on the ground, it rises more than three estados [s ixteen 
feet] in the air. This ball is struck with the hips of 
buttocks, since it weighs so much that i t could not be struck 
with the hands; and thus those who play with this ball have 
very broad leather girdles, made of chamois , for the h i ps 
and buttocks with which they play (Stern 1949 ). 

Both these descriptions coincide in descript i on on the use of leather 

garments for protection , and the use of the h i ps and buttocks for man-

oevering t he ball . 

Archaeologically·, ball courts and ball game paraphernalia can be 

divided into two major groups . These two divisions are geographically 

distinct, and correspond to the Mexican and Maya cultures. Most of the 

ball courts have slopi ng sides and are in the shape of an "I" (figure 

19a). Stationed along the walls of the vertical part of the "I" are the 

scoring markers. In Mexico this attire included the yoke , a U-shaped 

item of stone or wood worn around t he waist , an hacha , 'a..xe' ( Sp.) , an 

object protruding from the yoke in the front, and a palma , ' palm' (Sp . ) , 

a carved stone object with a h andle (figure 19b). The palma and hacha are 

missing from the Maya repertory, except for s ome J aina figurines , and a 

ball deflector fashioned from wood was worn around the chest. The ball 

game attire of Hun Hun Ah Pu and Vuqub Hun Ah Pu in the Popol Vuh consisted 

of skins (leather aprons?), gl oves , headdresses, face masks, and adorn-

ments (Edmonson 1971 :lines 1 851-1857 ) . 
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The associations of the baJl court with astronomical observat i ons and 

the ball game with the cosmos have been made by several authors (Caso 

1965 ; Cook de Leonard 1975 ; Nuttall 1906) . Some of these manifestations 

include pos sible sighting lines associated with ast ronomical phenomena 

depicted along the wall of a ballcourt on Selden 9 , crossed sticks (gno-

mons) and eye above a ballcourt (figure 19c), also in Selden , and Venus 

as morning star over a ballcourt on Vienna 19 (figure 19d). A Mixtec 

pectoral from Tomb 7 at Monte Alban is divided into four parts, represent -

ing the earth, moon , sun , and sky (Caso 1965 :926- 927). The uppermost 

section , sky, is a ballcourt with two deities at play . Caso identifies 

them as sun and night deities. Name s and movements in the Popol Vuh can 

be identified as planets and their movements through the heavens . 

The f ifty-five pieces utilized in the identification and elucidation 

of the paraphernalia of the ball game scenes include ceramic vessels, 

stone carvings, clay figurines , and graffiti. Only those items within 

the temporal and geographic span of the Classic Maya have been given a 

ballgame (BG) and nwnber designation ; other examples ( "a'' prefixed to BG) 

will be drawn upon from Central Mexico, south coastal Guatemala , and post-

Classic remains in the northern Yucatan peninsula for illustrative purposes. 

Eliminated from consideration are ball court markers which do not display 

any ball game iconography, such as the Tonina ball court marker . 

There are six basic and essential components of the ballgame: l)ball 

deflector , 2) knee pad , 3) wrist pad , 4) thigh protector , 5) shoe and / or 

anklet , and 6) ball . The first four items, worn on the arms, legs, and 

torso of the player, are designed as protective padding and to facilitate 

the movement of the ball from the court to the scoring marker . A fifth 



TABLE 8 : 

PARAPHERNALIA AND SOURCES OF BALLGP~IE SCENES 

PARAPHERNALIA 

Deflector 
slat 
yoke and hacha 

Knee pad 
Wrist pad 
Thigh pad 
Shoes and anklet 

one shoe only 
one anklet only 
shoe and anklet 

Headdress 
deer 
bird 
deity 
flower 
napkin 
monkey 
God K 
feathers 

Ball 
IX 12 : 501 
XII x : 501 
XIII x : 501 (?) 
Human body (bound) 
Spectator · 
Musicians 
Architecture 
Ornaments 
Loincloth 
God Kon shield 

SOURCES** 

Ceramic 
Stone 
Figurines 
Graffito 
Stucco 

n=95 
% 

3 
5 
2 
7* 
8 

14 
18 

6 
4 
3 
1 

4o 
29 

4 
5 
1 
3 
6 
2 

21 
72 
63 

1 

n=55 
% 

21 
64 
11 

2 
2 

1 30 

* Noted only on eroded pieces where specifi c identification of headdress 
not possible 

** Fragmented and eroded pieces = 22% 



aspect which occurs on 9% of the ball game sce nes is the depiction of 

the ball used in playing the game . Added t o these are the occasional 

inclusions of architecture and s pectators (see table 8) . 
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The number of men who played ball at one time can only be hypothe-

sized ~rom the ballgame depiction2. on ceramic vessels and from one n-

published graffito from Tikal. Stelae and figurines are, by their very 

nature, focused upon single personages, whereas ceramic vessels allow 

for the spacing and room to depict several individual and/or related 

activites at the same time . Of the twelve vases portraying groups of 

players facing each other, the maximum number of players per team is 

three men (figure 20) . In view of s ome of t he comparatively small ba 1 

courts , such as the one located in the Great Plaza at Tikal or the Capan 

ballcourt, six players on tr..e field wculd have constituted a reas onable 

number. 

Ball deflector. The basic item of apparel for the southern_ aya 

lowlands Ball game is the ball deflector, which appears on 72% of the 

pieces . This is made of three or four pieces of wood bent int o a U- shape , 

or several piece s of wood lashed together vertically, and tied around t he 

chest or abdomen (figure 20a). It differs from the stone or wooden yoke 

of Mexico , which is of solid construction and is often ornamented by an 

hacha in the front. One Maya wooden ball deflector was excavated from 

Buria l 195, Temple 5D- 32 , at Tikal (Guillemin 1968) . It was held in place 

around the body by means of cord or cloth and knots, as is visible on he 

Chinkultic marker (Tozzer 19 57 : figure 486) . Beneath the deflector a 

piece of cloth, referred to here as the torso wrap , protected the body 
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Figure 20 . Ball GaJne Paraphernalia 



from the deflector . Occasionally, this to r so wrap was the only chest 

padding worn i n the game . 
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Knee pad. Worn to pr otect the knee from hi tt i ng the floor of a 

limestone court in order to p~ay a lo~ ball , the pad was held i n place 

by cloth ribbons t ied around the leg and fastened behind the knee (figure 

20b) . The knee pad is usually decorated wi th fri nge at the botton, and 

oc casionally a design on the center of the pad . In some instances , t e 

knee pad is the only p i e ce of ballgame attire depicted . 

Wris t ~ arm~ and hand protector . Although it is generally acknowledged 

that it was illegal to use the hands on the ball , padding from the elbow 

to the wris t and hand (figure 20c , , and the pos i t i on of the hand in re -

lation to the ball indicated that i t may have been legal to use the back 

of the hand to guide the ball to the deflector . Th i s padding al so serves 

as protection for the hand when falling or using i t fo r b~lance on the 

floor of the court . 

Thigh protector . As in the case of the wris t pad and knee pad, this 

is worn over the thi gh and buttocks o keep from scraping them on the 

court floor , and as padding against blows from the ball (fi gure 20d) . In 

some cases they are fairly short and funct ionalj·J such a s on cBG3 and 

sBG22 . Elsewhere , such as on cBGl , hier oglyphs and designs decorate the 

th igh prot ectors . These are ankle length in back but cut sho r t in front 

t o permit unhampered movement of the legs . These pr otective garments 

are secured about the waist with a belt or multi- wrapped strip of cloth . 

On tne s tone sculptures , par ticular ly the small r ectangular stairway _an-

els from Yaxchilan and environs , the thi gh pr otector appears as a fringed 

semisphere pr otruding from behind each thigh . This thigh pr otector is 
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distinct and apart f r om the kilt or skirt, which is visible nderneat 

the thigh prot ector . The thigh protector can be an additional garment 

wor n over the k i lt . In most cases i t is difficult to determine if the 

kilt is worn under a th i gh pr otector , or if the kilt is a thigh pr otector , 

or i f a kilt and no thigh prote ctor is worn . In at least one instance, 

sBG 5 , the kilt is of the beaded variety possibly ascribed t o accession 

scenes (Schele 1978) . 

Protective ankle t or shoe . Ball players are depicted eithe r playing 

barefoot, with one shoe or anklet , wi th a s hoe and an anklet , or with two 

shoes ; the maj ori ty of the players are depicted wi th an ' unbalanced' 

pair (figure 20e) . On vases cBG3 and BG5 the players wear the ball 

defle ctor very low on the hips ; none of these players wear any footwear . 

When only one shoe is worn , or there i s padding around an ankle, is i s 

usually on the same side as the arm protector and knee pad , except for 

one case · (.cBGll ) . In those cas es where there is a shoe on one foot and 

an anklet on the other , the anklet is on the same side as the other 

protective apparel , and thus was the funct i onal (protective ) footwear . 

The players on the sculptured panel of the Great Ballcourt at Chichen 

Itza wear a quilted shoe on the same leg as the knee pad ; on the other 

leg is worn a rectangular shoe and decorative band around the knee . Be-

cause of the Toltec influence during the peri od of these carvings , the 

players also wear solid yokes and hachas , and carry pal.mas (see figure 19b) . 

Headdress. There are some rather fantastic he addresses worn by 

ball players, part icul arly consideri_ng the ir active role out on the field . 

Although pairs of the same headdress appear on ballgame scenes where at 
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least three players are present, more often than not the he addresses are 

non- repeated or randomly distributed among the players . Thus, the head-

dresse s do not seem to identify te81Ils as such, particularly if the head-

dresses identify individuals. 

The eroded condition or poor photographs of many of the stone pieces, 

which constitute 64% of the ball game scenes, make identificiation of 

headdresses next to impossible beyond a very general identification. Head-

dresses of deer (8%), birds (14%), and monkey (3%) are found, plus several 

deity headdresses (18%) . I was able to identify only one deity headdress 

specifically (sBG27); the remaining 47% were indistinct to dis tinguish . 

Baii. The ball used by the Aztecs in playing the ballgame was about 

the size of a grapefruit and was made of solid rubber. The balls shown 

in the Maya depictions are invariably about the size of a medicine ball . 

Artistic license is thus ruled out. A solid rubber ball this size would 

be extremely dense and unmanageable, and a fiber core coated with rubber 

latex has been proposed as a likely composition . A blown- up rubber ball 

or bladder may also have been used . 

The balls represented on stone and ceramic vessels often have a 

numerical coefficient followed by x : 501 (Imix) or a personified Imix . mhis 

number is usually IX, though on the Usumacinta region step panels the 

number is usually XII (figure 20f). 

Architecture . As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter , ball 

courts are ubiquitous to Mesoamerican sites, as well as Hohokam sites in 

the Southwest U.S . Most of these courts have sloping sides, although the 

degree of angle varies significantly from site to site. It has never been 

fully determined whether these sloping sides were used in playing the ball 
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or if the playing field was extended to these slopes as "sidelines". 

In 1910 Merwin uncovered three round ballcourt markets at Lubaantun, 

each of which portrayed two players , a large ball, and seven terraces or 

steps behind them (Hammond 1975). The recent discovery of ball player 

panels at Yaxchilan in 1976 sheds a new light on the actual game . Some 

of these small panels showing ball players were already known in museums 

and private col lections, but lacked any provenience. The Yaxchilan panels 

were found_ set vertically into the steps immediately below Structure 33 . 

These panels depict ballplayers, balls , and steps, suggesting that the 

ballgame was played on other kinds of courts not yet documented in the 

field . Small rectangular ballplayer panels with stepped courts have also 

been recorded from Coba (Von Euw, pers onal communication ; G. Stuart, per-

sonal communication) , and El Peru (Mathews , personal corrununication) . 

Five ceramic vessels (cBG 1,3,6,11, and 42) depict terraces or steps, 

represented by horizontal lines behind players. The use of these steps 

is suggested by the pos i tion of the players on the ground and the oall on 

or above the second terrace. One of the Yaxchilan step panels (sBG45) 

has a ' Step ' (T843) glyph with a ball, inscribed twice (figure 20g) . This 

is most surely the glyph for 'ball game ' (Kelley, personal communication) . 

While mo~t hieroglyphic inscriptions on these pieces are illegible, 

some indications as to the reason for carving a monument are indicated 

in the remaining inscriptions . The stone ballcourt marker from Cancuen , 

which depicts two ballplayers, has the date 4 Ahau 8 Cum.ku inscribed . 

This is the date known as day zero at the beginning of the Maya era, a 

date chosen sometime in the seventh baktun by the Maya as the beginning 

of their calendar. The Yaxchilan step panel mentioned above (sBG45) has 
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a Long Count date of over seven trillion years . 

A ball is visible i n 67% (37) of the scenes . Of these , 35% (13) of 

them have h ieroglyphs written on the ball . On four pieces this glyger 

is IX 12 : 501 (Imix ) (figure 21a); the r emaining glygers read IX 528 

(Cauac) (figures 21b and 21c) (sBG19), XI I x : 501 (figure 21d ) (sBG 36 , 37) , 

VII or VIII deity head (figur e 2le) , and 544 . ?? (Kin) (figure 2lf) . Kel-

l ey reads Ix 12 : 501 as Bolon Tz ' acab . The number nine in Yucatec is bol-

on , Tl2 (figur e 21g) is read tz 'a ; T501 substitutes f or T526 (Cab) (f i gure 

21h) i n Dresden 65 c- 69c) . Bolon Tz ' acab has been variously. t ranslated as 

na th ing without end" (Motul dictionary) , 11 eternity" (Michelon 1976 ) , and 

Lord Nine Generations (Kelley 1976 : 60) . On the north marke r of ball court 

II fr om Capan (sBG27) is depicted a st anding figure on the left (figure 

22a) . This f igur e is a deity, as defi ned by his Roman nose and cartouche 

eye . His headdress is T617 , "bloodlett ing" (figure 22b and 22c ) or T677 , 

"mirror" ( figur e 22d) . The mirror glyph is characterist i cally infixed in-

to the headdress of God K, and in many instances it is indistingui shable 

from the bloodletting glyph . Ther e is a number nine between h is thigh 

protector and a glyph which sits at the botton of a tree . The associations 

of blood , blood- letting , and trees have been discussed pr eviously as to 

their roles i n reconfirming lineage ties and inherited succession of office . 

On the north marker the glyphs XII 757 (Jog) (figure 22e) and Tl30 . 677 

" smoking mirror" (God K) (figur e 22f) identify the kneel i ng male on the 

right who wears the headdress of the death -by sacrifi ce deity on his head . 

Is t h is Bol on Tz ' acab? 

The pr e sence of different numerical coefficients preceding the Tl2 : 501 

glyger and different glygers on the balls suggests that a di fferent eani _g 
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is to be inferred from the glyphs on the ball. IX 12 : 501 is inscribed on 

a ball four times (11%), and on the central ballcourt marker from Capan 

(sBG26) 12 : 501 is written above the ball in the left hand glyph column 

(figure 22f) . Five times this glyg2r is preceded by the numerical coef-

ficient XIII , read in Yucatec as kalahun. The number VI I is affixed be-

hind the right hand standing figure on the Capan south ballcourt marker . 

This figure is nearly identical the lefthand standing figure on the 

north marker , including the tree and glyphs at the base of the tree. The 

kneeling figure he faces is the same, too , except that on the south mar-

ker he has deity facial characteristics and deer ears . The duality of the 

coefficients seven and nine were noted by Spi nden (1924:163- 168) and more 

recently by Kubl er (197'7 : 5- 13 ) . Kubler identifies VII 78 . 580.182:1035 

with corn and daytime (figure 22h) , and IX 78 : 33 . 629 :1035 with night (fig-

ure 22i) . 

The numbers on the ball are probably not intended as a record of the 

game. All Colonial sources indicate that the game was complete as soon as 

one team scored; this could take hours to accomplish . Without the direct 

use of hands and feet to score wi th , the Classic Maya game was pr obably 

not played up to a score of twelve or even seven. 

A different interpretation of sacrifice can be made based on the three 

step panels from Yaxchilan . On each of these a bound male dressed simply 

in a loincloth is depicted upside down . Glyphs are also inscribed on the 

ball , but are usually too eroded to read completely . These depictions call 

to mind the us e of a bound personage as the stepping block of a r uler on 

monumental Classi c Maya art and the so- called "diving gods" of the Santa 
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Lucia Cotzurnalguapa Monument 4 (Tozzer 19 57 : figure 488) . 

Are these scenes ritual or historical? I t is probably a combination 

of both . 

The garments and accoutrements described above we r e worn by players 

participating in the ball game. These items - ball deflector, kneepad , 

wrist pad , shoe and/or anklet, and thigh protector - were worn in addition 

to the loincloth and occasionally a headdress and other adornments. Scenes 

on ceramics and stone may also depict the large ball and/or the steps or 

sides of the s loping ball court, the architecture of which is well- docu-

mented from Maya sites. 

Additional iconography from Classic Maya ball game scenes suggests 

meanings and associations of the game . These possib ilities include: 

1) mythological : depict ions of the Hero Twins and other characters of the 

Popol Vuh ; specific dates , such as the one from the Yaxchilan step panels 

which records the beginning of the Maya era in the third milleniurn B.C. ; 

2) astronomical : ball courts pictured in association with important plan-

ets , stars, or constellations ; and 3 ) sacrificial : although explici e-

pictions of heart - removal sacrifices are not known from the southern l ow-

land Maya area in a ballgame context, sacrificial iconography related to 

blood_etting and regeneration does occur . 



Chapter 12 : DEER HUNTING 

Another important ceremony which has recently come to light is the 

deer hunt . Like purification, accession, and ballgaJne scenes , deer 

hunting scenes and the participants are most r eadily identified by the 

paraphernalia the char acters wear and use , and the associated iconogr aphy . 

These items specifi c to- deer hunting scenes will be identified below, 

and the roles of the participants will be discussed . 

Because new depictions of deer hunting scenes on cer&~ics have be-

come available recently , there has been a revival of interest in the 

subject . Taack (1973) has discussed the iconography of the de.er hunt ing 

scenes on pages 38a- 49c of the Madr id Codex and on polychrome vases from 

Actun BalaJn , Beli ze , and Calcehtok, Yucatan. Since then, several more 

portrayals of deer hunting scenes have been discussed by Coe (1973 ;1975), 

Moholy- Nagy (1977) , and Pohl (19771. Papers of these five new vases have 

compared the elements common to all the known deer hunting scenes in 

pottery and codices . In spite of the fact that I aJn mainly concerned with 

costume elements as identifiers of specific roles or activities , the ob-

jects present in the deer hunting scenes are vital to the identification 

of these scenes . Furthermore , the identification of particular individuals 

common to the Classic Maya deer hunting scenes leads to suggestions of the 

meaning or purpose of the deer hunt based upon Quiche history and myth-

ology and Yucatec Maya religious practices noted by the Spanish at the 

time of the Conquest . 

J V -
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All of the ceramics included in this discussion (DH) are Late Classic 

in date (about 650- 850 A. D. ) (although Morley 1956 : 400 gave a Post 

C_assic date to the vessel from Calcehtok) . Nothing is known about the 

archaeological context of most of the·se pieces , save for the Actun Ba-

lam vase which was excavated from a non- stratified cave deposit (Pender-

gast 1969). 

There are seven elements common to these Maya ceramics : l )hunters, 

2)deer , 3)tree or vegetation , 4)bird , 5)back pack , 6)fish, and 7 ) female . 

These are summarized in table 9 . As with the death by sacrifice scenes, 

not all of these elements appear in each scene , but the presenc e of hun-

ters and deer constitute the primary criteria for including them in this 

classification . 

Hunters (figure 24a) . Invari ably males , they often carry more than 

one spear in the hand ; an atlatl loaded with a spear (figure 24b) i ndi cates 

the actual act of killing the dear. They are us ually simply attired in 

a loincloth and kilt , and wear a necklac e and/or pectoral, earrings, nose 

ornament s, anklets, wristlets , and a 'derby' or 'coolie ' style hat . Males 

with deer slung over tne shoulder have been interpreted as hunters or 

members of a hunting party . 

Body paint and god marks on many of these hunters suggests that they 

are deities or impersonators . God M, Ek Chuah, generally recognized as 

a merchant god, has been identified as the red hunter closest to the 

deer on the Actun Balam vase by M. Coe (Taack 1973:44) . Ek Chuah is 

usually port rayed weari ng a pack on h is back and a s pear in his hand . 

God Mis also the god of number seven. 

mhe nth~ber seven was ment i oned in chapt er 8 in connection with the 
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Figure 24 . Characters and Accoutrement s of Deer Hunting Scenes 
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death by sacrifice iconography . According t o Landa (Tozzer 1941:155), 

the beginning of the hunting season was celebrated on the seventh day 

of the month Zip . At this time , gods were invoked by prayer and ritual 

blood.letting with seven blades of grass (ac) through the ears and tongues 

of the hunters . 

The Hero Twins of the Popol Vuh ar e named Hunter (hun Ah Pu) and 

Jaguar Deer (X Balan Ke) . The father and uncle of these twins were 1 

Hunter (Hun Hun Ah Pu) and 7 Hunter (Vuqub Hun Ah Pu). Any of these 

personages may appear on the ceramics, though I strongly suspect they 

ar e the Hero Twins because of their distinctively bound hai r and triad 

of dots on the cheek of one of the pairs , which probably i dentifies 

him as X Bal an Ke (Mathews , personal communication) . The thr ee dots , 

T524 (i x , ' Jaguar') , a rranged in a triangle , imitate the grouping of 

spots on the jaguar ' s body . The hunter on the left hand panel on DH3 

(Coe 1975 :vase 16) has deer ears , god marks , and holds a conch shell t o 

his mouth . The left- hand hunter ·on DH2 (Morley 1946:plate 89) and t h e 

skeletal deity on the Capan peccary skull (Spinden 1913:figure 210 ) , who 

also has dee r ears , both hold a conch shell to their lips . 

Deer . Ther e a r e two species of deer found in Cent r al Ameri ca, and both 

are represented on the cera..~ics . The white tailed or Virginia deer 

(Odocoileus virginianus toltecus ) is identified by br anching antlers on 

the males and a long tail of four to eleven inches. In most Mayan lan-

guages it is called ceh (Yucatec) or kieh (modern Qui che) . This is also 

the name for the seventh day in the Maya calendar (manikin Yucatec ) . 

The bracket deer (Maza.ma pandora gouazoubira), known as yuc , is distin-

guished from the Virginia deer by its spike antlers and a relatively 



TJ\.BLE 6 
ATTRIBUTES OF DEER HUNTING SCENES ON CERAMICS 

figures 
% n=79 

atlatl 
spear 
deer 

bracket 
Virginia 

female 
back pack 
horns removed 
vegetation 
tree 

with head 
serpent 
bird 

bird 
fish 
loincloth 
kilt 
headdress* 

_feathers 
pompom 
derby 
coolie 
animal 
bird 

god characteristics 
aloox (elf?) 
dead 
ornaments, jewelry 
conch shell 
mantle on deer 
feathered mantle 
decapitation axe 
Itzamna head 
dog 
death attributes 
blowgun 

3 
13 
19 
_3 
10 

3 
9 
1 
3 
6 
l 
1 
1 
1 
2 

36 
14 

1 
13 

6 
4 
3 
1 
3 
6 
3 
4 

30 
3 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

*noted only when a specific kind, of headdress was indistinguishable 
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short tail ot two to eight inches . Taack (1973 :10) notes that t he logo-

graJn for the b racket deer is the bar and dot number seven, uuc . 

As prey of hunters, the deer is most often depicted dead, wounded by 

a s pear, with antlers removed, or held by another pers on in the scene . 

On DH2 the trunk of the deer is draped with a black mantle with a design 

of crossed bones on it (figure 25a), the death symbolism of which was 

discussed in chapter 8. Further indication of the death symbolism is 

shown by the frequency in the Madrid Codex of deer snared in the west , 

which is associated with black and death in Maya iconography . Also , the 

deer facing a skeletal deity who carries a conch shell and bears a pack 

on his back, markers of hunters, is surrounded by other death/sacrificial 

iconography . The deer may also hold. flora .· in · its mouth , or-

it may be near to a tree or some other kind of flora . 

It is apparent from the early Spanish and Maya sources that the deer 

was a focus of ritual. Taack (1973 :138) believes t hese rituals, invol v-

ing bloodletting, use of antlers and skulls of deer, and forecasti ng of 

propitious t imes, are r elated to the deer hunt as sympathetic magic for 

good fortune in hunting . Landa ' s auto da fe (Scholes and AdaJns 1938 : 

58- 63) reveals several testimonies of the use of sympathetic magic, 

idolatry, and blood and death sacrifices of deer f or successful hunting 

by the not quite Christiani zed Maya Indians in 1562 . Pohl (1977) has 

suggested that deer were equated with fertility, based on the ass oc iat ~on 

of deer with spinning cotton, which in turn was associated with puber ty 

and fertility rites in Mexico (Sullivan 1977) . 

There are other references to deer sacrifice apart f or.a.'TI those done as 
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sympathetic magic . Taack (1973 : 1 48- 149 ) notes a descr i pt ion by Garcia 

de Palac i o (1866(VI) : 31) of a deer sacrifice among the highland Maya in 

relation to what Taack terms a hunting feast . A live deer was strangled , 

the blood was drained into a bowl , the liver, lungs, and st omach were 

cut out , and while the heart, head and haunches cooked , everyone danced . 

The head and haunches were offered to the gods , and the heart was burned 

in a censer with rubber and copal. This ritual may not be associated 

with hunting magic, but may rather be a pr opitiation to the gods . In 

the Papal Vuh , sacrificed deer and their blood were given as gifts and 

annointments for Tohil , Avilix, and Hakavitz , the original gods of the 

Quiche (Edmonson 1971:lines 4580,6203- 6368) . The white tailed deer on 

DH5 (unpublished drawing at the FLAAR, figure 3) holds out a low bowl 

filled with ovoid objects to the deity Itzamna seated on the throne, and 

there is a similar bowl and objects behind the deer. Itzamna holds a 

deer antle r up in his right hand . 

Deities appear in some other sacrificial scenes, although their 

pos sible connection to deer hunting scene s may be somewhat obscure . Two 

small deer-like creature on DH12 (Coe 1978 :vase 8) have had their lower 

jaws removed by Hun Ah Pu (possibly); X Balan Ke stands with blowgun 

poised at an anthropomorphized vulture god . In figure 16, a seated male 

with deer ears , snout, and hooves , vomits into a bowl held by a fema e 

deity , while a kneeling male wearing a jaguar skin kilt , bound hair typ-

ical of the Hero Twins , and sprouting water lily ' wings ' with bar and 

dot numbers on them , looks on . This latter figure may be Hun Ah Pu . 

The associations of jaguars with deer in several deer hunting sc enes 

has been noted by Taack (1973 :1 39- 140 ) . He suggests that the deer is 
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the North Star and the jaguar _is a constellation, based upon the astronom-

ical implications of the dder and jaguar in the Madrid Codex . There is 

nothing to substantiate this from Classic Maya inscript ions , where s ub-

stitutions can often indicate specific relationships , or in Quiche myth-

ology (Remington 1977 : 75- 88) . On the other hand, Hun Ah Pu and X Balan Ke 

are said to have ascended into the heavens to become the sun and the 

moon (Edmonson 1969 : 2) . The moon is commonly associated with the rabbit 

in Mesoamerican mythology . The subsititution of a rabbit skull for a deer 

s kull is found in the Palenque emblem glyphs (Schele 1977) . The Muluc 

glyph is associated with both the rabbit and deer (Schele 1976) . The 

deer , whose glyph substitutes for Kin , 'day ' , in the inscriptions , has 

rich associat i ons with the sun in Mesoamerican mythology (Thompson 1950 , 

1967) . The jaguar, being one of the deities of the Underworld , is a per-

s onification of the midnight sun at the nadir . Thus , the deer and jaguar 

are two equally balanced forces engaged in a constant, cyclical struggle 

for domination . 

Vase DH4 (Coe 1973 :vase 66) has two separate panels , one containing 

a dead deer (along wi th other acco trements of the deer hunting scene ) , 

and the other a peccary with a Kin, 'sun ', glyph on its back . According 

to a Cakchiquel myth (Stoll, in Thompson 1970 : 370) , the sun was drawn 

across the sky on long days (the summer solstice?) by two peccaries and 

on short days (the wi nter solstice ?) by two deer . 

In swnmary , the deer was an i mportant creature who figured as a 

food source and was associated with the sun . Prior to the hunt , which 

began on a specific , propitious day, blood offerings were made by hunters , 

prayers made , and rituals performed utilizing deer antlers and sKulls. 



Deities received blood , heart, skull, and meat offerings of deer, along 

with human blood, human hearts , birds, incense, copal, r ubber, and corn 

gruel (Edmonson 1971:line 4580ff . ) . 

Tree and vegetation. Four vases of the deer hunting scenes depict 

a tree , a trait which occurs on 36% of the eleven ceramics i ncluded in 

this study . Two more depict vegetation directly or indirectly associated 

with the deer (figure 25b) . Two of the trees emanate from a n enormous 

jawless deity head (figure 25c) . M. Coe (1975) has suggested that this 
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is a Pax deity of the Underworld. Kelley (1976:88) notes the associati ons 

of Pax with the number seven and consequently with the seven black deities 

of merchants, hunting , and war. On the Calcehtok vase (DH2) and DH12, 

the deity sprouting a tree is an Underworld jaguar deity. Three more 

ceramic vessels depict a deity head with a tree or vegetation s prouting 

from it . Because none of these pieces have either deer or any allusions 

to hunting, they have not been included in the study of deer hunting 

scenes, but may well be associated with another aspect of the deer hunting 

ceremony . These vessels also include birds, a female, God K, and Itzamna 

(compare with the attributes listed in table 9) . 

Numerous depictions from the Dresden Codex show a deity head as the 

base of a tree, particularly at page 4lb3. Elsewhere I have demonstrated 

that this is to be read ku che, . 'god tree' ( Clarkson 197Tb) . There is 

some linguistic ambiguity as to whether this is to be identified as the 

cedar or ceiba tree . The ceiba is held to be the root of the Maya lineage 

(Nunez de la Vega 1709:9, in Thompson 1950:76), and the Lacandon believe 

it was the route to the Underworld (Soustelle 1936 :188) . The vegetation 

and trunk marking on all the trees are somewhat different from each othe r, 
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Figure 25. Accoutrements and Ch aracters of Deer Hunting Scenes 
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and since I aJil unable to identify any botanical prototypes , it is impos -

sible to identify any of them specifically . Likewise , the veget a t i on i n 

the mouth of the deer on vase DHl (Pendergast 1969 : 66 ,67 ) and that held 

out to the large deer on DH7 (figure 26) is not identifiable, although the 

markings and the ' fruit' on DHl are identical to the round objects in 

the two vessels offered by the white tailed deer to ItzaJnna on vase DH6 . 

Taack (1973 : 45) suggests this vegetation on DHl is of the kulinche, 

' cashew tree', as the deity Iz Tabai, whom he identifies as the fema e 

riding on the back of the deer , is associated with this tree . Among the 

modern- day Maya , Ix Tabai is a malevolant forest spirit (Redfield and 

Villa 1934 :122 ; Taack 1973 : 34 ) . I can find no mention of kulinche or 

' cashews ' in any Mayan dictionaries, though Roys (1931 : 2$8) lists kulimche ~ 

Astr onomium graveolens~ or mulatto tree , as good for timber and a decoc -

tion fo r abscesses. It i s debatable whether cashews were known to t be 

Classic Maya , as the word in English comes from Tupi acaju , probably 

denoting its area of cultivation in the Amazon basin and early contact 

with the Spanish . The associations of Ix Tabai with the ceiba (Redfield 

and Villa 1934:122) suggests a more likely identification of the tree 

and vegetation as the ceiba tree. 

Bird. The meaning of the bird in the deer hunting scenes is s omewhat 

obs cure, though there are two known poss ible meanings . The use of vultures 

to assist in locating wounded or dead gaJne was documented by Landa among 

the Colonial period Maya (Tozzer 1941 :134) . The bird (tz;ikin, generic ) 

was mentioned aong with the deer in the PopoZ Vuh (Edmonson 1971 : lines 

6203- 6368) as blood and burnt offerings to the idols of Tohil and Avi_ix . 

In support of the first hypothesis , a bird hovers over the deer 
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wearing a death- bones black mantle on DH2, while on DH6 (unpublished 

drawing at FLAAR, figure 38) a bird flies above three b aby deer climbing 

a tree . The figure in the right panel of DH7, possibly Hun Ah Pu , 

wears a vultur e headdress and wi_ngs ; . he s t ands over a reclining deer 

deity with a death deity snout . ADHb protrays a male wi th a keh head-

dress and a bird caught in the branches of a deity head- bas e tree . 

However , on DH12 , the Hero Twin with the black spots (Hun Ah Pu?) 

has his blowgun aimed at a reclining anthropomor phized vulture garbed 

in a red- spotted headband , an indicator of death by sacrifice. Quiche 

diviners of omens, ilol , interpreted the flight of bi r ds (Edmonson 1971 : 

line 402ff) . 

Back pack . The back pack is commonly associated with merchants in 

Mesoamerican mythology ; the pack may also carry hunting paraphernalia 

( Taack 1973) . The pack is worn by the hunters , deer , or fe ::.nale, but 

only one class of figures on each vessel is portrayed with a pack . The 

deer on vases DH2 and DH7 wear a mantle under a bundle tied on around 

the torso . Two indistinguishable hunters with deer slung over their 

shoulders wear bundles on thei r backs . The. two hunters closest to the 

deer on the Actun Ba lam vase (DHl ) wear packs tied on around the chest . 

These two hunters have been identified as Gods B (Pendergast 1969:51 ) 

and M (M . Coe , in Taack 1973 :44) . Neither of these identifications is 

substantiated , though their non- Mayoid appearance may mark them off as 

either deities or fore i gners. 

The tattooi ng on the face of t h e Maya male on the left suggests that 
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he is X Balan Ke . The sacrificial iconography is present , as evince, by 

the red- s potted loincloth of the male and red- spotted nose pi e ce of the 

hunter closest to the deer . Finally , the female facing the hunt er on 

DH5 wears a back pack held on around her chest (figure 25d) . 

Fish . vlhile a fish appears on only two of the deer hunting scenes 

identified here , its relative rarity in Maya art sugges ts significance 

on two out of eleven vessels . In DH5 a toothy fish swims in the waves 

upon which a hunter and female sit, while a scaly f ish lies below the 

deer on DH4 . I know of no connotat i ons of the fish which would help 

elucidate its presence in the deer hunting scenes . However , th i s 

mi ght provide some subst antiation f or ThompsoE ' s ( 1944) e qui ralE:nce of 

xoc , ' s hark, count' with muluc, ' water , time' . Muluc corresponds to 

the Aztec day name atl , ' water ', while in the highland Maya languages it 

is toh, ' rainstorm, pay , charge ' (Edmonson 1969:124~125) . The context 

o~ the fish in this case may or may not serve as a semantic indicat or to 

identify the fish as a s hark, xoc·. 

Female. One of the few deities associated with hunting is Ix Tabai 

(Taack 1973 : 33- 35). The Maya of Chan Kam ass ociate her with the ceiba 

and cashew tree , and believe she transforms herself into a snake at will . 

Perhaps the snake entwined in the branches of the jaguar- deity tree on 

DH2 (figure 25c) is the transmogrified Ix Tabai . 

Only two vases (DHl , 5) of the deer hunting s cenes depict a female 

(figure 25d), and their identi fication and role is obscure . Contrar to 

the observations of Pendergast (1969 : 45) on the female riding the dee r 

in the Actun Balam vase , her attire is quite typical of women , ald cannot 

necessa:ily be 1t ilized he r e t o i dentify her specifically as Ix abai . 



The female kneelin0 at wo r k over a metate on aDH, , a deer hunt i ng sce_e 

would lend a different i nte r pretation to the identity of this woman than 

Pendergast pr oposes . 

A final element found among the deer hunting scenes is t he presen e 

of more than one narrative of scene on each vessel (figure 26 ) . The 

narratives may be fo r mally separated from each other by the use of ver-

tical hieroglyphic texts , panels , two tiers divided by a hori zontal line , 

or by having two spear ate focal points towar ds which personages face . 

This latter phenomenon has been examined by Quirarte ( 1977 ,-978 ) . -~ 1 

the deer hunting scenes exhibit this duality , except for the Actun Balam 

vase . I suspect that these duali ies are either meant to be coeval or 

to show different activities by the same pe rson . The latter is mos 

likely the case in DHT , where figures six and eight may be equated w~th 

three and four ; the same may also be tr e for the vases DH2 and DH5, al -

though erosion on this latter p i ece does not permit identification of the 

male on the left . 

The costume elements of the participants in the deer hunting scenes 

are not par ticularly distinctive or diagnostic . As I mentione at t he 

beginning of this chapter , the creatures and paraphernal ia are the major 

identifier of this particular activi ty . Cos tume elements do identL'y 

speci fic personages who appear to show up regularly in these scenes . 

Two usually distinctive ma_e characters have been singled out for dis -

cussion, here suggested to be the Hero Twins X Balan Ke and Hun Ah P . 

However, although these two characters may be singled out on the basis 

of individual headdress or two different kilts, one being made of a 

black spotted material, more often than not it is markings on he bo 

hairstyl e , or activity which define them general_y as Her o Twins or 
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specifically as X Balan Ke or Hun Ah Pu . The costume elements, creatures, 

and paraphernalia of the deer hunting scenes are summari zed in table 6 , 

and a two- tiered rollout drawing of a deer hunting scenes is illustrated 

in figure 26 . The outstanding nature of the paraphe r nalia and creatures 

in comparison to costume should be noted . 



Chapter 13 : NON- SPECIFIC COSTUME SCENES 

The five themes discussed above in Part III - human sacri f ice, pur-

ification, accession , ballgame, and deer hunting - were originally de -

lineated on the basis of costwne~ accoutrements~ and context . Since the 

major thrust of this thesis is upon defining the status and f unction of 

Classic Maya pictorials as indicated by garments , the organization of 

themes has been based upon costurne . 

The themes identified in this chapter have no specific garments 

thau can be identified with particular scenes. In some themes discussed 

here, such as warfare, the accoutrements are the primary identifiers; in 

other themes, such as presentation, the theme is identified by the 

context. 

Warfare. Sabloff (1973:36) outlines four traditional sociopolitical 

impeti for the cause of the Maya collapse : l)peasant revolt , 2) intersite 

warfare, 3)invasion without resettlement , and 4)invasion with reset t _ement . 

These theories have been viewed in terms of ecological factors (Meggers 

1954; Sanders 1973,1977 ; Tourtellot and Sabloff 1972). The original con-

cept, developed by Thompson (1954, 1966 ; see also Kidder , in A. L. Sm~th 

1950 :1- 12) was of the upper classes suppressing the lower classes . The 

revolt may have begun locally and spread, or it may have been initially 

a widespread phenomenon. Examination of the human skeletal remains from 

Tikal shows that nutrition was increasingly poorer as the Classic period 

came to a close (Haviland 1967 ) . Whatever the cause or causes of tne 
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collapse were , archaeologica~ explorat i ons at Tikal indicated that lower 

class peoples were liv ing in the palace a nd temple structures even after 

the structures had begun to crumble and collapse. 

Other authors (Adams 1964 , 1971 ; G. Cowgill 1964; Culbert 1973 ; 

Rands 1973 ; Sabloff and Willey 1967 ; Willey and Smith 1963 , 1967) see a 

disrupting force external to the Maya , particularly in evidence at sites 

along the Usumacinta and Pasion rive r drainages . Population expansi on 

and subsequent stres s upon the available but limited land ar ea suitable 

for cultuvation , both extensive and intensive, has been recognize d as a 

possible trigger mechanism in the development of militar ism and the se of 

warfare both f or the rise and fall of the Maya civilization (Carneiro 

1967 ; Webb 1973 ; Webster 1975 , 1977) . The presence of defensive earth-

works at Tikal (Pules ton and Callender 1967), Becan . (Webster 1972 , 1974) , 

and Los Naranjos, Honduras (Baude z and Becquelin 1973) suggest evidence 

of militarism as early as the third century A. D. Webster (1977 : 337) sug-

ges t s that militarism was institutionalized by the late Classic (seventh 

century A. D. ) . 

Pictorial evidence of militarism i s evident in st one, ceramic , and 

mural repr esentations . Militarism is evinced in three categori es of rep-

resentations : l)captive/captor, 2)battles, and 3)warriors . The most com-

mon one on stelae is of a lord s tanding on top of or beside a crouching 

male who has his arms and /or legs tied . The captive is always ver y s im~ly 

dressed in a loincloth . Active battle scenes cons t itute a second category . 

Pr obably the best known examples of active scenes are the murals from 

Structure 1 at Bonampak , where a battle and ensuing ceremony are very 

realistically portrayed in polychr ome paintings . Battle sc enes are iden-



t 'fied not only on the basis of context , but on the accoutrements the men 

h ave : spears , clubs, and shields . These ac coutrements are the sole basis 

for the third category , those which have no context . The se include fig-

urines and portraits of warriors or defenders who appear to be standing 

at attention . 

The stelae depictions of a lord standing on a captive have been con-

sidered in t he literature as a specific or general comment upon the _ords' 

power and/or pr owess in battle . Equally plausible is an interpretation 

oft at lords ' power in general and/or domination over certain peoples 

and lands merely by 'divine ri ght'. 

Clancy (1976) notes that these poses never occur on pedestal stones 

(altars) . Fur thermore , she has noted that when a lord on a captive pose 

is depicted on a stela, a pedestal i s not present (Schele , personal com-

munication 1978) . The bacabs are consi de red to be the mythological sup-

porters of the sky (Thompson 1950 :110 ) . Pacab (/b/ and /p/ are both ini ~al 

b ilabial voiceless stops ) is defined in the Dicci onario de San Francisco 

(Michelon 1976) as a 'stone slab or board '. Ther e are four bacabs depicted 

on a pedestal from Yaxchilan . A Maya r ler, who is considered a parent 

of the gods (Schele 1978), can be considered divine. Thus , a lord (cel-

estial de i ty) is supported semantical_y or literally by the bacab/pacab 

(Schele , personal communication 1978 ) . 

The mural paintings from Bonarnpak incl de the only known southern 

lowland Maya depiction of an active battle scene. Thompson (1955 :51) sug-

gested that the simply attired males in the battle scene were warriors 

ea ght by surprise i n a raid, or that they were from a peasant class. wh~ e 

their captors were of the upper class . Maudslay (1912) beli eved the 



"gross" .t:'eatures of bound captives on stelae were meant to indicate 

racial differences between them and the ir captors . 

Although the costu.me of the warriors at Bonampak is someMhat dif.t:'er-

ent when compared . with other Classic Maya depictions , and thus may be 

considered special battle regalia, i does not differ significantl in 

style from garments of participants in the four other scenes in the 

three rooms . Thus , the costume of the Bona.mpak warriors is not specific 

to active Maya warfare . 

The few known battle scenes on ceramics are so far limited to the 

Guatemala highlands . These highland scenes are knwon from a series of 

stylistically related vases from the Neb aj area . The first 9ne , known 

as the Fenton vase, was published by Go rdon and Mas on (1925 - 1928 :plate 

30 1 and later y Morley (1956 ) . Since then , four more related aspects 

to this scene nave been located and discussed (C larkson 1977b ; M. Coe 

1973 ; Quirarte 1977) . The paraphernalia worn by the oppos i ng groups on 

the lowland and highland vases may indicate an external or igin of the 

conflict . 

Ethnohistorical sources from Mexico relate that foes were not killed 

on the battlefield, but were captured for later sacrifice . In Classic 

Maya representations, a captor grabs an opponent by the hair to signify 

his capture . Yaxchilan Lintel 12 por t rays Bird Jaguar grasping the hair 

of a male with Jewelled Skull i nscribed on his thi gh . The glyphi c text 

on this lintel reads "the capture of Jewelled Skull by Bird Jaguar of 

Yaxchilan". An ad j acent scene to the battle in Bonampak Room 2 i nc · des 

some of the same personages (victors) as the battle scene . A ser~es of 
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nine lords, eighteen attendants or _esser lords, and two women observe 

the torture and sacrifice of the prisoners taken in battle . None of them 

have headdresses, a nd all are attired in scanty loincloths. Three of 

these captives have blood dripping from their fingers , possibly i ndi -

cating that they have had their fingernails torn out; a decapitated ead 

lies on the second tier from the top . 

Atti re . The clothing of warriors does not differ markedly from the 

basic repertoire of clothing: loincloth , jewelry , and headdress . In the 

Bonampak battle scene there is a preference for short, open front skir s, 

xicollis, and hip length mantas (figure 27a) . There is very little sug-

gestion of protective garments , poss ibly confirmitlg that the centra 

Mexican nractice of taking captives in war was prac~iced among the Clas -

sic Maya, too. Xicollis are worn only by a few of the warri rs who 

are generally more fancily dressed than the other warriors . There is no 

indication that these are the he avy cotton armor vests mentioned in Colon-

ial accounts from Mexico and Guatemala. All of the headdresses are dis -

tinct from one another, and probably indicate the name or title of the 

ruler (Roys , in Thompson 1955 : 63) , rather than insignia of military orders 

such as are documented by Duran and Sahagun from central Mexico (see 

Anawalt 19 77) . 

Spears and atlatls. The spears used by the Maya in the Bonampak mur-

als measured approximately ~ - 5 m. to 2 . 5 m. long . A possibly Classic 

period wooden spear recovered at Actun Pobilche, Belize, measured . 7 

meters long (Pendergast 1974 :97) . The spears may be decorated below the 

tip with feathers , ·aguar hide , or some other k~nd of covering (figure 

27b and c) . The amount of decoration on the spear seems to be re~lec ed 
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in the quality of attire worn by the user : warriors with more elaborate 

(i .e., jaguar skin , feathers , large jade jewelry , etc.) always carry 

fancier spears . 

The spear never appears as a weapon f or ki lling in the battle scenes , 

unlike i ts use for hunting deer or sacrificing people . The atlatl is 

not visible anywhere in the Bonrunpak murals, and may also be limited to 

those activities where the spear is used for killing . Thompson (1955 : 

62) noted that a majority of the figures hold the spear in t he left hand. 

My own observations indicate the opposite, and furthermore suggest that 

the format of an entire scene determines t he hand in which the spear is 

held . 

Other weapons. There are several other items visible in the Bonampak 

murals that, because of their context, should be weapons (figures 27e and 

f). These include ball-headed, paddle- shaped , rectangular , and baseball-

bat shaped clubs. 

Shields. The shie~ds are square , rectangular, or circular in shape . 

In profile they appear as a tasselled narrow strip draped over t ne hand 

(figure 26g). Shields carried by warriors in battle are decorated with 

fringe perhaps comprised of feathers or shells, painted patterns , and 

hieroglyphs . 1one of these glyphs appear to be the same (the reproduction 

of the hieroglyphs on the Bonampak murals by both Tejeda F. [_in Ruppert , 

Thomps on , and Proskourikoff 1955] and Villagra C. (!949] are notori ously 

innacurate), and it may be surmised that these indicate pers onal names . 

The shields depicted in formal (military) portraiture on stelae are 

usually full front, displaying a picture of a deity, design, animal, or 

person . 



Con~rontation . A _ar ge number of Classic Maya scenes show two or 

more people facing each ot her. Scenes of a male seated upon a thr one 

facing another male , often with a vessel, bundle , or some other item , 

between them are are often referred to as throne or presentation 

scenes . Because a throne is not always present , or an item pres ented , 

I prefer to call these confrontation scenes . The majority of the scenes 

discussed under previous scenes are technically ' confrontations' . These 

scenes could be divided into finer, more definite categories on the ba-

sis of costume , accoutrements , and context . The costume of the confron-

tation scenes discuss ed here is not s pec ific. Their scope appears to be 

l imited to pictorial ceramics . Even so , t h~s theme constitutes the 

greatest majority of all scenes considered in this thesis . 

The costume andaccoutrementswhich appear in confrontation scenes 
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are the same as the basic repertory of Classic Maya costume : loincloth , 

jewelry , and headdress . There is noth ing in the iconography or depic t i ons 

which indicates any specific identi f iable activity t aking place . am 

reluctant to assign meanings or interpretations to scenes where t he ac -

tivity merely resembles something familiar . Without substantiating 

iconogr aphy on the same piece , among a series of related pi eces , docu-

mentation from the post - Conquest period, or reading from hieroglyphic 

texts with accompanying pictures, there is no way to establish the iden-

tifying characteristics beyond intuition . 

Relative status among people present in one scene can be determined 

to some degree on the basis of the gar ments and accoutrements w rn . _n 

general, the male who sits upon the thr one or dais wears larger, more 

elaborate jewelry , e,nd more of i t than the figures who either face him 
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or stand behi nd h im. In addition , his headdress may have many feathers 

and/or an animal or dei t y head in it , while the confronting participants 

wear simpler headdresses, a piece of cloth tied around the head , or no 

headdr ess at all . 

Headdres ses depicted in Classic Maya art can contain the n81Ile of the 

pers on wearing the headdress (Kelley 1973) . Roys (in Ruppert , hompson 

and Proskouriakoff 1955 :63) suggested that a headdress may identi fy t e 

n81Ile or title of the wearer. It is possible, too , that certain styles 

of headdress es may indicate the place of origin of the wearer. o head-

dress, on the other hand , is usual y a sign of inferiority . The garments 

of males without a headdress are s ually minimal and simple . wnen a man 

is captured in battle, his headdress is removed by his captor. 

How is the prominent (high status) ruler identified when there is 

more than one throne oc cupied by a male i~ one scene? Generally , the more 

elaborate the costume, the more important is that person . When costume 

and paraphernalia don 1 t seem to indicate the status (or function ) , ot her 

criteria should also be considered : 1) quality of costume, 2 ) quali ty of 

orn81Ilents, 3) quali ty of headdress , 4) place on throne : is there more than 

one person on it? Are they facing each other? Is one seated behind the 

other?, 5) body position : profile or torso full front , standing or sea~ed, 

and 6) physical features . By comparing clear cut ex81Ilples of the yrominent 

person on a vessel and the six criteria listed above, a set on convent ions 

emerges that can identify the prot_agonist as clearly as costume and accou-

trements can . The non- attire criteria (~s 4- 6) we re applied to see es 

where the identification of the prot agonis t was difficult to make on he 

basis of criteria 1- 3. More often than not , one f i gure would emer ge as a 

prominent person . 



Chapter 14 : SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The significance of costume and associated paraphernali a as specifi c 

mar kers of status and r ole of i ndivi duals , and act i vities of one or more 

pe rsons has been elucidated for the Class ic peri od Maya of the southern 

lowlands . Three approaches were utilized: archaeological , ethnohistori -

cal , and thematic analytical. The f irst two go beyond t he geographic 

limits of Classic Maya civilization to include most of Mesoamerica -

Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras , Belize , and El Salvador - as a geographical 

entity united at various points i n time and space by diffused and shared 

elements of culture. The seven themes - human sacrifice, deer hunting , 

purification, accession, ball game , and warfare and presentation -, draw-

ing upon Classic Maya art from s tone, bone , shell, ceramic, and wood , 

were interpreted from two point s of vi ew : 1 ) as i ndependent records of 

events and activites, and 2) augmented wi th the ethnohistorical and 

archaeological material . The events picture d are hi s torical, mythological, 

or a combination of both . The use of historical and mythological data 

compiled by the earliest European explorers up through to the present 

by modern-day ethnographers is in no way a suggestion on my part of cul-

tural continuity spanning over thirteen centuries from the Classic Maya 

to the present. Rather, they have been employed as insight and possible 

interpretation to a now silent civilization. Still , preservati on of 

myths 'il lustrated' by pictorial ceramics are, at times, remarkable. 

Consideration of several themes discussed here reveals not only 
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a segregation of certain kinds of costume and accoutrements according to 

the activity described, but also t he s pecific role and / or status of an 

individual . The variations in costume due to l ocal clothing and art 

styles have not been considered here . Activity- or status - specific 

garments t ranscend individual local art styles . Preferences for ce rtain 

kinds of headdresses or jewelry have b een noted at specifi c sites (Butler 

1931) . 

The role of males is diffe r ent and distinct from that of females . 

A general segregation or pattern of s ome t hemes falls within the confine s 

of specific media . For instance , t he deer hunting and enema purificat i on 

s cenes discussed here were all pictured on ceramic vessels . Actual sac -

rifi ces and severed heads and bodies are portrayed onl y on ceramic art, 

while the accoutrements of sacrifice, such as decapitation axes , heart 

choppers, or crossed bones, may appear on mcnumental art of stone and 

wood . 

Females . The presence and participa t ion of women in activities is 

limited , and their roles within t hese activities is specific. While wo -

men do appear in the minor i ty of pictorials , the presence is s i gnificant . 

However , because Maya art i s not given to sex specifi city in all cases to 

the non- Maya eye , it is useful to summarize the identifying characteristics 

of females . 

Different classes of garments of females are worn on the upper torso ~ 

lower body , head , and extremities , which includes jewelry . Basically , 

the attire of females consists of a p iece of rectangular cloth wrappe d 

around the body under the arms and t ucked in or tied with a strip of clot h 
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wrapped around the body under the arms and tucked in or tied with a strip 

of cloth at the top to hold it in place. The finished edge of the mater-

ial i s usual_y of a different color or decoration t han the remainder of 

the cloth , and can often be seen as a vertical stripe on the side r unning 

the length of the garment. Because only one of these edges is exposed on 

one side only , this edge may not always be visible . 

This garment may take the form of a skirt instead of the dress de -

scribed above. In this case, a huipil is worn on the top. The huipil is 

quadrilateral, sewn at the sides and cut or slit at the neck for the head . 

All of these garments are usually painted, embroidered, or brocaded . 

The geometric designs usually incorporated int o the hem and occasionally 

into the main part of the garment were probably woven in on the l oom . As 

yet, I cannot discover any specific correlation with garment decorati on 

and status. 

Sexual characteristics are rarely included in Classic Maya portrai-

ture . There are a few instances on polychrome vase paintings of a naked 

female with her breasts exposed, but ,even these examples may be partially 

obscured by the presence of a neckline of a garment . Without obvious 

indicators, sexual identity can be inferred 1 ) from the shape of the head 

and 2) by the hieroglyphs associated with the figure . 

The practice of cranial deformation is well documented among the 

ancient Maya from cranial material excavated at Classic period sites (Saul 

1972 ; Stewart 1949, 1953). It is generally assumed to be a mark of status 

and/ or beauty . Unquestionable depictions of females in art , parti cularly 

the naturalistically and accurately rendered ones, display cranial defor -

mation, often very pronounced. Hellmuth (personal communicati on) has 
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noted a h i ghe r and more pronounced incidence of cranial deformation among 

females portrayed in figurines and on painted ceramics than among males . 

This observation cannot be substantiated by any recorded data on excava-

ted deformed crania except to say.. thatmale and female deformed crania 

have been identified (Saul 1972) . On ceramics, this cranial deformation 

was accentuated by a high hairline, pos sibly shaved fo r that pur pose . 

The hairstyles of women are generally severe and distinctive; the 

partially shaved head lends somewhat to thi s severity. The hair is worn 

both loose and bound up. Loose hair is often wispy appearing . Long hai r 

may be worn on top of the head, held in place by the use of 's tick pins', 

or tied by strips of cloth wrapped a round or braided into the hair. This 

fashion is not uncommon among the modern-day Maya women of Verapaz . 

A hieroglyph denoting a female was identified by Proskouriakoff 

(1960) . This glyph consists of a profile head with an oval object attached 

to the forehead . This glyph never occurs in association with a male, and 

its coincidence with known depictions of females is high. 

Women appear under four different themes discussed here : purification , 

deer hunting , presentation and accession . The activities or roles of the 

first two themes has been interpre ted in consideration of the~r actions 

and associations . In puI'ification scenes, the women often are placed 

near the enema bowl, or are si tuated behind a male in the enema ceremony . 

Depictions of a female holding sting ray spines out to a male may be in-

dicated . In scenes where an enema bowl is present , a man being undressed 

(or dressed) by a woman may be included . No depictions have come to 

light yet showing a woman receiving or giving herself an enema, and it 

may be surmised , for the time being , that she does not partake in the 
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enema cer emony to this extent . 

Women perf orm blood s ac rifices , parti cularly by pulling a thorny 

r ope through a hole i n t~e tongue . A low bowl wi th bark strips wi thin 

catches and s oaks up the blood as it dri ps f r om tbe tongue . mhe se bowls 

may be seen carried by women i n monumental art . 

A female appears in 3% of the deer hunting scenes . Her association 

with deer and flora has led Taack (1973) to suggest that she is the mal-

evolant forest deity Ix Tabai . Neither the garment, decoration , nor 

hairstyle reveal any particular distinguishing characteristics di fferent 

from t hose of other females , whether they appear in h i storical or 

mythological scenes . 

The role of women in accession and presentation scenes appears to be 

of secondary importance . A female de picted in an accession scene may be 

a relat ive of the male who is acceding to the throne . _he importance of 

t h e ~emale in accession ceremonies as the line of descent to t he gods has 

been noted by Schele (1978) . In pr esentation scenes , a female, when de -

picted , i s almos t invariably situated behind a male. Rarely doe s any 

major action (i.e ., the focal point of the scene) take place involving a 

female. When this does occur , the female is usually paired in opposi t ion 

with a male . , 

Only a minority of t he females depicted in Maya art h ave been i den-

tified as deities or mythologi cal beings . The r e are very few instances 

where any deity identifying charac teristics - Roman nose , cartouche eye, 

god s pot s , filed teeth, protr udi ng lip or nose - are indicated on a fe -

male . Some mythological beings have been identified on the bas~s of con-

text or associated symbols , such as a moon glyph . 
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Distinctions in rank and status among females do exist . These dis -

t inct i ons can be identified by the same criteria as those for males : 

1) costume ornamentation and quality , 2) jewelry or other decorations 

worn or carried, 3) position relative to other figures in the scene, i.e., 

at the center , facing another individual, immediately next to a promi nent 

male in the scene, etc., and 4) body position of the female , i.e., tors o 

front , body front, or profile (no portraits of women have been discovered 

so far with the full body and head facing front). 

Male s. There are many more costume varieties portrayed on men than 

on women; this is in part due to more ~en than women being portrayed in 

the art. In addition, males figure prominently in each of the seven 

themes discussed here. Since these themes were not delineated on the 

basis of the presence of males as the primary criterion, the predominance 

of males is significant. 

The role of a male in an activity is expressed by the clothing and 

accoutrements he wears and carries, and the context of the scene (which 

is also here determined by the attire and activities) . The specifi c 

role(s) in each of the seven scenes - hurnan sacrifice, purification, 

accession, ball game, deer hunt i ng , warfare, and p resentation - is sum-

marized below. Examples of the basic costume repertory for males are 

presented in figures 28 and 29 . 

A male may take an active or passive r ole in a sacrificial ceremony . 

Passive members include onlookers, attendants, assistants, etc . An active 

participant either performs the sacrifice or is being sacrificed. The 

actions depicted are blood , decapitation (both of which may be auto-

sacrifice ) or heart removal sacri fic e. The tools used for these ceremonies 
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are sting- ray spines , axes with a curved up~er handle , and tear- drop 

and trilobed- shaped hand- held blades . Only one - _the axe and its implied 

and explicit use for decapitation - includes the use of specific garments 

and accoutrement by the participants. These are , most notably, red-

spotted cloth anklets , wris tlets , nose pi eces , earrings , loincloth , and 

balls attached at the waist or shoulders . 

Purification rites appear to be associated with certain sacrifices : 

3% of the death by decap i tation sacrifice scenes include the presence of 

an enema bulb , enema bowl, or the adminstration of an enema. Males ( and 

certain animals such as jaguars ) are the only people to receive enemas. 

They may be self- administered, or given by a male or female . The only 

garment which may be assoc iated with the enema ceremony is a knotted sort 

of bib worn around the neck and hanging dc1,,m in front . The presence of 

similar items in the form of headdresses ~n Classic Maya ceramics , or as 

bibs or tunics in the Chichen Itza and Yaxchilan lintels in associa i on 

with war fare , makes the identification of this garment (or garments ) and 

its function only suggestive at this time . If the garments depicted on 

the ceramics and monumental art are different , those depicted in military 

contexts may possibly represent quilted armor (Mathews, pers onal communi -

cation), although I am not thoroughly conviced at this time . 

The garments of accession , portrayed on both monumental art and 

vessels , are most fully understood from the stone carvings at Palenque . 

In addition to insignia held and worn by the figures por t rayed in these 

scenes, addi tional important iconographic symbols are included in the 

scene . The clothing worn that is spec ific to accession includes a 

twisted 'muffler' around the neck , a tri - l obed cape over the shoulders, 
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and a beaded skirt . On pottery , access i ons are initially identified by 

the hieroglyphic inscri pt i on . o specific costumes have been identified 

with the portrayal of acces sions on ceramics . Certain accoutrements , 

such as a mirror , appear to be integr al to the accession ceremony as 

de pic t ed on bot h stone and cerami c art. 

Because there is a fairly substantial amount of mythological and 

archaeological data on the ball ga..~e , this t heme was treated with both 

these sources in mind in addit i on to an intrinsic analysis of the scenes 

portrayed on the pottery. The distinctive garb of ballplayers appears in 

stone carvings, ceramic vessels, and wal_ grafitti : knee pad , wrist / ar 

protector, protectors for the thighs , and chest deflector . Als o included 

in the depiction may be a large ball , stepped terraces , other ballplayers, 

musicians, and onlookers . In none of the pieces does a female appear , 

not even as an observer . The predominance o f deer and monkey(?) he ad-

dress e s on the players may delineate them a s one of the several pairs of 

the PopoZ Vuh, and the myth of the rabbi t pretending t o be the gaming 

ball may be illustrated on a large polychrome plate . 

Warfare was practiced by men , pr obably for the purpose of capturi ng 

other warriors . Spears, various types of clubs, and shields were used . 

Little in t he way of speciali zed or pr ote ct i ve gar ments has been observed 

worn by the warriors, although quilted armor, as des cribed by the Colonial 

Spanish , may have been worn by some of the more important warriors . Short 

cloaks and skirts were the preferred garment . Portraits of a fully dressed 

warrior standing with spear pointed at a scantily clad male are s ual_y 

interpreted as an i ndicator of military victory and/ or social and pol ' tical 

supremacy . 
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The iconography of the scenes designated as deer hunting is very 

r~ch. Associations with fertility, renewal, death and sacrifice have been 

suggested . Male s play a dominant role in these scenes as the hunters 

who trap the deer . The hunter may kill the deer with his spear, or the 

horns are removed. The horns appear held in the hand by deities and 

males in deer hunting scenes, and held by the protagonist (male) in 

presentation scenes. 

A discussion of status can best be illustrated by the final theme 

examined here , presentation . Almost invariably involving males , and 

encompassing the majority of the scenes on ceramics, comparisons of in-

dividuals relative to each other and inferences on the characteristics o~ 

people of higher and lower status can be made. These criteria, applied 

to portrayals of humans in other themes, hold true in the majority of 

cases. 

The attire of males can also be broken down into those worn on the 

l)torso , 2)lower body, 3)limbs and extremities, including jewelry, and 

4)head . These items are illustrated in figures 27 and 28. More varieties 

are illustrated than have been recorded or described for modern, Colonial, 

or pre- historic Maya peoples . The four criteria used to distinguish rank 

and status among females apply equally well among the males . Because 

there are often more males portrayed on a single piece, comparative rank 

and/or status may be distinguished . In general, a personage who wears 

more garments , elaborate clothing , jewelry- , and an elaborate headdress in 

comparison to other males depicted on the same piece or in the same scene, 

is the protagonist of the activity . The inverse holds true : the personage 

who stands at the center of attention or of a scene also bears more orna-
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ments and insignia in his at.t ire , is portr2.y sd tors o front or larger in 

size , seated upon a throne , or standing taller t han the other figures in 

the scene . 

Besides hUJnans , a variety of animals , beasties, supernaturals, and 

deities are portrayed in Maya art . Drawing a distinction between these 

creatures is merely a matter of convenience f or purposes of exp anation ; 

there is considerable overlap of role and identity. Human- like and anthro-

pomorphic beings frequently wear t he same t ypes of clothing as humans 

(usually male garments ) . Animals present or participating in certain 

ceremonies may also wear garments specific to that theme . For ins t anc e , 

jaguars and males can wear the large muffl er t hat is characteristic o f 

the death by sacrifice, and the large mantle decorated with crossed bones 

and/or death eyes not infrequently worn by bats can also be worn by males. 

General garments of the costume repertory may be worn by animals , such 

as the loincloth . Other garment s , such as the decorated cloth worn by t he 

deer in some deer hunting scenes, are worn only by animals . 

The material utilized f or study and analysis in this thesis is gen-

erally unavailable to most scholars studying the Maya in particular, and 

civilizations i n general . Hu.man sacrifice and enemas have never figured 

in the literature on the faya until the last few years . The significance 

of other activities , such as the deer hunt and the ball game, were pre-

viously understood or known about from the bias o~ a limited amount of 

available data. In this thesis I have expanded considerably the corpus of 

material available for study , both in the recognition of new activites / 

scenes , and elaboration and refinement of previously known ceremonies . Y 

enumerati_ng the individual iconographic e_eme nt s, one can determi ne a t a 

glance the significance of many Classic Maya painting s . 
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